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ADC DV6000". THE MOST WIDELY USED UNCOMPRE

or

a

DIGITAL VIDEO TRANSPORT SYSTEM IN THE WORLD.

Live broadcast events. CATV supertrunking. Post production. Distance learning. High
quality backbone transport. Cable headend consolidation. Just some of the ways the
DV6000 video transport system delivers multiple channels of high resolution, 2.4 Gb/s
video over fiber. Using an uncompressed digital format, the DV6000 moves more
channels, with higher quality, over longer distances than any other transport system.
The DV6000 is ahighly versatile fiber optic transport system offering:
•Transport of QAM, MMDS, HITSTm and other digital video services
•Compatibility with all video standards (NTSC, PAL, SECAM,
MPEG, JPEG, CCIR-601, etc.)
•Centralized scrambling, VBI insertion and subscriber control
•Dense WDM, embedded switching and single channel options
•Combined multiple analog video, digital telephone and
data transport
So why compromise the quality of your digital broadband transport by using anything
other than the best. To find out more, call us at
800 366-3891 for afree paper on SON ET vs.
DV technology.

IlL

HDC Telecommunications

DV6000 is a trademark of ADC. HITS is atrademark of TCI.
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When Media0ne announced last month that it was shifting its

corporate headquarters from Boston to Denver, it certainly ruffled
some well-groomed feathers (and forced the resignation of akey
visionary to boot), but the future will show that the contentious
move was one that simply had to be made.
Yes, it's true that the abrupt change of strategy
within US West Media Group (the parent company of
Media0ne) will throw some lives out of kilter and
force some hard decisions among Media0ne employees who are native Bostonians faced with relocation.
After all, when the media giant acquired the former
Continental Cablevision last fall, company CEO Bud
Hostetter was assured the company headquarters
would remain at the unique and newly-renovated
Pilot House (the problem is, the contract never specified how long that would remain to be the case).
Hostetter became so angry he resigned. Others certainly won't be making the trip West to what is now
inarguably the Cable Capital, and their talents will be
sorely missed. The old Continental HQ team was a
good one—it set new standards for how acable company should be run. The public relations team was in a
class of its own. Industry associations and trade publications all regularly heaped awards on either
Continental individuals or the company in toto.
But in this age of instant communications—where
e-mail, fax, videoconferencing and the telephone
mean we're never an island unto ourselves—the physical separation of the Mother Ship in Denver and its
newest prized possession in Boston simply became
too much to bear. Decisions that used to be made at
the Pilot House suddenly needed one more signoff—from Denver.
The result was stagnation. Decisions were taking longer. Even the
shortest face-to-face meetings took at least two days after travel time
was factored in.
Now that relocation has been mandated, the real challenge
begins. The company has already demonstrated it won't tolerate
management gridlock or unwarranted delays, indicative that it
understands that form of thinking is aprescription for failure in
the future. But can US West foster the same chemistry and offer
the same environment that obviously worked so well in Boston?
As Media0ne shifts from being atechnology-driven company to a
marketing-driven entity, can it win consumer loyalty? Or will US
West's well-documented history of customer service snafus infect
those at Media0ne? Those questions will be key as Media0ne
struggles to gain anational identity and play ball with the other
big boys on the block.

US West:
Playing
hardball in
the majors
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Can Your Current
OTDR Keep Pace?
f

Stay Ahead In The Technology Race With
The Wavetek MTS 5100 Field OTDR
If your network design requires more fiber rings,
higher density patch panels, digital transport or
SONET capability, you need more performance
from your field OTDR. To keep pace with your
network's demands, the Wavetek MTS 5100
offers comprehensive field testing in amodular,
low cost platform.
Affordable Field Modularity... The open architecture
design of the Wavetek MTS 5100 OTDR is built
to meet changing fiber testing needs for cable
networks. It delivers superior performance today
with...
•1meter dead zone
•Up to 40 dB dynamic range
•16 hour battery life
•Large storage capacity for high fiber counts
Awide range of field interchangeable modules are
.eailable for testing the most complex networks.
The,MTS 5100 can easily be upgraded to add new
test caeabilities as your network evolves.
'
'Ç'EaSy To Use... Oilp kat
the ce4oscreen tells y
that e
S5100 is the
new generaS of field
OTDRs. The s le,
familiar user interface an
integrated help system allow
you to go straight to the
cid with little orno-tra
nfidence... Don't settle for less than tlitp,
5100 field OTDièrpart of the complete line of
quality test equipment from Wavetek. Trusted and
eferred by technicians worldwide, Wavetek
ides the communication test tools you need.

-milillifflIalli11111111110111111111111111111.1111■1111.

1-800-851-1202
www.wavetek.com
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46 Digital delivers

Ha, the wish

By Tim Wilk, Scientific-Atlanta Inc.

come true ."

As operators come to rely on fiber ring interconnects to accommodate both regionalization and two-way services, Sonet technology provides arobust means of multi-service transport.

54 Feedforward technology

About the Cover

By Jim Farina, ADC Telecommunications Inc.

Practical designs of fiber optic transmitters based on feedforward technology are now areality and can provide high performance in cable television applications.

Photo by Myron J. Doll,
The Stock Market

62 1997 Salary survey

Photo by Steven Hunt, The Image Bank

By Michael Lafferty

30 Sonet for video
transport: Is it soup yet?
By Dana Cervenka
Long thought of as "that telco technology,"
Sonet is attracting attention as ameans to
transport video. Has Sonet's time finally
come for the cable industry?

40 Migrating to Sonet

The cable industry's technical personnel are pleading with their companies to set apriority on
people. as they sound off in CED 's annual salary and system survey.

72 Care and feeding of the headend
By Linc Reed-Nickerson, Tektronix Inc.
Do you know what your headend needs to thrive? This article features tips on ensuring that picture and sound quality will be competitive with DBS. The big three are levels, levels and levels.

78 Cracking the commercial market
By Leo A. Wrobel, Premiere Network Services Inc.

The Telecom Reform Act opened up acompetitive free-for-all in the communications industry.
How can cable companies fend off competition and capture the high-profit corporate user?

By Gary Briggs, Fujitsu Network
Communications

With the increasing popularity of two-way
services, Sonet is no longer a"sports car"
technology. How to take the first steps in
deploying basic Sonet networks.

84 Drugs, alcohol and cable
By Craig Kuhl
In an effort to create asafer and healthier workplace, cable companies are beginning to deliver
comprehensive, consistent drug and alcohol policies. Sometimes, though, employees get caught
between the old policy and the new.

86 DataBank

By Adrian Jones, Terayon Communication Systems

CED magazine is an officially
recognized publication of the Society of
Cable Telecommunications Engineers. All
members of the SCTE are qualified for a
free CED subscription. To subscribe on-line,
see www.cedmagazine.com.

Part 2of this article series addresses the issues of multi-tiered services, scalability and wide-area
network interfaces as cable operators strive to optimize their headends for the delivery of data.

90 Telecom Perspective
13) Fred Dawson
From interactive, three-dimensional photo "bubbles," to video streaming and new content development standards, video is spicing up high-speed data delivery.
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O NE COMPANY HAS
DELIVERED MORE SATELLITE
S
EBROADBAND

RF TECHNOLOGY

TOTHIS PLANET THAN ANYBODY.

C.) fyou were thinking the 'digital revolution" has eliminated the need
7 f
or crisp, clean analog signals in the headend, you'd be wrong. In
fact, the quality of picture demanded by today's subscribers is higher
M11.0e....11$
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than ever.

Standart

•
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DVSR9000 DigiCip:ter IRD

That's the very reason Standard Communication's quest for quality has
established the company as the headend spedalist, leading the industry in
Agile 112011 Video Cipher
advancing broadband RF technology.
Standard pioneered the industry's first frequency-agile modulators for 550 MHz system architecture.
The TVM Series product changed forever the perception that agile was acompromise. F
TOM the
TVM Series to the Stratum Modulation System, Standard has consistently set the standards by which
-

others are measured. But we didn't stop there. We effered the CA'fV industry its first full-featured IRD
te fit asingle EIA rack space, deliver textbook video specifications, and
satisfy the demand for performance even in the harshest environments.
Now digital compression is here and Standard Communications
Corporation continues to establish the benchmark with advanced tech-

IMF...Mar I._

TVAMOS Stereo CATV Modulator

nology, unique design and practical features. With areputation built on delivering advanced techncdogy.
you can be assured there is more to come.
To see more of our products and learn more about the line, visit
our website at http:11www.standardcomm.com.
Agite Omni Global Vu

‘) Communications
Standard
SATELLITE &BROADBAND
PRODUCTS DIVISION!

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS: Torrance, CA •(310) 532-5300 •Fax: (310) 532-0397
EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS: London, England •44 1923 800 510 •Fax: 44 1923 800 445
CANADI4N HEADQUARTERS: Ontario, Canada •(905) 665-7501 •Fax: (905).665-7486
WEBSITE: http://www.standardcomm.com
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4In Perspective

Saw
filter

Ceramic
filter

Compiled by Roger Brown

By Roger Brown
Shakeups in the cable industry continue, as US West moves its MediaOne
subsidiary to Denver.

26 Lab Watch
Down
convertor

Up
convertor

By CableLabs

18 Spotlight

90 Fiber Topologies Chart

By Dana Cervenka

97 In The News

Synthesizers

Since he was just ayoungster,
Comcast's Steve Craddock has been
digging for bigger and better wire.

103 Return Path

Serial interlace

Now, he's digging for better services,

112 New Products

too.
ColorBursts, page 12

PRODUCTS
92 Product/Services Showcase
See the latest products and services showcased
in adisplay format.

20 Frontline
By Wendell Bailey, NCTA
Bailey looks back at the cable industry's progress in the implementation of fiber optic technology, and makes recommendations for future innovations.

22 Farmer's Market

R ESOURCE C ENTER

By Jim Farinet; Antec
Farmer explains the "S" curve and its use in the evaluation of the progression of specific

98 Reader Service Guide

technologies.

24 Capital Currents

98 Ad Index
100 Company Index

By Jeffrey Krauss, Telecommunications and Technology Policy
The world of new satellite services is changing at light speed. In an update to arecent column, Krauss reports on anew low earth orbit system, and aproposal to carry local TV sta-

101 Internet Directory

tions to home dishes at Ka-band.

114 In the Loop

102 What's Ahead

By Thomas G. Robinson, River Oaks Communications Corp.
Robinson likens recent industry squabbles to agood episode of the "Family Feud." The only
problem is, Richard Dawson's not around to mediate, so the cable industry may have to solve
its disputes by focusing on acommon goal: giving subscribers what they want.

105 Classifieds
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Don't forget that, as exciting as our newer products
are, we started out as a supplier of cable markers.
And we still have the very best identification and
control markers on this particular planet!

FetiditeiàDirect merchants to the telecommunications industry

800-257-2448 or FAX 303-986-1042
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01997 Ilexlett-Packard Co. TRIMID627.I/CED

Speed has never been as important in the race
to install and maintain your return path as it is
today. So the last thing you need is aproblem
with ingress. That's where the HP CaLan 3010R/H
Sweep/Ingress Analyzer comes in.

• Dual Path Sweep

A comprehensive, flexible field tool.

• Digital Power

The HP CaLan 3010R/H is the one tool that does
it all—even in the presence of ingress.
• Forward sweep
• Reverse sweep
• Signal-level measurements
(including digital signals)

Highlights of the HP CaLan 3010R/H include:
• Ingress Detection
When ingress corrupts return path communication, the headend unit transmits adisplay of
the ingress image to the field unit for immediate
troubleshooting.

One headend box for both forward
and return sweep means more
efficient use of bandwidth, more space in the
headend and less equipment to buy.
New!

Quickly and accurately measures
average power of digital carriers—
including return path TDMA (bursted) carriers.
New!

• DigiSweep Technology
HP CaLan set the industry standard with
its 5us sweep pulse. It's so fast it can
pass through active digital traffic without
interference. And now our sweep speed
is even faster; measurements can be performed in 650 ms.

1

HP Galan 3010R field unit

When speed counts, there's no faster way to
activate your return path and troubleshoot
ingress than the HP CaLan 3010R/H.

For more information call: 1-800-452-484e Ext. 5331.
.In Canada call 1-800-387-315.1, program number TMIT:1S5.

www.hp.com/go/catv
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The Name Trusted For Decades Of Quality Cable Is Broadening
The Horizons Of Your Communications Universe
As the world's largest supplier of broadband cable, CommScope has become
aleading source for communications solutions around the world. Thanks to years
of building information superhighways for countless applications, we are now poised
to do even greater things for your unique market. For information on more than 6,000
coax, fiber and twisted pair cable prodocts plus other innovations, visit our website
or call, today. Fasten your seatbelts. We're going places for you!

(Z
. CommScope®
How Intelligence Travels.
For information call 1-800-982-1708 or 704-324-2200 www.commscope.com
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MediaOne kicks off branding;
unveils Detroit control center
According to Lillis, MediaOne's debut on
the national stage with the Media0ne200 event
was just as important and signals asignificant
milestone that is indicative of the importance
of marketing for the company and possibly the
industry itself. "It's the first time we've had
anything with the brand that's come out
nationally," says Lillis.
Lillis says the company's aggressive, yet
measured rollout of high-speed data will continue unabated, and that the popularity of the
high-speed service will eventually be used as a
springboard for more service offerings like
digital television and telephony.
The MediaOne executive reports the company will use the expertise it has gained in
Australia to trial and then launch telephone
service in Atlanta this fall. "We'll probably
go up to 3,000 or 4,000 customers and then
launch" says Lillis. "We are selling the best
trial we have on an HFC network in
Australia where we're signing up between
500 and 800 customers per week for telco
service.

US West's MediaOne took its act to the
Motor City recently, unveiling anew, state-ofthe-art headend to support not only its traditional offering of networked video, but highspeed data and perhaps telephony as well.
As the third largest MS0 in the country,
MediaOne, under the direction of Chuck Lillis,
US West Media Group president and CEO, has
committed itself to an ambitious upgrade plan
that will eventually bring high-speed data, digital television and telephony to its more than 5
million subscribers in 19 states. The plan calls
for a$5 billion upgrade effort by the year
2000 to bring its systems up to 750 MHz twoway service capability.
Sparing no expense, MediaOne lifted the
curtains on its new Master Control Center as
the opening act for the company's debut as a
co-sponsor (with ESPN) of anationally televised pre-race (the MediaOne 200) for the
U.S. 500 at the Michigan Speedway. The new
2,800-square-foot headend facility consolidates the old metro Detroit cable system control centers so the system can be monitored
from acentral location.
The center features two Sun Microsystems
5000 servers (with amaximum 378 gigabits
of storage with current generation technology), two Sun Netra servers, four Ultra
Enterprise 2servers, and ahost of Cisco
routers (7500 series) and switches (Catalyst
5000).

Cable data modem
schedule on track

Cable operators and vendors alike are still
feeling good about having aplentiful supply of
interoperable high-speed data modems available as soon as early next year, following a

three-day test of interoperability in mid-July.
The testing, which took place at Cable
Television Laboratories, was a"major, major
hurdle" that was successfully cleared, according to Jacob Tanz, VP of North American sales
and marketing at Libit Signal Processing, a
supplier of integrated circuits that was on hand
during the testing.
Specifically, the testing was undertaken
with prototype equipment from several vendors. Libit, afour-year-old company founded
by Israeli engineers, brought equipment that
supported both up- and downstream signal
transmission. The downstream solution was
based on both 64 and 256 QAM with ITU
Annex Bforward error correction, while the
upstream modulator supports 16 QAM and
QPSK.
Several other vendors also participated,
including Harmonic Lightwaves and Stanford
Telecom. Harmonic brought along its new
downstream QAM modulator, making good on
its recently announced intention to "provide
standards compliant, interoperable digital
headend equipment to the cable industry,"
according to Harmonic executives.
Harmonic's modulator can support both
annex A and annex B modes of the ITU standard via software command.
Stanford Telecom tested its subscriber modulator chip as well aheadend demodulator
assembly that supports return transmissions.
Stanford officials, in astatement, said the tests
"prove we are on track toward assuring that
cable modems to be provided by our customers are compatible with the MCNS specification requirements."

MCNS cable modem IC combines adownstream DAM demodulator and upstream modulator.
Saw
filter

Ceramic
filter

Downstream
50-850 MHz
Up
convertor

Down
convertor

ADC

1•11110-
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QAM
demod.

RSSI

Controller interface

Registers/control

Control
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Downstream
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insertion
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Upstream
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Serial interface
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QPSK/16 DAM
mod/filter
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Upstream modulator

75 ohm cable driver

MCNS cable modem IC
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WHO SAYS YOU CAN'T
HAVE IT ALL.
the first 1550 nm
transmission system

Introducing

versatile

enough for high-performance

supertrunking

and

distribution.

Harmonic Lightwaves has always been known for creating prodHLT 7709
80 Ch. Analog
200 MHz Digital

ucts that combine versatility with performance. Our innovations
have let network managers stay a step ahead of the competition.
Harmonic's latest addition —the MAXLink - HLT 7709 —further extends

30 km

the applications and affordability of the popular MAXLink 1550 nm
transmission system.

CNR
CSO
CTB

The new MAXLink HLT 7709 improves upon Harmonic's current
1550 nm transmission system by increasing the dual complementary

51
-65
-65

dB
dBc
dBc

Efficient
Distribution

outputs to 9 dBm, without requiring optical amplifiers. This means
new solutions to both old and new system topologies. Who says
you can't have it all?
HLT 7709
Broadcast

The high combined output power of the new MAXLink enables
efficient 1550 nm distribution. The high signal output allows for

25 km

remote location of the optical amplifier, producing high signal quality

PWL 4704
Targeted Digital
Services

in the new fiber-to-the-node transport architectures. In supertrunking
applications the new transmitter increases efficiency and improves
CNR due to elimination of the optical amplifier. And no matter how
you look at it, this all means better economy—in either long-distance with

CNR
CSO
CTB
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or fiber-dense environments.
As television, telecommunications and high-speed telecomputing
converge into one compat,ble digital domain, Harmonic will be

HLT 7709
80 Ch. Analog
200 MHz Digital

there in every headend, hub and node with products that keep
you online. Simpler, faster and better.

40 km
HLE 3700
CNR
CSO
CTB
High Performance
Supertrunking

Harmonic Lightwaves
Transcending the ordinary.
www.harmonic-lightwaves.com
549 Baltic Way. Sunnyvale, California

94089

U.S.A.

tel: 800 788-1330 408 542-2500 fax: 408 542-2511
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Everyone associated with the tests agreed
that they showed interoperability is possible,
but all also agreed that much work is yet to
be done. CableLabs will soon perform asecond round of tests designed to determine the
functionality and performance of modem
equipment.
Libit officials were ebullient in their optimism. In fact, the company recently
announced apact with Analog Devices to
develop and manufacture MCNS compliant
integrated circuits for cable data modems,
putting them in competition with Broadcom as
asupplier of ICs for that application and giving cable modem manufacturers asecond
source of components.
"This opens the market for competition and
innovation," said Tanz. He said IC samples
would be available in the fall of 1997, and
production quantities would follow in late
autumn or early winter at prices that are "competitive."

Barco acquires
optical technology

Barco recently expanded its optical video
product line and filled atechnology void by
agreeing to acquire from C-Cor Electronics the
technology associated with its digital optical
transmission terminal products.
As aresult of this agreement, Barco now
owns the rights to the 3.1 Gbps 16-channel
optical terminals, which will be married with
Barco's "Lynx" digital supertrunk transmission
system. The terminals will be manufactured in
Barco's Belgium-based Communications
Systems division and will conform to Barco
quality standards. Financial terms of the agreement were not disclosed.
Lynx includes Barco 12-bit codecs, combined with 3.1 Gbps 16-channel digital optical terminals at the transmit and receive
sites. A specially developed Lynx interface
unit permits unlimited cascading of optical
links. The Lynx system will provide undistorted IF or RF output at the decoder and is
suited for network applications that require
the linking of multiple hub sites via aredundant ring.
Each Lynx transmitter outputs two 194 MB
signals, saving space and allowing asingle unit
to provide 32 signals for bidirectional transport
over the redundant fiber rings. In addition, the
Lynx receivers feature two 194 MB inputs,
allowing them to receive signals from both
fiber rings. In the event signal is lost on one
ring, the Lynx receiver automatically switches
to the other ring to maintain signal continuity.

14

TWC, Wink team
to enhance programs

Cable industry staple The Weather Channel
became the latest broadcaster to commit to
using software developed by Wink
Communications to add interactive on-demand
weather information to its national signal, but
it's the first to say it will use it 24 hours per
day, seven days per week.
Wink's interactive programming, which is
compatible with standard cable TV signals,
works on 1'V sets and standard cable set-top
boxes that have been outfitted with the Wink
ITV Enhanced Broadcasting standard. This
provides cable operators an advantage in a
competitive world, in that the enhanced service is not currently available through direct
broadcast satellite services.
The Weather Channel's new services will
include:
V On-demand interactive weather information
via interactive video overlays that cable viewers can access with astandard remote control.
V A virtual channel called "The Weather
Channel Interactive" that can be offered to
viewers with adistinct channel number but does
not require additional bandwidth to transmit.
Viewers can tune to this new service at any
time by clicking its channel number or they
may hyperlink to it from The Weather Channel.
In addition, The Weather Channel will
offer advertisers interactive commercial
opportunities, such as: in-program interactive
advertising, virtual channel advertising and
interactive enhancements to national and
local commercials.
General Instrument, Scientific-Atlanta and
Pioneer currently are building arange of analog and digital equipment to support the Wink
technology, and in Japan, Sony, Toshiba and
JVC already are marketing TV sets and related
products that receive and record Wink ITV
broadcasts, and Matsushita has announced it
will ship Wink-enabled products under the
Panasonic label later this year.
Wink's software does not require major
changes to televisions and set-top boxes, therefore adding almost no cost, even to a$300 TV
set or $150 cable convertor. In addition, Wink
enhancements require no dramatic upgrades to
existing cable, telecommunications, broadcast
or direct satellite infrastructure.

Hughes debuts
new satellite dish

Hughes Network Systems debuted anew
satellite dish designed to allow customers to

CED: COMMUNICATIONS

ENGINEERING &

receive both video and data over satellites.
With the introduction of the DirecDuo 21-inch
elliptical dish, consumers can now access
Hughes DirecTV subscription television service, as well as the DirecPC high-speed data
service.
The antenna is capable of supporting multiple Digital Satellite System set-top boxes for
television programming, as well as aDirecPC
card installed in acomputer for the 400 kilobit-per-second Turbo Internet access. Both the
TVs and the PC can be located in different
rooms on separate floors.
According to Hughes officials, the biggest
challenge in developing the DirecDuo dish
was designing astationary antenna capable of
receiving signals from two separate
satellites—something that was accomplished by
packing two low-noise amplifiers inside the
housing at the end of the antenna's "arm."
DirecDuo will be available immediately to
consumers across the continental U.S. in major
retail chains and from independent dealers.
Existing DirecTV and USSB customers can
upgrade their systems by purchasing a
DirecPC card and DirecDuo antenna for $599.
These customers may also elect to purchase
the fully functional DirecDuo kit if they wish
to add asecond Digital Satellite System
receiver to their home, thereby giving them the
ability to independently watch DirecTV and
USSB on separate TVs.
The complete DirecDuo hardware/software
package, ranging in price from $899 to $999,
includes a21-inch elliptical dish with a"trimode" LNB and auniversal mount, a16-bit
PC card, Microsoft Windows '95-based software and one of three Hughes-brand Digital
Satellite System receivers.
Existing DirecPC customers can upgrade
their systems to receive satellite television by
adding asimple enhancement to their LNB
configuration and aDSS receiver, for atotal
cost ranging from $599 to $699.

Marcus gains
pole grief relief

Marcus Cable Associates won some pole
attachment relief after the Federal
Communications Commission declared
unlawful several efforts by Dallas-based
Texas Utilities Electric Company to block
Marcus' ability to provide non-video communications services. These efforts were the subject of acomplaint brought by Marcus against
TU Electric.
Specifically, the FCC struck down as
unlawful the utility's efforts to: secure propri-
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etary, competitively sensitive information concerning the identity of Marcus' non-video customers; disparage the quality and dependability of Marcus' facilities and services through
forcing Marcus to compel its non-video customers to sign a"poison pill" customer
release; and compel Marcus to provide aportion of its non-video services revenues over
and above the maximum pole attachment
rental rate that TU is permitted to charge.
TU Electric is affiliated with PrimeCo
Personal Communications, acompeting supplier of telecommunications services throughout the Dallas-Ft. Worth area.
Commenting on the Marcus decision,
Meredith J. Jones, Chief of the Cable Services
Bureau, said, "This is avery pro-competitive,
pro-consumer order. Unreasonable pole attachment rates and unreasonable conditions in pole
attachment contracts can only hold back the
availability of emerging telecommunications
services to consumers. With this order, we are
removing another barrier to fair competition."
In reaching its decision, the FCC noted the
clear competitive relationship that exists
between the two companies and declared that
TU Electric's unlawful requirements "seem to
exist only to interfere with, if not destroy,
Marcus' relationships with (its) customers"
and that the requirements "appear to be an
attempt by TU Electric to interfere with the
provision of telecommunications services by a
potential, or actual, competitor."
Finally, the FCC stated that because of "the
standardized nature of TU Electric's pole
attachment agreements:' it was terminating the
provisions in all existing pole attachment
agreements with cable operators that contained
the "poison pill" release and that required
cable operators to disclose their provision of
non-video service.

Ortel offers
new EDFAs

Distributed feedback laser pioneer Ortel
Corp. has introduced four new erbium-doped
fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) for OEM manufacturers and system integrators. The new 1550
nm EDFAs offer high performance, greater
output power and lower noise, according to
company officials.
Ortel's new products include a16 dBm
EDFA that features improved performance in
noise figures; alow-power 14 dBm EDFA; a
17 dBm model that provides lower noise for
certain applications; and a20 dBm EDFA that
offers higher output-power performance. Each
of these new EDFAs features adjustable output
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power over a3dBm range from the front
panel, and all utilize Ortel's 980 nm pump
laser. Internal optical splitters are available to
provide multiple outputs from asingle EDFA.
The EDFAs are available either with or
without optical isolators at the input. Input isolators can be omitted when connected directly
to Ortel's 1550 nm transmitters, thereby
improving the EDFA noise figure, resulting in
links with higher carrier-to-noise ratio.

NextLevel invests
in ACTV, WorldGate

NextLevel Systems Inc. Broadband
Networks Group, hoping to jump-start applica:
tions for both its advanced analog and digital
set-tops, recently made major monetary investments in both ACTV Inc. and WorldGate
Communications.
ACTV, through proprietary programming
technology, "individualizes" the television
viewing experience. For example, the individualization of hockey coverage includes unique
features that recap the game's hardest hits, a
compilation of the game's best saves, isolated
shots of the game's featured players, asummary of all goals scored throughout the game, ondemand instant replays and in-depth statistics.
Working with Fox Sports Net, ACTV produced more than 250 individualized sporting
events which were delivered to customers of
TCI Cable of Ventura County over the past
two years. Under an existing license agreement, asports-based individualized regional
network is slated to be launched later this year.
NextLevel's DCT-1000 set-top is the only
interactive digital terminal capable of delivering ACTV's individualized programming. To
date, NextLevel has shipped more than
300,000 digital consumer set-tops and has
delivered more than 60 digital headends,
reaching more than six million homes in North
America.
WorldGate, which allows television viewers
to access the Internet via atraditional cable
set-top, also received an unspecified shot in
the arm from NextLevel. Both companies will
also receive marketing support from
NextLevel as well.

FCC finally sets
LMDS auctions

After months of delay, the Federal
Communications Commission set December
10 as the date it will begin auctioning spectrum to be used for local multipoint distribu-
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tion service (LMDS). This largest swath of
spectrum ever to be auctioned can be used to
deliver high-quality, digital, two-way, voice,
data and video services to consumers and businesses.
It is expected that major media and Internet
companies will be active bidders for this spectrum. Services expected to be offered include
telephone, high-speed Internet access, and subscription television service.
"We are delighted that the FCC has set and
announced the dates for the auction of LMDS
spectrum," said Shant Hovnanian, Chairman
and CEO of CellularVision, USA.
CellularVision was the first company to bring
the LMDS capabilities to the attention of the
FCC and is the only company currently offering services using this spectrum.
CellularVision is the exclusive FCClicensed local multipoint distribution service in
the United States, with rights to the 1,100square-mile New York Primary Metropolitan
Statistical Area, which encompasses 8.3 million people.

Iridium now has
17 birds flying

As if wire-based cable and telecom
providers didn't have enough to think about
already, progress on the Iridium satellite system is proceeding as expected. Recently, a
McDonnell Douglas Delta II rocket carried
five additional Iridium system satellites to lowEarth orbit. The launch was the second in a
planned series of eight Delta II launches that
will place in orbit atotal of 40 out of 66 operational Iridium satellites that comprise the
Iridium system.
The first five Iridium satellites were
launched on May 5, 1997 on aDelta II rocket.
Another seven Iridium satellites were launched
on June 18 aboard aProton rocket. The balance of the 66-satellite network is scheduled to
be deployed throughout 1997 and into early
1998, with worldwide commercial service
introduction planned for late 1998.
Think that's expensive? It is—Iridium has a
$3.45 billion fixed-price contract with
Motorola Inc. to manufacture, launch and operate the Iridium satellite network, as well as to
construct various ground control facilities to
manage the orbiting satellite constellation. In
addition, the company executed a$2.88 billion
follow-on operations and maintenance contract
with Motorola for ongoing maintenance of the
Iridium network, including additional satellite
manufacture and launches for replenishment of
the satellite constellation through 2002.anD
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omcast's Steve Craddock began his career in communications as ayoung boy growing up in Alexandria, Va.,
where he would often root around in big, industrial trash
bins, looking for electrical wire. He targeted one company's bins, in particular,
because their garbage "made great speaker wire." Unbeknownst to Craddock, the
company with the good electrical garbage
was his local telco, and he had been raiding the trash cans behind one of its central offices. It was probably preordained,
then, that his first job out of college was
with C&P Telephone (Chesapeake &
Potomac), one of the original Bell systems, as an outside plant engineer.
Now, as Vice President of New
Media Development for Comcast Corp.,
Craddock is still exploring in technology
bins. Currently, he's evaluating various
forms of interactive multimedia—whether
delivered over aTV, over acomputer, or
acombination of both; he's working on
Comcast's strategy for tackling the commercial data-over-cable market; and he's
trying to find away to make IP voice (or
IP telephony) into acommercial-quality
venture for the company.
"I think that IP voice is doable at
the right price point," notes
Craddock. "It's not there yet, but I
am very encouraged by what Ihave
seen. And there are alot of neat businesses you can spawn from that," like second-line
residential telephony, among others.
And Craddock, who was recruited from Bell
Atlantic to help Comcast implement its first data-overcable trial, has been instrumental in the startup of the
company's Online Services Division, including
Comcast's participation in @Home Network.
He's bullish about the cable industry's "18-month window of opportunity" to grab the high-speed data business,
espousing the belief that cable's technology is superior to
that of the Bell companies; however, Craddock firmly
believes that such agrab will require ashift in the industry's mindset. "If you are at home when the HBO goes
out, you get miffed, but the GM might give you acredit,
and everything's fine:' he explains. "But when it's your
business that depends on reliable communications being
up all the time, companies have to be able to deliver."
Craddock has high standards for any new service his
company evaluates, but that's to be expected from a
man who installed aWindows NT LAN in his own
home, linking up seven of the family PCs.
He has also been the technical presence behind many
of the seminal events in the early days of convergence—
while working for Bell Atlantic in the early '90s,
Craddock helped establish the company's Video Services
Division. During more than 20 years spent with BA, he
was the video exec who cut the deal with Future'Vision

These days,
Craddock is
digging in
bigger bins

Steve Craddock
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Inc. for cable TV in Tom's River, NJ.; and he provided
the technical backup for Bell Atlantic's successful First
Amendment court case challenging the Cable Act's
restriction on telcos providing video programming. Rising
out of that challenge, Craddock and associates filed the
first 214 video dialtone application, and went on to help
create the "Stargazer" interactive multimedia product.
Eventually rising to the position of vice president
for Broadband Network Development and Alliances for
the corporation, he also had responsibility for ADSL
and switched digital video development.
Early on in his days with BA predecessor C&P
Telephone, Craddock did "a lot of spook stuff," in our
nation's capital. Working in concert with ICI, Craddock
was responsible for the design and construction of a
cable TV system for the city of Washington, D.C.
But eventually Craddock, who was anetwork VP by
the time he left Bell Atlantic, had grown weary of telco
bureaucracy, and leapt at the chance to enter the entrepreneurial cable environment.

The fruits of technology
An engineer by education and trade, Craddock is an
Honors and Distinguished Military Graduate of the
Virginia Military Institute, an institution which not
only trained George Marshall and boasted Stonewall
Jackson as an instructor, but which also produced actor
Dabney Coleman, Craddock wryly notes.
An avid computer buff, Craddock ran asoftware
development company for 12 years alongside of his
Bell Atlantic activities, in order to finance his addiction
to PCs. The company specialized in custom financial
software solutions for service companies, as well as
computer simulations of accidents and other catastrophes that were used in court cases to educate juries.
Married to wife Sherrie for 24 years, Craddock says
that their youngest son, 15-year-old Bill, is following in
his computer hacker footsteps, creating his own Web
pages to generate spending money. Their 19-year-old
daughter, Lori, attends Penn State, while eldest son Dave,
21, is preparing to enter Temple Film and Media School.
Craddock enjoys technology not just for its own sake,
but for its fruits as well. In one example of that, the selfprofessed movie buff owns about 2,500 videotapes and
plays and collects classic electric guitars, ranging from a
Gibson Les Paul custom to an electric 12-string.
Taking acue from his art director father, Craddock has
been known to draw acaricature or two (it's rumored that
anumber of Bell Atlantic execs have been thus victimized), and collects Golden and Silver Age Comic books.
From aperspective as both connoisseur and architect of technology, Craddock spends his days thinking
outside the boundaries of linear cable, and has concluded that cable companies can become much more than
just entertainment video providers.
"Slowly, the top-five companies are moving from
being cable companies into becoming communications
companies," says Craddock. "And if that happens, they
have areally bright future."
—Dana Cervenka
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FARMER'S M ARKET

T
he "S" curve is aconcept that I've found useful in

evaluating the likely progression of aparticular technology. Iknow that it's not really ascientific formula,
and its exact shape is arguable. Ialso
haven't included any quantitative scales
(which is no accident), and I'm not
even sure what the axes represent. This
may seem strange coming from an
engineer who likes his world very specific and unambiguous, but such is life.
The horizontal axis in the diagram
below represents the effort you put
forth in the development of aparticular
technology, including time, money or
sweat. The vertical axis represents the
results that you get from your effort.
When any technology is new (on the
left), you tend to put forth alot of
effort, while seeing relatively little
progress. In region 3, the technology
begins to take off. This is the period
when progress is usually fast and the
rewards for incremental effort are very
high. A lot of non-participants rise to
claim credit. Then, the technology
matures, somewhere around region 7,
and progress again slows, though the
curve never flattens completely.
A technology sometimes matures
when it has become good enough that
the market won't pay for anything
better. In my opinion, NTSC television technology is around region 7, or maybe just
past that, because it is equally limited as much by
economics as by technology. There are things you
can do to an NTSC picture to make it better, but the
marketplace won't pay for it. Hmmm, this may be a
warning for HDTV.

Revealing
the
mystical 'S'
curve

By Jim Farmer,
Chief Technical Officer,
Antec

Have acomment?

Contact Jim via e-mail at:
jofarmer@mindspring.com
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AM and FM radio are even higher on the curve, but
we still see improvement from time to time (i.e. phaselocked detectors are now being used for AM detection).
In the '60s and early '70s, telephone technology probably entered region 7for economic reasons. It got ashot
in the arm when the telephone industry was remade at

the behest of Congress, putting telephony on something
of asecond "S" curve.
Everyone talks about computers these days. My
guess is that computer technology is around a5now, so
we are seeing some pretty spectacular gains over short
timeframes. But computers will stall out someday. A
good measure of computer technology is chip density,
which refers to the number of transistors on achip.
Moore's Law, as originated by Gordon Moore,
President of Intel, states that chip density doubles every
18 months (or 12 months, depending on where you see
him quoted). According to Moore, in about 10 years,
we will likely see atechnology barrier to the continued
advancement of computers (Electronic Engineering
Times, May 19, 1997, page 35).
Several factors support this theory. Known diffusion
technologies are approaching theoretical limits; propagation of signals in interconnects is becoming the limiting factor in speed; and heat is getting harder to
remove. Solutions exist to carry us for maybe another
10 years, but then we may find ourselves limited by
fabrication technology, unless something unanticipated
appears. Even if there is abreakthrough, an argument
exists that there may not be economic justification to
continue the present push to newer technology.

Bloatware

Computer technology may level off when nobody
wants to pay for the latest technology. Right now, we
are accustomed to buying anew computer every few
years to get the latest features. However, someday we
will get tired of this, and equate it to being asked to
buy anew TV to watch the newest programs. The
computer folks have already suggested this, thus
proposing anew, highly counter-intuitive branch of
consumer economic thought.
In my opinion, software (at least common office
software) is approaching region 7. The software people
have even coined the term "bloatware" for what software is becoming, possibly indicating aleveling off
that has not been recognized.
Those of us who have taken asufficient leave of the
sane world to practice cable television, tend to spawn a
lot of mini "S" curves. When we hear rumors of anew
technology that may help solve aproblem, we grab it at
region 2and try to force it up to region 5before understanding what it can do. Sometimes we have awinner,
but it's delayed, and we take alot of heat from the
broader society for hyping it too soon (e.g., digital television and modems). Other times, we promise something when it is around region 3. Then no matter how
much we push it, we can't get it up the curve, because
the underlying technology hasn't matured sufficiently,
or there is no economic justification (so far, interactive
entertainment video has been in this category).
Technologies, like fads, have away of coming back
every so often, and sometimes, we'll get an unexpected winner the second or third time around. Stay tuned,
as they say, for the next exciting episode. CIED
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CAPITAL C URRENTS

J
ust two months ago, this column contained an

overview of recent satellite plans, and already, it's out
of date. So today I'm reporting on two important developments, anew low earth orbit ("LEO")
system, and aproposal to carry local
TV stations to home dishes at Ka-band.
First, areview. Geostationary satellites ("GEO") orbit the Earth in acircular orbit at an altitude of 36,000 km,
with an orbital period exactly equal to
the 24-hour rotational period of the
Earth, so they appear to be stationary
as the Earth rotates. (What Isaid in my
July column about balancing of gravitational forces was wrong; the satellite's
centrifugal force balances the Earth's
gravity.) On the other hand, LEO satellites can have stable orbits that are
elliptical rather than circular, or circular
orbits at distances less than 36,000 km.
C-band satellites operate at 6GHz
(uplink) and 4GHz (downlink).
Ku-band satellites operate at 14 GHz
(uplink) and 12 GHz (downlink).
Ka-band, the newest, will operate at 28
GHz (uplink) and 18 GHz (downlink).

Satellite
plans
pose new
competition

Motorola's Ka-band LEO proposal

By Jeffrey Krauss,
satellite skywatcher and
President of
Telecommunications and
Technology Policy

Have acomment?
Contact Jeff via e-mail at:
jkrauss@cpcug.org
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Ireported on Teledesic's LEO fixed
satellite system, with hundreds of orbiting satellites communicating with fixed
earth stations on the ground. (Satellite
systems like Teledesic and Hughes Galaxy that work
with fixed earth stations are called fixed satellite systems—"FSS"—while those that work with mobile earth
stations, like Motorola Iridium, are called mobile satellite
systems—"MSS." Both FSS and MSS systems can use
either LEO or GEO satellites.) The specific frequencies
within the Ka-band for this LEO network are slightly different than the frequencies for the Ka-band GEO satellites, because it is difficult for LEO and GEO satellites to
share the same frequencies without interference. (It's not
impossible, but the proposals for avoiding interference
are too complicated to describe in this column.)
Until recently, the Teledesic system was the only satellite system slated to use the portion of Ka-band set aside
throughout the world for LEO fixed satellite systems. But
then Motorola rained on Teledesic's parade by filing an
application for aLEO FSS network called Celestri.
Celestri consists of 63 satellites that circle the Earth at an
altitude of 1,400 km, compared with Teledesic's network
of 840 satellites that orbit at an altitude of 700 km.
Meanwhile, Teledesic has made adeal with Boeing for
launch services and will redesign its network, probably
by cutting the number of satellites to less than 300.
The challenge here will be for both of these networks to operate in the same frequencies without
interference. Satellites and earth stations may need to
be shut down momentarily in order to avoid interfer-

ence to the other network. Each network control center
will need precise knowledge of the locations and
movements of all the satellites in the band.

Video at Ka-band
Meanwhile, Microspace (a subsidiary of Capitol
Broadcasting, owner of KRAL-TV Raleigh and the
Durham Bulls baseball team), has revealed plans for
using aKa-band FSS satellite to distribute TV stations as
well as cable programming. Recall that earlier this year,
Rupert Murdoch and Charlie Ergen announced asimilar
plan using the Echostar broadcast satellite system, but
that evaporated when the Murdoch-Ergen deal collapsed.
At that time, there were not only technology questions
but also legal questions, because of the copyright laws.
Cable TV systems have the blanket right to retransmit the
copyrighted programming carried on TV stations because
of a"compulsory copyright license." (This goes beyond
"must-carry" and "retransmission consent" regulations.)
But satellite systems do not have the automatic right to
retransmit copyrighted TV programming.
Here are some technical details about the Microspace
plan. There are 211 designated market areas ("DMAs")
for TV stations in the country, and they plan to use 61
spot beams on the satellite to cover them. There will be
three beam sizes. The receive dishes will be 24 inches
in diameter. For those who worry about rain attenuation
on the 18 GHz Ka-band downlink, the system will be
designed for 99.7 percent availability (average of 4.5
minutes of rain outage per day).
The receive dish size is controlled by interference considerations. Antenna beamwidth is related to antenna
size; the smaller the antenna, the wider its beamwidth,
and the more likely it will receive interference from a
satellite in an adjacent orbital slot. These Ka-band FSS
satellites will be spaced 2degrees apart, just like the Kuband FSS satellite used by Primestar. But antenna gain
and directivity increase as the frequency increases, so a
24-inch dish at 18 GHz performs about the same as a36inch dish at 12 GHz. In contrast, the DirecTV and
Echostar broadcast satellites are spaced at 9degrees, so
they can use smaller antennas.
Iwas told that Microspace is negotiating with
Hughes, GE Americom and Loral, each of which has
received Ka-band orbital slot assignments. Itook alook
at the GE satellite application, filed in 1995, to see
whether 61 spot beams and 24-inch dishes are plausible. It calls for 44 spot beams over the country, each
covering an area 300 miles in diameter. So 61 spot
beams would not be unreasonable. Earth station antennas would be as small as 30 inches, but that was for
transmit-receive earth stations. Receive-only stations
could be smaller. Yes, a24-inch dish seems plausible.
So it appears that the big challenge to Microspace
would be legal, not technical, changing the copyright laws
and perhaps other laws as well. Iwould expect the cable
industry to fight these changes, because asatellite system
that carries broadcast stations as well as cable programming would be aserious competitive threat. CED
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LABWATCH

Lab focuses on
modem
interoperabill
CableLabs plans
three-phase testing

This article was prepared specially for CED by
Robert Wells on behalf of Cable Television
Laboratories Inc. (CableLabs).

T
he cable industry modem specification-writing phase

is winding down and anew phase, focusing on interoperability testing, has begun.
Some 35 vendors have vowed to produce—and
most MSOs intend to buy and specify—cable modem
systems compliant with the Data Over Cable Service
Interface Specifications (DOCSIS). Many of the separate elements of this specification have been defined

interoperability incubator" project at CableLabs.
Rapidly gaining steam, the project has spawned a
"DOCSIS Test Team," comprised of seven working
groups, whose intent is first to define tests for subsystems, then prototypes, and finally, by early next
year, productized cable modem systems.
Bob Cruickshank, CableLabs director of digital
network technologies, calls the on-going MSO-vendor collaboration—which focused first on rolling
together a"best of breed" set of specs, then on assuring spec-compliant products—"a new paradigm for
cooperation that's never been seen in the communications industry." It's cable's secret weapon, he says,
for avoiding the confusion over incompatibility that
has slowed introduction of such services as telco
ISDN and 56 Kbps modems.
The project already has 22 people involved at
least part-time (or 15 full-time equivalents) and is
likely to grow to 40 to 45 people, at its busiest,
Cruickshank says. Nine CableLabs staffers are
involved. Six visiting engineers from MSOs and
vendor companies are on-site at CableLabs, and
more are expected, staying for periods of up to two
years. More than adozen vendors have already indi-

Modem interoperability milestones
1997

•Specs complete
•35 vendors

The timeline shows, in
months, the three phases
of modem testing. The flow
chart at the bottom shows
five working groups'
efforts converging on the
testing of end-to-end
systems.
Source: ©1997 CableLabs
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through lengthy collaboration between CableLabs
and its member companies which include MCNS,
MSO technical representatives and vendors.
But aremaining problem, as perceived by
CableLabs officials afew months ago, was that vendors might retreat to their labs and build equipment
that wasn't as fully interoperable as MSOs would
like it to be.
Thus was born, last spring, the "cable modem
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cated they'll put their equipment on site at
CableLabs to work through the testing phase.

Three rounds of testing
The figure above summarizes how the test team, led
by Cruickshank, intends to roll out the multi-phased
effort over the next eight to 10 months (the timing is
flexible depending on vendors' progress). The schedule,
announced at alate June team meeting, is asuccession
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Nob*
Watches
Cable TV
Like
We Do
Gable television. It's an
industry that touches the
lives of 67 million American
homes, and hundreds of
millions more homes around
the world. Our job? Cover
this business like nobody
else. From every angle. From
every corner of the globe.
And deliver aworldwide
audience of cable,
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executives who decide
everything from the
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employ to the programming
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the right place.
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Amajor focus
rests on wooing
vendors to
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of Zs—ZO, Z1 and Z2:
Vile already begun ZO phase, called "Subsystem
Interoperability Demonstrations," and lasting roughly
three months, is when vendors bring in subsystems for
testing.
The first round of these tests, conducted during the
week of July 14, was of physical layer (PHY) systems. Each vendor shipped to CableLabs acomplete
transmission system consisting of downstream and
upstream transmitters and receivers, cable plant and
supporting equipment such as PCs and test equipment.
"We split the vendor groups into two teams, put them
in separate laboratories, asked them to hook their
equipment to each other and test for any interoperability issues that needed to be worked out," Cruickshank
says. Another week-long round of testing—this time of
both the PHY and the media access layer (MAC) subsystems—is scheduled for late summer.
VThe Z1 or "Prototype Interoperability Testing"
phase, is for testing early models of complete
modem systems and is scheduled for the
September—October timeframe. The Z1phase also
will be the trial run for a"test suite" consisting of
dozens of measurements of system interoperability,
conformance and performance. This phase, says
Cruickshank, "is an iterative process in which we're
looking at the equipment, while at the same time,
refining the test suite."
Then, during agap of about three months between
Z1 and Z2, vendors are expected to be making their
prototypes into production models while CableLabs
is refining and automating its test suite, Cruickshank
says. A second milestone during that gap will be
demonstrations of interoperating modem systems on
the CableNET '97 network at the Western Show in
Anaheim, Calif. in December. Modems will be
demonstrated as interoperable only if they have
received the approval of Cruickshank and his teams.
VThe final or Z2 phase, "Production System
Interoperability Tests," begins around January 1998.
In this phase, it is hoped the testing will confirm that
multiple vendors' consumer-grade products are interoperable and ready for commercial deployment,
Cruickshank says.

Test suite is critical
As of mid-July, the automated test suite was still a
40-page document, "DOCSIS System Test Suite,"
partly fleshed out but with alot of detail still to be
defined. Vendor engineers expert in different areas
have volunteered to help devise many of the tests. The
tests are grouped into four main categories:
VInteroperability testing: verifying that equipment
from different vendors works together;
nonformance testing: verifying adherence to the letter of the spec.
6/Performance testing: measuring how well the conformant and functional equipment operates, using such
gauges as throughput and latency.
VFunctionality testing: verifying that all the confor-
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mant elements of the spec work together as asmoothly
functioning system.
The seven working groups, each headed by a
CableLabs or MSO staffer, are the scene of intense discussion and negotiation about how the specs should be
interpreted, clarified or reworded. Five of the groups
focus on subsystem issues:
VMAC or data transport, headed by Andrew
Sundelin of CableLabs;
VPHY or RF, headed by Bill Kostka of CableLabs;
VOperational Support Systems (OSS)/Business
Support Systems (BSS)/Network Management
Systems (NMS), headed by Jason Schnizter of Shaw
Communications;
VSecurity, led by Claude Baggett of CableLabs; and
e/Telephone return, which is an open position on the
team.
The possibility that disputes may arise among vendors at the ZO stage "is probably where the process is
most vulnerable," says Cruickshank. He's hoping that
such disputes can be quickly resolved by "a vendorneutral, MSO-driven arbitration process."
The two additional working groups, ZO and Z1/Z2,
focus on testing issues.

Telecollaboration
In addition to weekly conference calls and month*
in-person meetings, the working groups are telecollaborating via e-mail reflectors. These reflectors may,
be used to introduce topics that may then be commented upon by group members, with the entire
record stored on asearchable World Wide Web database. E-mail "turns out to be agood place for raising
new issues and getting people thinking about them," .
says Cruickshank. "But face-to-face meetings are
"
much better for coming to closure. Combining the
two works very well."
A major focus by Cruickshank and his team is on
wooing vendors to participate. The test suite needs to '
be ready by the time vendors have prototype systems
ready, says Cruickshank, but ironically, CableLabs
can't develop the test suite without those same vendors' know-how.
It's ahigh-stakes game, Cruickshank observes:
"Failure to achieve interoperability means failure to »
f
e,
go to retail [with modems], and failure to reach the
cost points you need because you don't have the
economies of scale in production. If that happens,
some competing technology—ADSL, satellite or wha
ever—could just take us out.
"At that point, the argument ceases to be the usual on#
about getting abig piece of alittle pie, or alittle piece of
abig pie. It could be abig pie vs. no pie." CIED

Updates on the Web
Note: Updated information on the DOCSIS Test
Team project—who's participating, how it's progressing and the results of compliance testing—will be posted to aCableLabs-maintained, open-access Web site,
www.cablemodem.com.
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1000 MHz Headend Grade
Spectrum Analyzer
Blonder Tongue proudly announces the introduction of its new
high dynamic range (70 dB) headend grade spectrum analyzer
model BTSA 8558C. The BTSA-8558C analyzer is alight
weight, battery operated spectrum analyzer that has awide
array of controls that allow for quick setup and measurement.
including coarse and fine frequency tuning, digital frequency
counter readout, 3resolution bandwidth settings,
including 30 kHz for
composite triple beat
distortion testing, 8
frequency span settings including ZERO SPAN for setting
depth of modulation, 50 or 75 f input impedance, variable
sweep rate, and "bright dot" center/marker frequency display.
An optional calibrated noise generator is also available for
sweeping frequency selective devices.

"Chase Beals in the
Grass in Real Time"

Iam ahard core test instrument addict. Ever since the
discontinuation of the HP 8558B and the Tek 7L12 in the
1980s Ihave had adream. That dream is to make available a
personally affordable high dynamic range spectrum analyzer
that is user friendly and provides the appropriate depth of
measurement required for
headend set up and trouble
shooting. The 8558C is that
dream come true. Because
it is light weight and battery
operated, the 8558C is
appropriate for use
anywhere in the system, especially the headend. The headend
technicians job is most challenging in that he is tasked with
identifying low level picture impairments and making them
vanish. To do this he needs both 70 dB of dynamic range and
areal time swept display. With this
visibility, the technician can wiggle cables and connections,
tap on chassis', tighten and loosen covers while observing
improvements on the display. We addicts call this "chasing
beats in the grass in real time". This is the first instrument I
have seen with this capability, yet priced so that the technician
can personally afford to own one.

"Priced So That the
Tech Can Personally
Afford To Own One"

Interdiction system installation and maintenance also presents
the unique challenge of separately verifying the jammer and
visual carrier levels. The 8558C is particularly useful for
making this difficult measurement. The technician can easily
observe both levels simultaneously in real time.
The BTSA-8558C is housed in acompact, rugged case that
is at home in the field, on the bench, or in aheadend.
Bob Pallé
Blonder Tongue Laboratories, Inc.
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The great
onet
debate:
Primed for
video?
Operators,

vendors discuss
pros and cons

By Dana Cervenka
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S

onet equipment, long the darling of the telco
industry, is now being embraced by cable operators for
the transport of new, high-speed data services, as well
as for asupport platform for their forays into voice
services. But while the Sonet (synchronous optical
network) platform has long been optimized for voice
and data, the question remains—will Sonet soon see its
day in the sun as avideo transport platform for the
cable industry?
The answers to that question are as varied as the
respondents, and many cable operators still seem to be
gathering enough data to answer the many, unresolved
questions they have about the technology's suitability
for video transport.
Cox Communications will soon have Sonet transmission gear "sitting in every single hub site" it owns for the
transport of its ATM data traffic and its competitive access
and residential telephony traffic, according to Mark

Davis, director of engineering, telephony technology;
however, the company still has one major concern about
the technology's suitability for video transport: cost.
"We are still struggling with the cost of Sonet for
pure video transport, and there is agood reason for
that," says Davis. "Sonet is abaseband video transport, when you use the codecs that are available today.
The fact that you have to remodulate that signal at
every single hub site back to an AM signal, that is
where the costs are. If you just looked at it on atransport-only basis, then the time has come. But when you
factor in the additional signal processing, the modulation and the scrambling, things that you must do at
every hub site with baseband video, it is still more
expensive than doing aproprietary solution, or even
analog 1550 fiber optics."
In fact, Cox recently announced that it has chosen
ADC Telecommunications to supply digital video
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technology is "a lot closer than it has ever been, pricewise" to making good sense for video.

Shaking hands with the outside world

transport equipment (gear that is not Sonet-based) for a
deployment in some of its large clusters in the U.S. The
MSO will deploy the company's DV6000 equipment as
part of acontract award estimated to be worth more
than $10 million over the course of three years.
In its Phoenix system, though, Cox does own afivehub, dual 0C-48 backbone that is dedicated to video
transport, courtesy of Times Mirror, which had installed
the equipment before the system was purchased by Cox.
And, the MSO has been taking acloser look at Sonet
for video, says Davis, in light of benefits such as redundancy and high reliability, as well as flexibility.
"It also gives you other nice things, such as the ability
to cross-connect channels on the fly, and you cari do subtending rings off of fiber rings, which can help in some
of your hub configurations."
But Davis alss remains optimistic about progress in
pushing the cost of Sonet farther down, noting that the

InterMedia Partners Inc.'s Chief Technical Officer,
Ken Wright, agrees that the platform is looking better
and better for video, but is still uncertain whether the
train has actually arrived at the station. Right now, the
MSO is wrestling with the question of which technology
to use for adigital interconnect it plans in Tennessee,
which will link up about aquarter of amillion subscribers in Nashville and six surrounding counties.
InterMedia is in the process of rebuilding and interconnecting the systems, which have stood alone for years. To
that end, the operator has put an RFP (request for proposal) out on the street for using adigital solution to interconnect the systems (replies were due just after press
time). Until the replies are in and analyzed, the operator
is in await-and-see mode about whether to use Sonet for
the interconnect, or some other digital solution.
Why would InterMedia want to use Sonet for the
Tennessee interconnect? "The reason is to have interconnectivity to the outside world," explains Wright.
"As long as all we are using it for is transporting our
own traffic internally, it's not that big of an issue
whether it's proprietary or Sonet-based. If we ever
wanted to connect to an adjacent operator, as long as
we had the same pick on aproprietary vendor, it would
be OK. (But) once we want to connect to along distance carrier or alocal telephone company that we
want to hand off voice and data traffic to ... then it
certainly makes life alot easier if we are using astandards-based approach."
On the cost side, Wright says that vendors are telling
him that Sonet is now competitive in price with other
digital solutions. "There is alittle bit behind that statement. Ithink that they are saying (the technologies) are
competitive on an apples-to-apples approach. We are
hearing that once you factor in the number of fibers and
the route miles, they are cost-competitive on an end-toend basis, rather than just comparing (Sonet) equipment
to (non-Sonet) equipment."
Other than cost, another issue that requires close examination is the ability of Sonet-based approaches to transport different types of signals, says Wright. Specifically,
how well, and by what means, will the platform be able to
transport scrambled video or BTSC-encoded signals?
"At least one vendor says it will have (a solution to
the scrambling issue) in six months," adds Wright.
Regardless of the answers it receives from its RFP, by
the end of this year, InterMedia will have its digital interconnect in place in Tennessee.

Davis remains
optimistic about
progress in
pushing the cost
of Sonet down

Vendors respond to system trends
Equipment suppliers such as NextLevel Systems (formerly known as General Instrument) say that part of the
rationale behind their entry into the Sonet video market
is aresponse to architectural trends within the cable
industry. In one example, it's becoming more and more
common for cable systems to cluster their systems, and
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Canadians bullish on Sonet
By James Careless
As early adopters of fiber optic technology, Canadian cable operators are
now looking to Sonet-based fiber networks as acritical component to their
future. That's because the industry's plans for delivering digitally compressed
video, Internet access and telephony all rely on the technology for carriage.
This is why "the big five or eight cable companies in the country are
all pursuing some measure of fiber construction," says Brian Nelson, vice
president of Fundy Telecom, adivision of cable MS0 Fundy
Communications. "Certainly Videotron, Shaw and Rogers are pursuing
fiber builds very aggressively."
Of course, the actual amount of fiber installed varies by company.
Fundy Communications has put in about 1,875 linear miles of fiber
across Nova Scotia and New Brunswick and recently completed ahigh
density 0C-48 Sonet ring supplied by Alcatel. The company also uses
Lucent 0C-48 and 0C-12 fiber installations both to cover its territory, and
to tie into conventional telcos such as AT&T Canada and Sprint.
The fiber has two purposes, says Nelson. First, it allows the company to
compete with the established local telco in providing business telephony.
That's amarket worth about U.S.$150 million, he estimates. Second, the
network is also used to supply digitally compressed video from various TV
studios or third parties "and feed it to all our headend distribution."
Meanwhile, Rogers Communications Inc., the parent company of
Rogers Cablesystems, has essentially wired together all of its systems
with fiber. What this means is that "with the exception of one or two

smaller systems, everything we have is accessible from either our
Toronto or Vancouver main headend," says Roger Keay, RCI's vice president of technology and strategic planning. So well-fibered is its network,
in fact, that the company was able to survive the failure of aCanadian
satellite afew years ago. While other cable companies were running
blank screens, Rogers was still offering live video.
In Quebec, cable MS0 Videotron is busy upgrading all of its networks
with fiber. "We're bringing them up to 750 MHz," says Director of Public
Affairs Sylvia Moran.
Currently, the company relies on 1,500 miles of fiber to deliver cable
TV, two-way Internet access and business telephone services. "We put in
basically what the client wants," says Moran. "If you want T-1, we just
bring fiber directly into the building. Then we connect it to our extensive
fiber optic network, which already covers Montreal, Quebec City and
other urban areas in the province."
However, Videotron has other plans for its fiber—namely, local telephony.
Acurrent PCS trial with provider Microcell Telecommunications has
Videotron feeding Microcell's PCS signals down its network to pole-mounted
transmitters. These then provide the final link to telephone subscribers via
wireless. The stakes here are high: if practical, this PCS strategy could give
the company an economical way to break into local residential telephony.
Finally, Cogeco Cable Inc. is also moving ahead with hybrid fiber/coax
architecture, installing Sonet fiber rings in southern Ontario. "The purpose
is to be able to provide competitive data services, and eventually, telephone services to local business," says Denis Belanger, Cogeco's vice
president of engineering and development. "We also want to prepare to go
digital on our systems, in order to provide more programming choices," as
well as compete with DBS and others in providing DTV in the future.
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143 Water Wells, 16 Oil Wells,
aGold Watch...
but zero RF cable leakage.
After 56 Years, Weldon Emory Buchanan of Ludlow, Oklahoma can proudly
boast a68.5% success rate with his willow stick. But to keep Mr. Buchanan's
record straight, no one has ever asked him to look for cable leakage. Who
knows, if your not in aburry and accuracy isn't areal concern, then you
might want to give him acall.
Cable Leakage Technologies has been in the RF leakage detection business
for over 6years and Wavetrackers have patrolled millions of miles of cable all
over the world. Wavetracker boasts positive identification, 2-5 meter
accuracy and one step prioritization. And all of that because CLT invented
the original Wavetracker...it's that simple.
Now the New Wavetracker makes it even simpler.
If your leakage monitoring program can't wait for Mr. Buchanan to return
your call, then call the people that give you everything you
want...Identification, Location and Prioritization.
All New:
•Trilithic Channel Tag Ready •2-5 Meter Positional Accuracy
•Windows Based •One Step Processing •All New Hard/Software
•Solid State Memory •Upgraded Digital Mapping
Standard:
•Work Order Creation •Quality Control •Proof
•QuarterlyMonitoring/Comparison •Archiring
•Time Management •GPS Tracking

To some people, accurmy and consistency
are worth ¡tan original.

THE NEW WAVETRACKER

CLT CABLE LEAKAGE TECHNOLOGIES
1200 Executive Drive, Suite 136
Richardson, Texas 75081
800.783.8878 •972.907.8100
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equipment that you have from one Sonet vendor with video transport from another Sonet
vendor," adds Raskin.
Scientific-Atlanta has also entered the
Sonet-video arena, with the announcement of
its Prisma Digital Transport platform. In contrast to NextLevel, the company will offer a
system that utilizes uncompressed digital
transport "in aSonet-compliant format,"
according to information released by S-A.
"In addition to the traditional Sonet lowspeed interfaces, we have anumber of lowspeed plug-ins that are optimized to interface
video-just like the proprietary systems," says
Tim Wilk, director of strategic planning,
Terrestrial Network Systems, Scientific-Atlanta
Inc. "The big difference is, we are mapping
(those interfaces) directly into Sonet. We've
taken the concept of video encoders and
decoders from the linear digital systems, and
have merged them with the key aspects of Sonet
transport technology."
For avariety of reasons, S-A is very bullish
on Sonet's prospects for the delivery of multiple services, including video. Key among those
is the competitive edge it can provide to cable
operators concerned about system reliability.
"Sonet is introducing ahigh degree of intelligence into the interconnect network," says
Wilk. "You can really provide superior performance monitoring and aself-healing capability,
if there is afiber cut, or an electronic failure."
"Sonet is also able to direct traffic in a
cost-effective way," says Wilk. "Sonet can
do drop/add/pass very cost-effectively. It
doesn't have to demultiplex its whole digital
stream to try to find one channel."
Not surprisingly, there are varying cost estimates for Sonet vs. other digital solutions coming out of the vendor community. For example,
executives with ADC Broadband
Communications say that because aSonet-based,
compressed video system requires more equipment than anon-Sonet, uncompressed digital
video system, auser would most likely incur an
additional cost of 30 to 40 percent.
"Sonet is really designed for alot of people
talking to each other," says Wes Simpson,
director of ADC Broadband's Digital Video
Business Unit. "A true video network is
designed to take mass quantities of video and
give them to asite economically."
Universal uncompressed digital video networks, say ADC executives, enable the cable
system to carry scrambled signals and vertical
blanking interval information (VBI) intact,
which translates into acost savings because the
processing equipment is centralized, instead of
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Scientific-Atlanta's Prisma
Digital Transport, an
enhanced 0C-48
Sonet/SDH multiplexer

distributed at each hub site. In addition, because the video
is uncompressed, its quality will be higher, they say.
But the company is by no means anti-Sonet. Bob
Harris, marketing manager, Digital Video Business Unit,
notes that the company has developed avariety of standard voice and data interfaces to
hook its system up to aSonet platform. And Simpson continues, "For
voice and data, Sonet makes alot
of sense, because those are almost
always two-way services."
But the very attributes that make
Sonet so well-suited for voice and
data delivery make it unsuited for
video delivery, says Harris. "A true
Sonet network, with its full duplex
bidirectional capabilities, is actually wasting agreat deal of bandwidth on the return path coming
back, because most of your video is
going down uncompressed or slightly compressed off of
hub sites. That's an economic (factor)."

When to make the move?
The cable industry is well-known for making the most
out of its available resources, whether that means per-

sonnel or equipment. To that end, operators have continued to push the envelope of what analog technology can
do, rather than make the move to digital fiber at all.
"Some operators, if they need to go agreater distance,
will go to 1550 fiber," notes Mediacom Senior VP and
COO Joe Van Loan, who adds that, "for the most part,
we get where we need to be with 1310 mn analog fiber."
The Sonet debate will undoubtedly continue for
some time, as operators and manufacturers evaluate the
synergies between various digital fiber platforms and
cable operators' forays into new, advanced service
offerings. But what was once seen only as "that telco
technology" is looking brighter for video. CED
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How to migrate
from HFC
to aSonet network
Sonet makes sense

By Gary Briggs, Competitive Carrier Sales
Manager, Fujitsu Network Communications,
g_briggs@fujitsu-fnc.com
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oon there will be two classes of cable network operators—those in the traditional downstream video business, and those aggressively
adding services such as telephony, Internet and
data transmission to their product mix. The
convergence of video, voice and data services
is the hottest market opportunity for cable
operators in the next decade.
Many multiple system operators (MSOs)
are taking their next steps as they move to
position their businesses for convergence,
with anetwork built on standards-based
Sonet technology.
Because Sonet (synchronous optical network) is asolid standard for optical network
elements providing modular building blocks,
fixed overheads, integrated operations channels and flexible payload mappings, it makes
the most sense for anetwork architecture. It
offers the extremely high reliability that customers demand.
hi the past, the concern of most operators was
that investing in aSonet network was equivalent
to buying asports car when acompact would do.
With the market screaming for more services,
the need for cable operators to roll out scalable
networks no longer falls into the luxury class.
These networks will determine the "haves" and
the "have-nots" in the communications industry.
Most MSOs will get started by overlaying
simple 0C-12 (622 megabits per second) rings
on their existing HFC network, turning up
existing dark (unused) fiber. (Sonet's basic
building block is an 0C-1 channel-51.8
megabits per second.)
To offer high-speed data, atypical MS0
will have alarge server for the headend and
proxy servers at the remote sites. The two
servers communicate over an 0C-3c (155
megabits per second) Sonet pipe to move the
data between them.
The MS0 deploys several separate OC-12
rings throughout its service area, depending on

its anticipated traffic requirements. An option is
to run OC-12 (equivalent to four OC-3c circuits)
from the headend to the hub sites. One of the
beauties of Sonet is that it is easily expandable
to 0C-48 (2.5 gigabits per second) as customer
demand grows, for greater bandwidth.
High-speed data access at the 0C-3c rate is
the basic building block that transports the
information from hub sites to the headend. For
smaller HFC systems, abasic OC-12 Sonet
multiplexer is aperfect introductory product.
It provides four 0C-3c circuits between the
hub sites and the headend. For larger HFC
systems, an 0C-48 product with 16 0C-3c circuits may be required. This allows connection
of 16 hub locations back to the headend. Each
hub will serve 15,000 to 20,000 people.
Capacity planning is akey factor in building
any network. The MS0 must gain some idea of
the expected data traffic requirements of its
potential customers. Video needs are agiven; it
is the data and telephony traffic that presents
the challenge. These traffic estimates can be
gained from server vendors or through methods such as market studies or focus groups.
Sonet, however, is quite forgiving of underestimates in the network. It is possible to
upgrade when demand dictates, allowing the
MS0 to simply add equipment to more fully
use the OC-12 capacity or to expand beyond it.
Many MSOs are undergoing headend consolidation, with three or four networks aggregated into one "super" headend. This results
in one ubiquitous control center. Running the
whole operation from one center gives better
control, reduces the number of trouble
reports, minimizes dispatches, generally
reduces the number of management
headaches, and keeps revenues up. It also
plays right into the Sonet ring strategy.
Two-way communication is adifferent animal from the existing HFC, modulated, RF
networks. These older networks were perfect
for delivering one-way video content. The
beauty of Sonet networks is that they can be
layered on top of the existing network. In
many cases, all that is required is to light the
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dark fibers with Sonet multiplexers to provide
high-speed data services.
Leading MSOs realize the time has come
to bundle ahost of two-way services for their
customers. Today, there is acrying need from
the public for bidirectional communications
services provided at the highest quality, with
no downtime, and at areasonable cost.
Quality and reliability are the key words—a
customer expects dialtone or 911 service to
be available all the time, without fail. Cable
companies have come along way in increasing their quality of service levels, but can

800-628-0088 •www.spectrummhz.com
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Figure 1: Sonet overlay network. Internet and Intranet services.
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still do better with aSonet infrastructure.
To their credit, telephone companies are
obsessed with network reliability. The fact that
they have taken it to exemplary levels has led
customers to accept nothing less. The telephone companies achieved that with afiberoptic, standards-based Sonet network.
Most MSOs are at least evaluating telephony services for their near-term business plans.
The possibility that they will offer these services justifies the deployment of Sonet to
match the reliability expectations of customers.
The Sonet equipment can easily be installed
next to other HFC equipment. Although on
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separate fibers, both are linked to the hub sites
that deliver the total portfolio of services.
Four key drivers, as noted by Donald
Raskin and Curtiss Smith of NextLevel
Communications,' are:
VIncreasing importance of Internet data services to the overall cable operation;
VNeed to increase bandwidth readily as service penetration grows;
VOpportunity for interconnection to public
networks for video delivery;
VDesire for sourcing from multiple vendors.
With demand for Internet access accounting
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To cable modem
network

for the lion's share of telephony traffic growth,
this plays into the hands of cable operators.
MSOs can offer data connections at rates 200
times faster than atypical 28.8 kilobits-per-second modem for only afew dollars more than
what the consumer is paying to arelatively slow
Internet service provider (ISP). A cable modem
will speed data to the user at 6to 8Mbps.
The pace of work and home life has conditioned customers to despise slow response
times in general, but especially when it
comes to the Internet. Phone companies'
copper twisted pair infrastructure limits their
ability to offer fast Internet access. Even
1997
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D IGITAL TRANSPORT

Digital delivers
services
over long distances

which carry abroadband RF signal, must
insert ads at the primary headend, resulting in
adedicated transmitter serving each hub location. Digital systems, in contrast, have the
flexibility to carry either duplicate channels
(each with aunique ad) to targeted hubs, or to
carry the video channel in abaseband format
n lus
that enables local ad insertion at targeted hubs.
t/Custom channel line-ups and local origination. One of the fallouts of regional headend consolidation is that hub channel lineups likely will differ from those in the master headend. To address these differences,
super AM technologies must dedicate costly
demands on the performance and reliability of
By Tim Wilk, Director of Strategic
the network to ensure the optimal delivery of a individual transmitters to each hub, whereas
Planning, Terrestrial Network Systems,
digital solutions allow channel frequencies to
high-quality signal.
Scientific-Atlanta Inc. tim.wilk@sciatIcom
be assigned locally at the hub.
%/Expanding service offerings. As network
In addition, many hubs have channels that
operators introduce interactive digital services
wo emerging trends are dominating the
originate locally. If these channels are to be
such as high-speed data and telephony, regionevolution of today's broadband architecshared over multiple locations, digital techal fiber ring interconnects must be two-way
tures: network regionalization and the intronologies allow channels to be inserted into the
capable. This has been addressed by building
duction of two-way digital service content.
ring, whereas super AM technologies require a
an overlay network of Sonet or SDH (synchroBoth developments rely on fiber ring interdifferent interconnect scheme.
nous digital hierarchy) equipment.
connects at the heart of the network to pro%/Long-distance transport. Metropolitan
vide the most robust, economical transport
area fiber interconnects will require fiber
Selecting the optimal interconnect
of services.
rings to span significant geographical disToday, the two main technology choices for
As broadband operators strive to reduce
tances, typically exceeding 100 miles. As
transporting video signals within fiber rings
costs while expanding services, fiber ring
operators begin to tie these metropoliinterconnects play akey role. But
tan
rings into regional networks interthey also place severe strain on
Figure 1: Effect of interconnect performance on subscriber
connecting several cities, rings
picture quality. Uncompressed video transport in an intercon nect
network performance. The applicadelivers ahigher quality signal at the subscriber drop than DS-3
exceeding 1,000 miles can be envition of Sonet (synchronous optical
compressed video.
sioned. The high-quality, low-distornetwork) technology will provide
tion performance of digital transport
the most robust, economical means
makes it an ideal technology to
of interconnect transport of uncom4, 49.0
address these distance requirements.
pressed digital video, data and
Digital systems typically reach nearly
voice services.
48.5
65 miles over asingle span length,
and are capable of multiple repeats or
e., 48.0
Market drivers
cascades.
%/Network regionalization. In
(1)
(1)
47.5
Because of video's extreme sensiorder to reduce costs and achieve
o
tivity
to jitter and wander errors
important economies of scale, most
o
47.0
which accumulate over long disbroadband operators are consolidattances, acaution should be noted
ing local networks into large,
•
IP)
with the treatment of video in adigi46.5
regional systems. This is done by
tal transport format. Without any
interconnecting their system franCompressed
10-bit encoding
adjustments, many digital systems
chises with fiber rings.
DS-3
may be limited to two or three
Where each system may once
repeats when transporting adigital video
are analog and digital. Many factors influence
have had its own headend, now these multisignal, compressed or uncompressed. (Note:
this selection, which is bounded by the cost
ple systems are tied into aregional network
an exception to this is compressed MPEG
comparison of alternative technologies and the
consisting of one or two primary signal
video, which corrects for significant jitter
fundamental performance objectives of the
source "super headends" and several distriband wander errors in its basic structure.)
network. Key variables include:
ution hubs. Economies of scale are achieved
To avoid undesirable video artifacts
%/Targeted ad insertion. Most broadband
by consolidating video headend equipment
induced by jitter and wander, adigital transoperators now strive to target local advertising
such as scramblers and stereo encoders, as
port scheme must perform some type of error
to the smallest geographic segment that is
well as the digital switching and routing
correction.
Sonet and SDH technologies
cost-feasible.
The
largest
practical
segmentaequipment for high-speed data and voice
inherently address these types of errors with
tion in aregion for alocal ad tends to follow
services.
pointer adjustments, but these corrections are
the sizing of the hubs. Ads are inserted into a
A single regional network may link multiinsufficient for video, particularly with
video channel in abaseband format.
ple cities in agiant ring system that spans
external
DS-3 video codec equipment. By
"Super
analog"
(super
AM)
technologies,
hundreds of miles. This places stringent
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> D IGITAL TRANSPORT
synchronizing the digital video payload directly to the Sonet clock and
introducing an elastic storage on the
encode and decode circuits, video
bit errors can be held well within
the control of Sonet pointer adjustments.
teVideo performance objectives.
Perhaps the most significant factor
influencing the technology of the
interconnect network is the performance required to achieve desired
end-of-line performance.
Network performance is aderivative of both the hub interconnect
and the hybrid fiber/cow( (HFC)
plant. This means that decisions on
the hub interconnect cannot be made
independently of the HFC design,
either for performance or cost reasons. For example, alow-cost/lowperformance hub link may drive a
high-cost/high-performance nodal
transmitter requirement.
This is especially true with larger
hub sizes where the nodal portion is

Figure 2: Interconnect economics. 80 channels of video with
node transmit cost. For systems with higher density hubs,
linear digital becomes alower-cost solution than single or even
dual 1550. This makes uncompressed digital well-suited for
metropolitan headend to primary hub interconnects.
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11 1
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the majority contributor to the fiberoptic investment, as in hubs with
50,000 homes passed. On the other
hand, if the nodal links are already
installed, the technology decision
process for the hub interconnect frequently becomes "whatever
works"—which may or may not be
the correct strategy in the context of
the total network.
The highest-quality video performance is achieved by transporting
video in an uncompressed format
over digital systems. Utilizing 10-bit
sampling (approximately 136 Mbps
of bandwidth), ahigh signal-to-noise
performance of 75 dB is possible.
On the other hand, greater signal
compression means greater signal
degradation. Video encoded at 8-bit
sampling will typically achieve a
signal-to-noise ratio of 67 dB, while
the highest-performance DS-3
(44.736) video codecs approach a
signal-to-noise ratio of 56 dB (see
Figure 1).
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DIGITAL TRANSPORT

Figure 3: Prisma digital transport. Though 1550 super analog technology is generally sufficient for
shorter secondary rings serving smaller communities, digital transport provides the most robust,
economical means of transporting uncompressed video and two-way services over long distance
interconnects.
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Super AM systems, such as a
high-powered 1550 nm laser used
with an erbium-doped fiber amplifier, can reach 56 dB when
deployed in adual-tier arrangement. But they introduce distortions, such as composite triple beat,
which are not found in digital
transport. As aresult, super AM
technologies are better suited for
shorter secondary interconnects
serving smaller communities.
As regional rings begin to serve
hubs that exceed 25,000 homes
passed, ahigh-performance digital
backbone will create substantial
savings relating to the cost and
performance of the nodal transmitters (see Figure 2).

Combining video, data, voice
Integrating video and two-way
data and voice services in asingle
network has traditionally posed
problems for broadband operators.
Existing digital transport sys-

Future services demand reliable networks.
So should you.

Migrational, cost-effective, and above all, reliable — Diamond Systems
offer afull range of fiber optic and RF transport equipment and
components, allowing you to satisfy today's requirements and prepare
your network for the integration of future services.
Get connected with Philips. The reliable choice.
l'hilips Broadband Networks. 800-448-5171; 315-682-9105; www.be.philips.cornipbn
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terns capable of carrying uncompressed,
multichannel video operate in aone-way,
broadcast-only mode. For operators wishing
to add two-way services to avideo-only
broadband network, this has mandated an
early capital investment in an expensive,
standalone Sonet or SDH overlay.
Additional costs for craft training, spares,
and network monitoring and control are also
introduced.
For operators of two-way Sonet/SDH networks who wish to add video, asignificant
investment in video compression equipment at
headends and hubs has been required.
Traditional Sonet/SDH multiplexers are a
proven, robust transmission protocol for data
and voice, offering asuperior networking
capability with full add/drop multiplexing
and open standard interfaces. But they are
not efficient for video transport. Video compression protocols cannot accommodate
scrambled video or stereo encoding. In addition, they produce asignal-to-noise ratio that
is inferior to uncompressed video, leading to
less-than-optimal subscriber picture quality.
Finally, Sonet is not capable of monitoring

the quality of the analog video signal which
has been digitized and compressed into a
DS-3 format.
The solution to this problem is to combine
the best of both—the superiority of uncompressed video performance with the advantages of traditional Sonet
technology—
for regional
interconnects.
The key to
optimizing
standard Sonet
technology for
video transport is to
expand the
Sonet lowspeed interfaces from traditional telecom DS-3 and OC-3
rates to include direct uncompressed video
encoders and decoders. Uncompressed digital
video fits well into the Sonet
STS-3 building blocks. Specialized video
cards address the necessary scrambling corn-

Uncompressed

digital video fits
well into the
Sonet STS-3

building blocks

Crystal Line' from Philips supports telephony, data and video entertainment
services. Once connected, your subscribers will have access to other multimedia
services, like videoconferencing, work at home, long-distance learning, broadcast
video, and more. This "pay as you grow" system allows you to add or upgrade
as subscriber demand and your revenues increase.
Get connected with Philips. The reliable choice.
Philips Broadband Networks. 800-448-5171; 315-682-9105; www.be.philips.com/pbn

patibility, synchronization and video monitoring objectives, while simultaneously avoiding
the high cost of Sonet with external video DS3codecs.
Products that feature these codecs will be
able to transport video channels and voice
and broadband data services over long distances in asingle, multi-service platform (see
Figure 3). These multiplexers avoid the
undesirable effects of video compression by
transporting channels in a10-bit, uncompressed format.
Some will be upgradable to full two-way
operation and will seamlessly support amixture of two-way DS-3 and Ethernet-based
services.
By optimizing standard Sonet technology
for uncompressed video transport, digital
transport allows broadband operators to place
asingle digital interconnect system that can
handle all current and future services, including interactive services such as data and
voice. This will result in less training and
equipment spares, more efficient use of fiber,
and lower capital costs to introduce interactive services. COD
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FEEDFORWARD TECHNOLOGY

Feedlonvard
line tunes
finer transmitters
Practical
are
realityy

By Jim Farina, Director of Technology,
Broadband Communications Division, ADC
Telecommunications Inc. jim_farina@adc.com

T
he most demanding application in the field of

AM fiber-optic transmission is for analog cable
television signal transport. System requirements
and economics have forced the technical community to develop fiber optic transmitters with
low noise and extremely good, large signal
characteristics. Linearity has become the focus
of much of the work being done in both 1310
nm and 1550 nm applications. The advent and
acceptance of erbium doped fiber amplifiers
(EDFAs) for 1550 AM systems have resulted in

through electronic predistortion or cascading
modulator sections to form a"linearized modulator." In fact, these approaches work reasonably
well for low order nonlinearities resulting in 2nd
and 3rd order distortion products. However, economic pressures have forced transmitter manufacturers to operate at higher and higher modulation depths where distortion products resulting
from 4th, 5th and higher order nonlinearities are
present and which practical predistortion and linearized modulators do little to correct.
As the nonlinearities become of higher and
higher order, the need for an approach that is
not harmonic in nature is required. The feedforward approach has been used in radio frequen-

optic transmitter been developed for cable television and like applications.

The feedforward approach
Unlike predistortion and linearized modulator
approaches, feedforward error correction does
not rely upon prior knowledge of the device
nonlinearities, but instead, simply compares the
input to the output, generates an error signal and
feeds it forward to the output where it subtracts
from the distorted signal to produce amore
accurate reproduction of the input. The feedforward and harmonic correction techniques are
illustrated in Figures 1and 2, respectively.
As in feedforward RF amplifier design, an
RF signal is applied at the input and is split to
serve as both the drive for the main modulator
Figure 2: Harmonic error correction like
predistortion relies upon the ability of
the predistortion network to mimic
exactly the inverse nonlinearities of
the modulator.
RF input
Optical output

Figure 1: Feedfotward is capable of true error correction of all harmonics and non-harmonic
degradation of signal quality.
Signal

Signal

Distortion

Signal

Noise

Main
modulator

Reference

Sample
Distortion

Distortion

Noise

Noise

the preferred use of transmitters based on external modulation of relatively high power constant wave (CW) sources.
The problem is that any modulator exhibits
nonlinearities far in excess of acceptable limits.
Linearization of most integrated optical modulators can be accomplished quite successfully
because of the predictability of the intrinsic
modulator nonlinearities. Typical approaches for
linearization involve harmonic correction

cy (RF) applications where large signal multichannel performance is required, so one might
expect to see it emerge as the most viable for
similar fiber optic transmitters in cable television applications. In fact, there have been
attempts to realize feedforward as true error
correction in externally modulated systems as
shown in Figure 1. However, because of some
technical hurdles peculiar to feedforward, only
recently has apractical single wavelength fiber

and areference for an error sensing network.
In the error sensing network, the light output
from the main modulator is subtracted from
the input reference signal and amplified. The
result of this subtraction is the difference
between the input and output of the main
modulator. This consists of whatever the differences are regardless of whether the discrepancies are harmonic in nature or not.
This amplified error is then used to drive
the feedforward modulator, thus generating an
optical signal that, when combined with the
output of the main modulator, will cancel out
any discrepancies in the output. In this manner, feedforward strives to replicate the input
at the final output of the transmitter.
The feedforward optical signal source can
consist of avariety of devices. Because of the
need to maintain relatively small phase shifts
between the main and error optical signals
throughout the system, dispersion effects in the
fiber even for moderate lengths dictate the use
of asingle wavelength for both optical signals.
In the single wavelength transmitter, the feedforward optical signal source consists of an
external modulator fed by aportion of the
main CW light source as shown in Figure 3.
While this ensures asingle wavelength, the
fact that the optical signals impinging upon the
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FEEDFORWARD TECHNOLOGY
final optical combiner are coherent gives rise to
instabilities and improper addition of the main
and error signals. In the ideal conditions, the
signal after the final coupler, I, is given by,
l
out oc Signal +Distortion Distortion +Rxcos (0)
Main

Feed
forward

Coherent
cross
terms

The coherent cross terms, in this expression,
are proportional to aphase, 4), which is the result
of optical path length variations as well as phase
noise in the laser. To alleviate these cross terms,

Brillouin scattering (SBS) threshold.
The optical feedforward architecture mimics
exactly its RF relative and so its basic characteristics. The result is avery linear, low noise,
fiber-optic transmission technique that relies on
asimple comparison of the distorted and input
signals to linearize its performance. In this manner, feedforward is the only technique capable of
tracking distortions of very high order, up to 9th,
and non-harmonic distortions including noise
mixing products equally well. In addition, the
notion of a"sweet spot" of operation common
with most predistortion techniques does not
exist. Therefore, the operation of the transmitter,

Figure 3: Feedforward transmitters using asingle optical source are not subject to degradation in
distortion cancellation performance due to dispersion in the optical fiber.
RF input
Main modulator

Laser

Detector

Coherence
problems
occur at the
final combiner

Feedforward modulator

adifferential phase shift at asufficiently high frequency (>2 GHz) can be used. Figure 4illustrates one method that can be used to accomplish
this. Analysis shows that if this phase shift is of
an amplitude corresponding to the zeros of the
Bessel function, J., all of the coherent interaction
in the band of interest, 0-1 GHz, completely disappears, allowing the optical beams to combine
incoherently for all practical purposes. This technique works quite well, is easy to control and
brings the added benefit of raising the stimulated

above and below nominal operating input drive
levels, results in the normal distortion scaling
relationships right up to the clipping limit.
While feedforward will correct for almost
any signal error, the amount of correction is
limited by the tolerances in the relative phase
and amplitude between the actual error and the
correction signals. Obviously, correct phase
and amplitudes are required to reduce the error
in the signal. Therefore, practical considerations limit the amount of feedforward correc-

Figure 4: Proper addition of the main and error signals can be achieved with asingle optical
source only if the coherent interaction at the final coupler is eliminated. One method is
to impart differential phase modulation between the main and feedforward optical paths.

Feedforward modulator

i6
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tion available, and if more correction is necessary, additional measures need to be pursued.
In fact, under normal operation, the amount of
composite triple beat (CTB) generated in a
typical integrated optic modulator is so high
that the hope of canceling it to levels acceptable for system performance, in apractical and
stable manner, is small. Figure 5shows ameasurement of acarrier with the distortion product (CTB) both corrected and uncorrected
using feedforward alone. As can be seen, cancellation in excess of 30 dB is required. Relief
can easily be attained through the addition of a
predistortion "head start" in front of the main
modulator. Because the feedforward approach
corrects whatever comes out of the main modulator, the addition of any predistortion or gain
for that matter can only aid the linearization
process. Using this approach, the phase and
amplitude tolerances are opened up to well
within practical limits.
With the additional help of predistortion, the
requirements for the phase and amplitude tolerances imposed on the error signal path are
relaxed to the point at which adesign, stable
over time and temperature, can be achieved.
However, cost reduction and manufacturing
ease are improved through the use of asimple
servo loop to stabilize the system in case of
variations in error signal path gain. In essence,
this loop uses atone injected into the modulator, but not the RF input. The feedforward system will cancel this signal because it does not
appear at the input and does appear to be adistortion or other corruption to the input signal.
Monitoring this tone at the final output and
minimizing it will ensure that the feedforward
cancellation is optimized.

System performance
Measurements of feedforward transmitters
confirm the expected superior performance over
avariety of operating parameters. National
Television System Committee (NTSC) measurements of carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR), CTB
and composite second order (CSO) are typically
in excess of 56 ,70 and 70 respectively for 80
channels on asingle fiber with 0dBm received
optical power. Measurements at alternative
channel loading are commensurate with the
number of channels. Typical applications
require the use of an EDFA at the output of the
transmitter. The CNR performance of this configuration is degraded by only 1.25-1.5 dB with
4dBm into the EDFA and 17 dBm out. The reason for this relatively small degradation lies in
the intrinsic nature of feedforward. One inherent characteristic of the feedforward approach is
anoise figure that is determined by the reference detector and not simply the laser noise.
1997
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Figure 5: As illustrated for 80 NTSC channels, feedfonearct is capable of deep cancellation
of distortion products.
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The effect of this is to raise the relative intensity
noise (RIN) (-2 dB) of the transmitter. While
much work has gone into reducing the RIN of
laser sources, high transmitter performance in
the face of higher RIN has definite benefits,
including smaller degradation in CNR for both
EDFA use and reductions in received optical
power.
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Read all about it in the October 1997 issue of
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Practical designs of fiber-optic transmitters
based on feedforward are now areality and
can provide high performance in cable television applications. Furthermore, transmitters
based on this technology demonstrate excellent distortion and CNR performance over a
variety of operating conditions, making it a
very robust approach. Its ability to correct for
non-harmonic as well as higher order harmonic distortions makes it stand out in high performance cable television applications. In
addition, its performance, when cascaded with
EDFAs, is not degraded to the same extent as
transmitters based on alternative technologies,
thus making them ideal for trunking and
supertrunking applications. COD
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SALARY SURVEY

GRAPHIC BY BARRY BLACKMAN, TONY STONE IMAGES

What comes first?
The human
or the machine?

Survey shows os focusing
more on technology

By Michael Lafferty

A

smany in the industry have come to find out
recently, telecommunications competition is a
very sharp, two-edged sword. While it supposedly invigorates market forces and spurs innovative services, it can also cause aconsiderable
amount of upheaval in individual companies
scrambling to improve their competitive edge.
Witness the recent revolving door and system divestiture activity at TCI as CEO Leo
Hindery endeavors to get that company's
house in order. Or, even more unsettling, cable
icon Amos Hostetter Jr.'s abrupt departure over
"irreconcilable differences" with US West's

Media0ne cable division about its decision to
move corporate headquarters from Boston to
Denver, lock, stock, and possibly without a
barrel of its most talented executives.
According to respondents in CED's 1997
Salary and System Survey, these two widely
publicized examples of turmoil in the ranks
only hint at the rumblings going on below the
surface. In an industry that's trying desperately to tighten down the financial hatches. while
developing and deploying new technologies
just to stay afloat, something has to give.
Seemingly, for many who responded to this
year's survey, what's being jettisoned is astrong
commitment to the people who are working in

the front lines of the industry. Making matters
worse, competitive broadband providers continue to stalk the cable industry's perimeter.
Respondents say these companies are stealing
away cable professionals at all levels with better
pay and benefits, or simply by recognizing and
respecting their skills, talent and experience.
Despite public pronouncements of "localizing" system management by such cable behemoths like TCI, many respondents complain
that corporate meddling and micro management are hobbling local operations and unnecessarily (if not dangerously) raising the frustration and stress levels of the rank-and-file.
It's not so much that this year's respondents
represent some vocal minority that's performing some perennial bitch session. The fact is
that they love the work they do, and they know
the potential is there to make it even better.
Bottom line, for many of those who
answered this year's survey, the primary decision the industry has to face is whether it will
make the investment and put the proper people
in place, either by retaining and motivating
those already in its ranks, or hiring and training
new, dedicated people to keep both established
and ground-breaking technology working.

Questions and answers
This year's survey contained anumber of format changes. In order to optimize CED's current
reader profile, five job categories were used,
instead of the previous four. As aresult, aproportional mailing was conducted to gamer more
responses from those managers and supervisors
who make up amajority of CED's readership.
This year's respondents were also fairly
representative in the size of systems they work
for in the industry. The system sizes represented in the survey replies included 10.1 percent
from systems of less than 1,000 to 9,999 subscribers; 50.1 percent from systems of 10,000
to 79,999 subscribers; and 38 percent from
systems of 80,000 or more subscribers.
Those who answered this year's survey were,
on average (see Figure 1), older and have
worked in the industry longer than those who
responded to previous CED surveys. And, on the
whole, while they have been with their employers longer than respondents of the past, they
were relatively new in their most current positions, underscoring the fact that companies seem
to be busy these days shuffling their personnel.
This year's survey also altered the types of
questions asked. The survey was broken up in
three basic sections. The first section dealt
with respondent statistics like job classification, salary, salary increases, and
industry/employer/job tenure. The second section asked for responses about developments
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A SALARY SURVEY
Figure 1: 1997 CED Salary & System Survey "typical" respondent profile
Management*
Avg. age: 47.8
Tenure in industry: 20+ yrs.
Tenure in job: 1-3 yrs.
Tenure w/ employer: 1-3 yrs.
Avg. #of subs: 120,000+

Engineering Management*
Avg. age: 45.7
Tenure in industry: 20+ yrs.
Tenure in job: 1-3 yrs.
Tenure w/ employer: 20+ yrs.
Avg. #of subs: 120,000+

•e.g. VPs, GMs, Asst. Mgrs.,
Directors, etc.

Eng. Dir or Supv., Chief Engs., etc.

•e.g. Corp. Engs., Sr. Engs., VPs Eng.,

Techn
ement*
Avg. age: 47.8
Tenure in industry: 20+ yrs.
Tenure in job: 1-3 yrs.
Tenure w/ employer: 1-3 yrs.
Avg. #of subs: 120,000+
;•
e.g. Dir-Tech Ope., Chief Techs., CO-Sys.

The career crystal ball

Mgrs.,

MTS. Installation Mgrs./Supv., Tech Supv., etc.

Engineering*
Avg. age: 40.1
Tenure in industry: 15-20 yrs.
Tenure in job: 1-3 yrs.
Tenure w/ employer: 20 yrs.
Avg. #of subs: 40,000-79,000
•e.g. Engs., Staff Engs., OSP Engs., etc.

Technical*
Avg. age: 40.8
Tenure in industry: 20+ yrs.
Tenure in job: 1-3 yrs.
Tenure w/ employer: 20+ yrs.
Avg. #of subs:: 120,000+
*e.g. Headend Techs., Sys. Techs.,
Line/Bench Techs., Techs., Installers, etc.

or events in individual systems, while the third
section focused on the respondents themselves
and their particular jobs.

Know thy enemy

Yet, his confidence in cable's ability to meet
that threat is unshaken. "Our main strategy,"
he says, "is to continue to focus on service
excellence. High-tech offerings will come on
their own without the need for accelerated
timelines. Besides, we want the products we
launch to be quality ones that won't generate
negative consumer perceptions."

he says, "is trying to educate the customers as
to the differences between our cable service
and DBS service. We offer local channels,
where DBS doesn't. We have a59-minute
guarantee if they lose their picture. We also
offer free additional outlets. With DBS, they
need to buy another receiver.
"If we do lose acustomer, we will call them
back in two to four weeks and offer them afree
reconnect. We also recendy rebuilt our system,
going from 300 MHz to 750 MHz. And, we
have an excellent customer service program."
A technical management respondent from a
large system in the South notes his system
faces the prospect of going head-to-head with
BellSouth's MMDS service in the near future.

Over the past several years, aconsiderable
amount of grumbling and dissatisfaction has
been expressed on avariety of topics. One of
the most constant themes seen in the forms sent
back to CED were cable professionals openly
questioning whether, for whatever reason, they
would remain in the industry. This year's survey decided to face the situation head-on and
pose an interesting "what if" scenario.
When asked point-blank whether they
expected to be in the industry three years from
now, asolid 89.7 percent replied in the affirmative. Just 10.3 percent replied negatively. Those
who believe that they will be somewhere else
in three years' time, had avariety of reasons.
One respondent said, "Benefits (are) not keeping up with demands. The cable industry is using
re-regulation and change as excuses to erode pay
and benefits:' While one cable professional stated that there was "limited opportunity for continued financial growth and security," another simply said, "This job is not fun anymore."
Interestingly, the 90 percent who expressed
support for staying in the industry is not as
solid as it would first seem. Given ahypothetical situation where all things were equal (e.g.,
pay, professional standing, job location, etc.),
we asked if they could find acomparable job
outside the industry in the next three years,
would they be inclined to take such ajob.

When it came to rating the most immediate
threat to their cable systems, respondents were
given achoice of direct broadcast satellite
(DBS) services, wireless TV services (e.g.,
MMDS), RBOC/telephone companies or any
other they cared to list.
Despite assertions to the contrary from corporate cable headquarters around the country,
survey respondents, by awide majority (61.7
percent) laid the "most immediate threat" label
on DBS service providers. Far behind the DBS
leader, were RBOCs
(19.1 percent) and then
Figure 2: Average salaries and average percentage of salary increases of respondents by job classification and region
wireless TV services
Engineering
Technical
(13 percent).
Region
Management/
Management /
Management /
Engineering /
Technical /
While respondents
(overall regional
(Avg. salary
(Avg. salary
(Avg. salary
(Avg. salary
(Avg. salary
were clearly cognizant
avg. salary increase %)
increase %)
increase %)
increase %)
increase %)
increase %)
of the competitors they
face, they were equally
New England (2.6%)
$70,375 /(2.7%)
$66,000 /(N/A) $45,601 /(3.7%)
$30,000 /(N/A)
$32,000 /(N/A)
aware of what it's
going to take to com$30,062 /(4.1%)
N/A /(N/A)
Mid-Atlantic (5.6%)
$56,650 /(3.1%) $68,925 /(7.1%) $42,638 /(5.7%)
bat these alternate
South (4.0%)
$57,081 !(10.4%) $62,420 /(8.9%) $40,626 /(3.8%) $40,200 /(5.4%)
$31,000 /(5.1%)
broadband providers.
One perceptive techni$44,425 /(4.8%)
$33,767 /(1.8%)
Midwest (4.2%)
$64,050/ (4.6%) $47,375 /(5.6%)
$41,665! (5.0%)
cal respondent from a
$37,327 /(5.0%)
West (6.2%)
$61,587/ (5.1%) $72,923 /(5.6%) $48,6491 (4.5%) $46,500 /(3.3%)
mid-sized system in
New England summarized his system's situ- Notes: N/A =statistical sample too small to tabulate
New England: ME, NH, vi; MA, RI; Mid-Atlantic: NY, NJ, PA; South: DE, MD, DC, VA, WV NC, SC, GA, FL, KY, TN, AL,
ation and their
MS, AR, LA, OK, TX; Midwest: OH, IN, IL, Ml, WI, MN, IA, MO, ND, SD, NE, KS; West: MT, ID, WY, CO, NM, AZ, UT, NV,
response to the DBS
WA, OR, CA, AK, HI.
threat. "Our system,"
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• SALARY SURVEY
More than athird (39.8 percent) said they
would.
The reasons given offer some interesting, if
not blunt, insights and reveal acommon thread:
"To get away from the bullshit that the corporate office passes on each day. Corporate
forgot their basic role should be support, not a
dictatorship."
"Concerned about downsizing; most stress
I've ever been under—always giving more and
more; family life starting to suffer."
"Overworked. Underpaid. Constant standby."
"Because at this time, we are not paid commensurate with our job knowledge, skill level
and level of work. We're overworked and
underpaid. A five-year telephone installer makes
as much as a15-year maintenance technician."

tional consideration and/or compensation (e.g.,
extra time off, extra pay, etc.) for these extra
hours. While majorities in both engineering
(61.5 percent) and technical (54.2 percent)
jobs did receive some sort of extra compensation/consideration, large majorities in the other
three job classifications did not. More than
two-thirds of the respondents in each of those
job classifications (i.e., management/69 percent; engineering management/73.8 percent;
technical management/71.2 percent) reported
they did not receive any extra
compensation/consideration.

Stress? Who's stressed?
It doesn't take arocket-scientist to figure
out that long hours at work can lead to an
increase of stress-related problems. When
asked if job-related stress was becoming a
matter of concern to them personally, over-

How much is too much?
This year's survey decided to take aclose

Figure 3: Average salaries of respondents by job classification and age

11111 1
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Management
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Management
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Management
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N/A

$47,000

$37,882
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$61,218
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$43,544
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$38,100

Under 35 yrs. old

Notes: N/A =statistical sample too small to tabulate

look at the oft-repeated theme of too much
work and not enough pay. When asked, on
average, how many hours aweek they worked,
it seems as if most of the respondents had never
heard of a40-hour work week (see Figure 4).
In four out of five job classifications, only
about athird of any one group had work
weeks in the 40 to 49 hour range. The notable
exception was technical workers, where nearly
two-thirds (62.5 percent) said their work
totaled 40 to 49 hours per week.
In fact, most of the respondents in the top
four job classifications had work weeks of 50
or more hours. Management types, however,
were even more excessive in the time they put
in for work. While 80.1 percent of them
claimed they put in more than 50 hours of
work aweek, fully athird of them stated they
worked more than 60 hours per week.
Even more telling was that two-thirds (66.5
percent) of all respondents received no addi-

whelming majorities in each job classification
answered in the affirmative. Technical management types led the way with 78.9 percent
expressing concern about stress. They were
followed (in descending order) by engineering
(71.4 percent), technical (66.7 percent), engineering management (64.3 percent), and management (61.3 percent).
Respondents were also asked to determine the
severity of the personal stress they were experiencing. Roughly aquarter (28.6 percent) said it
was either "periodic" or occurred just "once in a
while." The vast majority rated their stress levels
either as a"growing concern" (45.1 percent),
"very high" (22.6 percent), or downright "terrible" (3.7 percent).
Respondents were then asked to choose the
top three causes for their personal stress. Their
choices included: unrealistic deadlines for projects, not enough resources (money and/or personnel) to do jobs right, not enough/appropri-

ate equipment or tools to do jobs right,
improper personal training to do jobs right,
staff not trained properly to do jobs right, too
much "meddling" by corporate/management
types, or excessive indecision or "flip-flopping" by management.
Far and away, the top cause (44.7 percent)
for personal stress among respondents was not
having enough resources (money and/or personnel) to do jobs right. One engineering management respondent from alarge system in the
South likens cable's personnel problem to that
of America's favorite pastime. •
"We seem to lose people across the board,"
he states. "People who have been here along
time tend to stay. Those we hire in the competitive marketplace through headhunters, etc.,
are always looking for the next move.
"While the cable TV industry is upgrading
and even making incursions into other revenuemaking communications efforts, the labor market
will be like major league baseball—high salaries
and (lots of) mobility. We have agreat loss in
new hires at the most basic customer service and
technician trainee levels. We also have amoderately heavy turn-over in mid-management folks.
Most of that movement is probably stress and
pressure related."
Coming in at second place as acause of
personal stress was excessive indecision or
"flip-flopping" by management. In third place,
respondents say unrealistic deadlines for projects is having an impact.
Corporate communications, or the lack
thereof, seems to be arecurring theme that
effects arange of perceived problems in many
of the respondent surveys. As one engineering
management professio4a1 puts it, when "communications flow is situational," it's highly
problematic that much will get accomplished.
"The military," he says, "would call it 'need
to know.' The problem seems to be who's
making the decisions or how the criteria is
formed when determining who may 'need to
know.' This organization, as amatter of policy,
keeps info at the highest levels it can, without
passing it down.
"I don't think this is from malice, as much
as from having comfort with acertain management style—a style that flies in the face of what
is proclaimed as their 'style goal'—teamwork
and team play.
"The result of this communications gap is
extraordinary pressure in certain kinds of jobs.
Rather than team solutions, mandated solutions which address symptoms keep the pressure on certain jobs.
"I don't think higher management sees the
problems the way many of us do. They also
have promulgated apretty consistent image of
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Dear Mr. Wu:

In arecent survey of actual users of SAS encoder/decoders, the TPTEAS 911's
sequentially lighted keyboard was preferred 7to Ifor purchase over the competition. The
emergency
survey wasmanagement
conducted by telephone between April29 and May 16, 1997, to determine
customer reaction and preferences from asample of over 1,000 users in broadcast and

Dining the two weeks of ea/fine CalmeFile was able to speak
of the
sample group who were identified as having used both the four-key and the 50 sequenfavored it
tially-lighted-key EAS units. Among the qualified respondents, the TFT.50..key products
was overwhelmingly reported to be easier to use on aday_to-clay basis by 54.2% who

Most respondents found both units easy for initial setup, but 95% said that
the TP7' was easy to setup, afull 20% more than the other type. 89% of the users Id
researcheis that the TF7' was easier to setup. For day-to-day operations, 83% of the
qualified respondents preferred the TFT front panel design.
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en asked "Ifyou had to
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they would purchase the competition's product to the exclusion of TF-r.
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7'FT provided CableFile with 1,000 names derived from its product registration
cards to sarnple. Later in the surveying, TFT provided an additional 75 names of association presidents to broaden the sample. Out of the 75 na mes on the EAS association
14.2% of these contacts had used both systems.
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'shooting the messengers.' So, it's risky to
make basic management problems known."
When it comes to assessing stress levels within the systems or departments they work in, survey respondents are more united. Big majorities
in all five job classifications say system/departmental stress is becoming aconcern. Technical
management types lead the way (84.1 percent)
in making this assessment. And, not too far

behind were engineering (78.6 percent), engineering management
(73.8 percent), technical (70.8 percent) and management (64.5 percent).
The causes for this
system/departmental stress can be
found primarily from three factors. The top cause, as it was with
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An NCTI Certificate
of Graduation
is recognized throughout the industry
as asolid indicator that your
technical and non-technical employees
have what it takes to excel
in the rapidly changing
CATV/broadband communications industry.
Call, fax or write
for your FREE
NCTI Training Kit
today.
Reader
Service

Average
hours

The most
comprehensive
cable training
available anywhere!

54.8 hours .gardah

Engineering Management

52.2 hours

38.1%

Engineering

51.8 hours

38.4%

Technical

46.0 hours

62.5%

Technical Management

personal stress, is not having enough resources
to do the job right. And, similarly, the second
most common cause is excessive indecision or
"flip-flopping" by management. The third
cause, say respondents, is that the staff is not
trained properly to do jobs right.
While the fact that stress is on the rise
comes as no surprise to those either in or out of
the industry, what does seem alarming is that
few cable companies recognize the problem, let
alone are taking any steps to lessen its impact.
According to this year's survey respondents, 80
percent said their companies are not taking any
positive steps to reduce job-related stress.
Those who claimed their companies are
instituting measures to reduce stress were asked
to briefly describe what their company was
doing in this regard. The answers, while varied,
showed some companies are finally taking the
situation seriously. Stress alleviators included:
"Developing self-managed work teams to
provide ownership of the department."
"Training, time management. Appreciation picnics, dinners, off-site activities."
"Employee Assistance Program (EAP).
Stress management classes, wellness care, fitness center membership reimbursement."
"Stress counseling; training programs;
graceful understanding about mishaps and
Figure 5: Technology/service deployment
Still
discussing
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e
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Cable modems
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National Cable Television Institute
801 W. Mineral Ave.
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40-49
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Management
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Job
Classification

26.6%

35.7%

Advanced analog set-tops

21.7%

Digital set-tops

28.7%

TV-based Internet services
(WorldGate, WebTV, etc.)
Digital ad insertion

12.6%

33.0%

Telephony
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classification

Receive extra
consideration/
compensation
for overtime?
(% Yes /% No)

50-59
hours

60-69
hours

Over 70
hours

38.1%

16.7%

7.1%

26.2% Yes /73.8% No

50.0%

11.8%

<1

28.8% Yes /71.2% No

Dealing with the powers that be

38.4%

7.7%

15.4%

61.5% Yes /38.5% No

33.3%

4.2%

0%

54.2% Yes/ 45.8% No

Survey respondents were also asked to rate
their system's overall relationship with its
franchising authority. While 3.2 percent

(28.7 percent), cable modems (26.6 percent),
telephony (21.7 percent), TV-based Internet
services (18.3 percent) and activating the
reverse path (15.7 percent).

believed that relationship to be "terrible," only
11 percent said there was "occasional trouble."
Just over afifth of the respondents (20.1
percent) termed their relationship as "satisfactory." The biggest majority, 47.5 percent, typified their franchise relationship as "generally
very good." And, nearly another fifth of the
respondents (18.3 percent) gave their franchise
relationship an "excellent" rating.

errors resulting from stressful environment;
increasing workforce; redefining work roles
and responsibilities."
"We are splitting the crew and working four,
10-hour days alternating weeks. This gives
them afour-day weekend every other week."

Making the right decisions
CED readers were also queried on what
services or technologies their systems were
deploying or thinking about deploying (see
Figure 5). When it came to actually having
bitten the bullet, more than half who responded to this question (50.4 percent) said their
companies had decided to rebuild their systems. Of that total, nearly two-thirds (61.9
percent) said their systems were being rebuilt
to 750 MHz configurations.
Other areas where operators had gotten off
the dime and taken action included (in descending order) activating the reverse path (42.2 percent), cable modems (35.7 percent), digital ad
insertion (33 percent) and digital set-tops.
According to survey respondents, their systems were still in the discussion stage on a
number of technologies and/or services. The
top five topics of conversation around the
country, according to survey respondents,
included (in descending order) digital set-tops
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As afollow-up to the overall rating question, respondents were asked which issues
tend to be most contentious between them
and their franchiser.
Not too surprisingly, awhopping majority
(71.9 percent) of the respondents said the number-one issue was rate increases. Pulling out
ahead (32.9 percent) of all the others as the
number-two issue was video service offerings,
like the number of channels or programming.
The third most vexing problem, according to
CED survey respondents (noted by 21.9 percent), was the slow pace of deploying new services like high-speed data.

Putting training to the test
\\ hile respondents continued their call for
increased training in other sections of the survey, the vast majority (92.9 percent) noted
their employers had established policies for

or very good (34.8 percent and 35.5 percent
respectively). Yet, among the technical job
ranks, this same type of training was equally
split (40 percent each) between those who
found it either very good or better and those
who found it only somewhat useful or worse.

Challenge tree-for-all
One of the few open-ended questions in the
survey asked respondents to list the three
biggest challenges their systems face in the
next 12 to 18 months. There were awide range
of answers, but afew topics did get the lion's
share of attention. By far, worries over system
rebuilds and upgrades dominated the replies on
this question. Many related those upgrade concerns to the challenge they felt was being posed
by competitors like DBS and MMDS services.
High-speed data rollouts and activation of
the return path also garnered considerable

Figure 6: Technical workforce levels

9,1trteeteelie
ifreireettelne
Increased technical workforce/
Avg. #positions added

Maintained
technical workforce

Decreased technical workforce/
Avg. #positions eliminated

45.4% /+13

35.3%

19.3% /9

paying for job-related education or training
outside of regular working hours. Of that
majority, 85.7 percent said their employers
would reimburse 80 to 100 percent of the cost
of additional training taken outside the job.
A similar number (81 percent), said their
employers provided on-the-job training as
well. Respondents were then asked to rate the
training they received in certain areas using a
1to 5scale (i.e., 1being low, 5being high).
Of those who took job-related safety training,
the vast majority (81.7 percent) rated that
training satisfactory or above.
A common theme among the respondents
was their frustration in trying to manage others.
When asked about training in this area, nearly
half (47.7 percent) said the training they
received was very good. And, while over a
quarter (25.6 percent) of those who took this
training found it at least satisfactory, nearly a
quarter (23.2 percent) also found it either unsatisfactory, or at best, only somewhat useful.
When it came to basic technical training, it
was almost evenly divided for more than twothirds (70.3 percent) of those who took such
training and judged it to be either satisfactory
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attention. Motivation, morale and workforce
levels was atopic triumvirate that appeared
repeatedly in replies to this question. In fact, in
arelated question about workforce levels,
respondents were asked whether their systems
had increased, decreased or maintained their
technical workforce level this past year.
Despite all the gnashing of teeth over no
staff/no money concerns in this poll, as well as
surveys in the past, 45.4 percent of the respondents replied that technical workforce levels
had increased, by an average of 13 people (see
Figure 6). Yet, more than half the respondents
said their workforce totals remained static (35.3
percent) or were actually decreased (19.3 percent). Those systems that reported decreases,
on average, lost nine technical workers each.

Can't get no satisfaction?
Finally, respondents were asked to rank
their level of satisfaction in avariety of areas
on a1to 5scale. The areas they were queried
about include: financial compensation, opportunities for advancement, job security, challenging/interesting work, overall employee
environment, relations with supervisors/man-

agement, quality of equipment and/or tools,
standard employee benefits (i.e., medical/life
insurance, vacation, etc.) and employee
"perks" and/or incentives (e.g., comp time,
performance incentives, etc.).
When all the responses are averaged, it seems
most respondents are on the same wavelength
when it comes to what pleases them most. Four
out of the five job categories find the challenging
work in the industry to be its biggest asset. The
sole exception are technical types who, on average, think their relationship with their supervisors/management is the biggest plus in their job.
In expressing their displeasure among these
areas, the respondents, on average, fall into two
camps. Management, engineering management
and engineering types find opportunities for
advancement to be the least desirable side of the
business they're in. Technical management and
technical types seem to think employee perks or
incentives like comp time and performance
incentives is where their job falls shortest.

Putting priorities in place
Throughout this year's survey, as it was
readily evident in the past as well, cable professionals are pleading with the powers that be
to get their respective operations in order.
Simply put, they're asking operators to set a
priority on people. It's not easy. It's not cheap.
But by most accounts from those on the front
lines, as well as those further up the cable
feeding chain, operators are courting even
more trouble if they ignore this plea and focus
on technology alone.
As one upper management type for alarge
operator put it, shifting the workload to astatic
or reduced workforce for potential short-term
gain with the deployment of new services solves
nothing. "The very first asset that must be put in
place," he says, "is people to mn the business.
Trying to add it (additional work) to the workload of existing folks will simply mean apoorly
promoted business, as it will be in second place
to the core business (of video delivery).
"Management (and Iare one) must make the
commitment to hire and pay the right people or
be stuck with mediocre results. The new businesses are not agold mine and actually will
take alot of hard work, intelligence and capital
to develop. They will not (be) cash flow positive in year one, and it must be realized that
they are not an add-on to the core business like
PPV or new product tiers. They are separate
businesses marketed to new and different residential and commercial customers." CED
Editor's Note: Special thanks to Gary
Lemons who spent many hours hunkered over
his computer entering and collating survey
responses and statistics for this report.
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Proper care and
leed in
of the headen

sent (140 IRE units on the waveform monitor),
as shown in Figure 1. Be certain that the correct
level is being fed to aVideoCipher from asatellite receiver, and so on through the chain.
Commercial inserters are looking for 1volt, and
usually have adjustments to balance the playback units so that all video is set for 1volt.
When you are certain you have 1V at each
point in the system, you can now adjust the
modulator for 87.5 percent depth of modulation.
Remember, alow video level throughout the
chain affects video signal-to-noise, which can
sound quality will be competitive with DBS.
By Linc Reed-Nickerson, Product
result in anoisy picture. A low video level could
The conclusion of Part 1briefly mentioned
Development Manager, TV/Communications
also mean low depth of modulation, which can
the importance of maintaining proper levels. In
Test Business Unit, Tektronix Inc.
produce a"dull and lifeless" picture. The FCC
fact, the three most important things to get right
baseband tests do not require making video noise
in acable system are levels, levels and
nthe first part of this series, we looked at the
measurements. You may have passing carrier-tolevels—RF levels, video levels and audio levels.
performance expected from the headend, as
noise, but still have apoor quality picture
Levels are the Holy Grail of cable TV. If the
well as some basic ways to better manage
because of noise present in the baseband video.
headend operations. In this part, we will dislevels are right, it seems everything else will
A video level that is too high may cause clipping
fall into place. Technicians working on acable
cuss more ways to assure that picture and
in the system which can result in apicture that is
washed out and lacking detail in the bright
Figure 1: The expected video sync and burst levels are shown.
areas. High video levels will often ramp
differential gain or phase problems, as
well. When differential gain and phase
measurements fail, it's often because of
Ref white
100 IRE
Blanking
high video levels.
(714 mv)
The misunderstanding about setting
Sync to blanking end
video levels properly is further comColor
pounded by failure to understand how to
Front
Sync to burst end —›
back
porch
set depth of modulation. Unfortunately,
porch
Breezeway
many technicians erroneously assume
4- Burst
the video level is correct if there is an
Ref black
level
indication that depth of modulation is set
Sync
correctly. However, an audit of anumber
7.5 IRE
40 IRE
- 4 IRE
4 IRE - of systems indicates that depth of moduRef burst
4-- Blanking level
lation is often not 87.5 percent.
amplitude
20 IRE1
I
Let's go back to basics. First, most
Ref sync
40 IRE
_
cable
TV headend equipment is designed
(286 mv)
amplitude
to work with 1volt p-p. In fact, consumer
video equipment uses that as astandard as
well. In video, as in RF systems, 75
impedance is nominal; however, various
system are usually very aware of the importypes of connectors are encountered. Typically
tance of maintaining proper RF levels, beginthey are BNC,
fittings, or RCA jacks. Most
50/DIv
ning at the headend. Maintaining audio and
cable techs are expert at making up "F' fittings,
video levels, however, is just as important.
but RCA and BNC may present achallenge. The
easiest, and most reliable, are crimp-type conMaintaining video levels
nectors. Several manufacturers make excellent
Equipment manufacturers have aspecificaconnectors and crimp tools, but be certain you
tion for levels in and out. Video will almost
have the right connector for the cable in use!
always be 1volt peak-peak (p-p). Audio is typiRCA jacks always require asoldering iron
cally 0dB across 600 Si Most equipment will
and some care in making up. Beware of cheap
c,
have alevel adjustment. Video levels are often
RCA jacks. They can be just as bad as the cheap
—
-- -- -only adjusted at the modulator when setting
consumer "F' fittings that we have been working
iiiimme
me
MSS
depth of modulation. Often, this is done without
to eliminate for years. If you consider making up
knowing the video level supplied to the input of
RCA and BNC connectors to be too challenging,
Figure 2: Shown is 87.5 percent depth of
the
modulator,
which
is
not
good
practice.
Use
a
there are anumber of sources for pre-made
modulation using a demodulator with a
waveform monitor at the output of the satellite
cables. Again, watch out for inexpensive soluzero carrier reference pulse on a waveform
monitor.
receiver or IRD to be certain 1volt p-p is pretions. A long run of brand X cable with poor

More maintenance tips
to ensure competitive quality

i
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H EADEND M AINTENANCE
connectors may degrade video frequency
response.
That being said, let's look at how to set up
video levels within aheadend. The most important tool is awaveform monitor. First, be sure it
is properly calibrated so that 140 IRE units
equal Ivolt. You can use an oscilloscope in lieu
of awaveform monitor, providing the scope has
aTV trigger. Be certain the video signal is properly terminated with 75 1
.
2. Failing to terminate
the video signal or double terminating it will
result in wrong levels displayed on the oscilloscope or waveform monitor. Caution—some

sets may not lock, which will result in the subscriber seeing ablack-and-white picture.
If your satellite receiver is driving an external VideoCipher, you will still want to look at
the output of the satellite receiver, but use the
"IRE" setting on the waveform monitor to
remove the high frequency components of the
signal. VideoCiphers can get "flaky" if not fed
the proper level. Next, check the output level
of the VideoCipher. There is amulti-turn port
for video adjustment. This is also agood time
to check the VideoCipher bias voltage.
If you have commercial or cross-promotion

Figure 3. Shown is a depth of modulation measurement using a spectrum analyzer.

equipment is internally terminated. Check to see
if the termination can be turned on and off by a
switch, or if the termination is always on. Be
sure you only terminate once. Now, look at the
output of the satellite receiver and/or IRD. Be
certain that the right level is available. Many
receivers have avideo adjustment.
Unfortunately, some require removing acover
and some searching to make any adjustment.
When observing the video waveform, be
certain that the sync, video and color burst levels are correct. Video should be 100 IRE units
(0.714 Volts) and sync and color burst should
be 40 IRE units (0.286 volts). In most cases,
you only have control of the entire signal. If
the ratios are wrong by more than 10 to 20 IRE
units, the equipment may need to be sent out
for service. If the color burst is too low, some
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insertion equipment, be sure to check levels here
as well. This may require some balancing, as
often playback devices will need to have levels
set. There may also be adjustments within the
insertor. Remember, use the satellite signal as a
reference. If there is any other switching within
the chain, check it for unity gain. Finally, see
that 1volt is getting to the modulator. These
tests are easier if you have awaveform monitor
with line select, and the source has VITS (vertical interval test signal). Use the FCC Composite
or NTC7 Composite test signal white bar as
your reference for the 100 IRE unit signal.
Not every channel has the VITS signals available, so you may have to use your judgment to
make proper settings. Simultaneously look at the
picture and the waveform monitor to make sure
you see enough bright areas in the picture to

properly determine that 100 IRE units of video
are present. Checking the sync and burst level
while adjusting for peak white is usually valid. If
both the sync and burst levels are 40 IRE units,
you're probably OK. If not, monitor the signal
for awhile to see if you can get the ratio correct.
If you can't get sync, burst and video level ratios
correct, you may have an equipment problem.
Once you have determined that 1volt of video
is being delivered to the modulator, it is time to
set depth of modulation. You can use one of two
methods to correctly set depth of modulation,
either aspectrum analyzer or ademodulator with
azero carrier reference pulse (ZCP) and awaveform monitor. The demodulator must have a
ZCP or you cannot use it for setting depth of
modulation. Many of the considerations we
talked about in setting levels apply.
First, let's clear the air on two common
misconceptions about depth of modulation.
The first is the belief that setting the modulation level until the red peak light comes on,
and then backing it down is agood way to set
depth of mod. It usually isn't! In fact, this
practice only tells you when the peak clipper is
active. If it is, and if you have apicture with
enough white content, it can get close to the
proper setting. But those are two big "ifs."
The second misconception is looking at the
video output of areceiver or demodulator and
setting it for 1volt, but WITHOUT azero carrier reference pulse. You must have aZCP set to
100 percent or 120 IRE units, with tip of sync
set to 0percent or -40 IRE units as shown in
Figure 2. Many waveform monitors are supplied
with agraticule for setting modulation depth to
make this easier. Now you can adjust the white
bar on the composite signal or peak white video
for 87.5 percent or 100 IRE units, and sync tip
to -40 IRE units, and you will be correct. If you
don't have ademodulator with azero carrier
pulse, use aspectrum analyzer in the zero span
mode for setting depth of modulation.
Most modern cable TV spectrum analyzers
are equipped with adepth of modulation measurement or away to get avideo field or line. I
prefer the line display if aVITS combination
signal is available; the field display, if not. You
can directly read depth of modulation by placing the tip of sync at the top of the screen and
setting peak white to the first graticule from the
bottom, as shown in Figure 3. Most spectrum
analyzer displays have scales with eight divisions, so the value between the divisions is 12.5
percent. One division from the bottom is 87.5
percent (100 -12.5 =87.5). If you have wondered why the United States chose 87.5 percent
instead of around number such as 90 percent
(used in some European systems), you now
know the answer. The reason we don't modu-
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Fundamental
fiber optic
topologies
for cable TV
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Cox's

Ringin-Ring

<K1-

Broadcast backup -loop

rou h

Deg. •loop through
Nude A •Mearou

(Only one ring cluster
shown)
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Node locations
/Optical to RF
L\
conversion; forward
RF transmission; RF
to optical conversion
and reverse optical
transmission

4fibers per node
(i.e., 2fibers each
dedicated to
routing data
from both
directions to
each node
for route
diversity),
+4fibers
threaded
through all
nodes.

Node B •dedeated

Fiber Backbone

Transport hubs
Digital and analog;
re-transmission; approximately
100,000 homes; route diversity

The Cox Communications
"Ring-in-Ring" fiber
architecture is an integration
2node ring-ring schematic
of a"dedicated" fiber ring
and a"loop-through" fiber
ring that gives cable operators ahighly reliable and flexible network for the future. By using
diverse routing and redundant electronics, it can provide uninterrupted video, voice and
data service to afiber node in the event of afiber or electronic component failure. The
dedicated ring carries video to individual nodes, providing "braadcast" as well as
programming and data targeted to an individual node. The loop-:hrough ring interconnects
the nodes in aseries fashion, delivering voice and data using .1I "add-drop" technique. The
network is flexible enough to allow subdividing nodes into sir 31Ier serving areas as demand
for these new services results in the need for greater bandwidth

Time Warner Cable's Residential Network Architecture is designed to deliver analog video, voice ar ddigital
video and data services to customers. The architecture has been designed to allow agreat deal of flexibility to
expand the capacity of the network without adding significant amounts of additional fiber, and without the need
to reconfigure the RF/coaxial portion of the network. In addition to the network illustrated, it is common for a
second network, designed and constructed for business users, to share some of the routes and facilities shown
in this diagram. Note: the combination of anode transmitter/receiver and the RF plant it feeds are typically
referred to as HFC (hybrid fiber/coax) or Fiber Rich.

Splice point or star
coupler or crossconnect

pi =Primary hub
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Analog TX &RX
Sonet, file servers,
host digital terminals

Signal processing, Sonet,
file servers, host digital terminals

LEC

or
Master headend

Optical
transition
node

/bee

Route diverse

Hub

'

Optical
transition
node

Designed by Cable Television Laboratories to accommodate avariety of
network concepts to avoid making any existing networks obsolete while
providing an incremental upgrade path. Topology includes centralized
"regional hub" to share the cost of advanced television and
communication equipment among several operators as well as secondary
fiber hubs. Connections between central headend and fiber hubs, as well
as hub-to-hub interconnects, provide "virtual" ring capability and route
diversity. Passive coaxial distribution to the home (made possible with inhome amplification) improves reliability of the network.

10,00020,000
homes
passed

Metropolitan ring
Sonet -OC-n, depending
on voice, video and
data application.

Business

Utility

Digital or 1550 nm AM video
with digital interactive

Express
feeder

Schools

ANTEC's Point-to-Multipoint Systems
Existing headends are interconnected via aself-healing redundant digital ring. The first
stage of the ring might encompass amixture of LPCM and/or 1550 nm equipment for
analog video, and Sonet for voice and data transport. As video programming is received
in acompressed digital format, the MPEG video signal is mapped onto the Sonet ring
along with voice and data and transported to the hubs and onto the optical transition
nodes. At the hub and OTN, basic video services are converted back to analog and
combined with digital video, voice and data services and transported to the optical node
with adedicated low-power DFB laser. The distribution system utilizes centralized 90
VAC power supplies and power-passing taps to power the NIDs. LECs and IXCs are
interconnected to the headend for voice and data services. A metropolitan ring is also
interconnected to the regional headend interconnect for interaction with schools,
business, government and utilities.

Node sizes: 2,000, 1,000, 500, 250 or 64

1550 n.n AM video with

Coaxial architectures
PCN, Mini-star, Mini-Backbone

digital 'lteractive. Hub

Reverse transmitter

size 10,000-25,000
homes passed
Nodal deployment
1310 nm DFB
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Splice hub

Reversé—
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Reverse transmitter

Scientific-Atlanta's Metropo:itan HFC Network
2to 3 distribution amps
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Sonet
network

Split reverse
path

With Upgrade or New Build Coaxial Architectures
I
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Business
-sm.- Serving area 1
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Optical node
100-500 homes

homes passed (small for highly interactive).
Secondary hub ring

Primary hub ring
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Primary hub

Master
headend

Centralized 90
VAC powenng

Laser link

The network is best described as ascaleable architecture that is
configured as adual ring, star/bus. The primary ring (A) is either aSonetbased or aproprietary-based digital technology. It feeds aroute diverse
Super AM ring for the secondary fiber network (B). In some markets this
ring will also employ Sonet technology. The fiber to the serving area
network (C) feeds scaleable optical nodes. These routes are selected so
that afiber cut cannot affect more than 4,000 homes passed. These nodes
in turn feed RF buses that are limited to 300 homes passed. Each bus is
configured so that it can be activated as an individual node.

CableLabs' Structured
Network Architecture

OTN (optical
transition nodes)

Self-healing and
redundant.
Mix of analog
transport for video.
Sonet for voice and data.

Self-healing and redundant
digital ring.
Voice, video and data services.

TCI's Dual Ring Star/Bus

MS0 #2

Analog RX, Sonet,
host digital terminals,
low power OFB TX

Secondary ring

Regional headend
interconnect

IXC

Secondary hub
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Fiber-to-feeder
Without express feeder

Fiber
hub

60,000100,000
homes passed

Coax network

Fiber
distribution:

for targeted interactive services

Fiber-to-feeder
Using express feeder

\

Distribution hubs
Serves approximately 20,000
homes; digital to analog conversion; analog
re-transmission; route diversity. Each laser
transmitter feeds an average of four node receivers.

Time Warner Cable's Residential Network
Architecture

Hybrid Fiber/Coax

r

AlKmilissart

Bidirectional
rings

RF plant
Distribution to homes;
short cascades

I

Used primarily to reduce length of broadband amplifier cascades to
improve carrier-to-noise ratio and distortion performance while
reducing network maintenance. Designed for system upgrades and
rebuilds to higher bandwidths. Defined by Time Warner Cable as
having fewer than four amplifiers in cascade on any trunk run.

Primary
ring

MSO #3
Master headend
Switching;
storage;
program origination;
analog &digital
transmission;
network operations

Secondary
ring

A

Bidirectional
rings

Regional hub
—
Analog
--- Digital

Supertrunks
Transport high-quality video
signals on apoint-to-point
basis. Examples include
interconnects between remote
antennas and headends,
headend interconnects for
program sharing and multiple
system interconnects for
advertising insertion. Also
could be used to provide route
diversity for data delivery,
personal communications,
alternate access, etc.

Primary ring
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2 >
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2to 3distribution amps
or line extenders

Originally designed for complete system rebuilds, now used
increasingly in upgrades. Replaces nearly all coaxial trunk cable
with fiber cable. Reduces amplifier cascades to no more than three
active devices, typically. Coaxial "express" feeder serves area
immediately adjacent to headend and optical receivers. Concept
originally termed Fiber Trunk and Feeder by ATC engineers. Also
known as All Fiber Trunk and Fiber to the Bridger.
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Diagram provided by NextLevel Systems Inc.
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A fully loaded OC -48 transmits up to 96 analog channels.
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V

Headend

Fiber node

Fiber cable

Secondary hub

Coax cable

Trunk or
distribution amp

Splitter

8port tap

Standard tap

(---\ Cluster tap

Bridger

le> Line extender

(64 port)

RF output
to distribution
#1

Network amp

Two-way
interactive
service area

Basic Sonet For Video

Two
baseband
video & six audio
inputs per encoder card

2 X 2 Narrowcast Node
Network amp

RF output
to distribution
#3

2X 2
Forward narrowcast

Network
amp

Designed by Adelphia Cable Communications engineers to be acosteffective method of eliminating all active components from the cable
network, the true passive architecture places anode every half-mile or
so, while the modified design, above, covers 1.5 miles of plant per node
on average.

Network
amp

H

RF output
to distribution —
L
#4

RF output
to distribution
#2

Phase I
500 homes per node
500 homes dedicat3J return
2,000 homes per Un-smiller

1310 nm
narrowcast

1550 nm
broadcast
video
superdistribution

Phase II
125 homes per node
125 homes dedicated return
500 homes per transmitter

3fibers

To ISX
series nodes

Optical
transmitter

ISX multi-

from
Optical
headend
input

ADC Telecommunications' Full Service HFC Architecture
ADC's full service HFC architecture is designed to be "future-proof," offering service providers the
opportunity to build a network for today and expaad as business conditions dictate tomorrow.
A. A Sonet network feeds a DV6000 digital ring, cLnnected to a second DV6000 ring via the DV6000
synchronizer and switch (DVSAS). Signais are th( n modulated, combined with telephony signals from
the local digital switch and fed into the HWX 1550 transmitter for a 1550 nm supertrunk out to a hub
receiver in another HWX shelf.
B. The HWX 1310 nm transmitter sends the optical signals to the ISX series optical distribution nodes.
Inside the nodes, optical signais are converted to &ectrical signals and distributed to the customer sites
via coax. If needed, the ISX nodes can be configw mi with reverse path transmitters to send return path
information back through the node on to the headend for processing or redistribution. For areas of high
demand, the return path can be split, doubling the available return path bandwidth.
C. This area features a DV6000 digital supertrunk out to a remote hub site. Signals are modulated and
retransmitted via 1550 nm broadcast video superdistribution directly to the neighborhood ISX series
nodes. A 1310 nm HWX transmitter overlays signrls to a second receiver inside the ISX node, offering
narrowcasting to areas where demand dictates.
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NextLevel Systelas Inc.'s Broadband Telecommunications Architecture

<I )

Philips Broadband Networks' Diamond Telecommunications Network

This architecture is designed to optimize the deploymen': of targeted advanced access services. The optoelectronic node accommodates
forward-path narrowcasting and reverse path segmentation, enabling broadband operators to target specific services in the forward path
while increasing the network's return bandwidth availability per subscriber. Increased return bandwidth is accomplished using two
transmitters in a 2x2 configuration to provide cost-effective reverse-path segmentation capabilities.

NextLevel Systems Inc. provides an integrated end-to-end system solution. The highest layer of the network architecture can be aSonet digital transport platform specifically
developed and optimized for cable T. video applications. 1550 nm transport is also an option for an optical ring that is self-healing and provides redundancy for the transport
of video, voice and data services.
The BTA architecture was specificall developed to minimize initial installation costs while redefining system operational capacity without relocating devices or re-cabling.
The architecture is shown in two phases serving as many as 500 homes per node and as few as 125 homes per node. The BTA offers low active counts and flexible migration
paths for both forward and reverse savices. NextLevel's Broadband Layered Architecture Strategy to Enhance Reliability (BLASTER), while not depicted here, is another step
in our evolution of the HFC network.
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Out here, two things consume your thoughts. Splicing cable. And your position in the food chain.
GNNettest assures the solutions
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Star Light, Star Bright,
This is Who IReally Like
Call for Nominations 1008 Polariç Award
For the past five years, when it comes to the deployment of fiber optic technology, the Polaris Award has been the guiding light
in the broadband communications industry. We'd like your help in pointing out the star that you feel deserves this high honor
this year.
Nominations are now being accepted for the individual you think has displayed remarkable commitment, dedication and
innovation in the aggressive deployment of fiber optics technology in the industry.
Considering the high caliber of individuals who've won in the past, we're certain there are other dedicated professionals who
belong in their stellar ranks. Please fill out and mail or fax the card below NO LATER THAN FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, I997.

Former Polaris Award Winners
I
L

Tom Staniec - 1993
As director of engineering for NewChannels Corp., Staniec earned the first Polaris Award
for his innovative design and implementation of fiber networks for alternate access, distance
learning and service for rural cable television networks.

Jim Ludington - 1994
Serving as Time Warner's vice president of technology, Ludington received the Polaris
Award in recognition of a decade's worth of work pre-engineering and installing "thousands" of sheath
miles of optical fiber in some 20 TW divisions, including its Orlando-based Full Service Network.

Hugh ficCarley - 1995
McCarley's work as Cox Cable Communications Inc.'s director of corporate engineering,
where he was closely involved with the design, construction and implementation of the
company's national fiber deployment, including it's innovative Ring-in-Ring architecture, earned him the 1995
Polaris Award.

John Brouse - 1996
As Jones Intercable's director of network development, Brouse's instrumental work in the
design and deployment of Jones' creative fiber optic architectures in Broward County, Fla.
and Alexandria,Va. put the coveted Polaris Award on his mantel in 1996.

Oleh Sniezko - 1997
Sniezko earned his fiber credentials working for two innovative MS0s, Rogers Cablesystems Ltd. and TCI
Communications Inc. As director of transmission engineering at TC1, Sniezko was singled out for Polaris honors
as a"next generation" fiber innovator for his work in developing optical fiber cable standards and
manufacturing requirements.

Sponsored by:

CED

CORNING

COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING Ai DEISIGN
WE PREMIER MAGAZINE OF BORADBAND COMMUNIGATIONS

SETE

Mail or fax (303-393-6634) your nomination by September 26, 1997. (Please type or print clearly)
Nominee's name

(For additional background on nominee only. Anoeyrnity will be respected if requested)

Tide

Your name

Company/MSO

Co. Org.

City, State

Tele

Tele.

E-Mail

Brief description of nominee's contributions in fiber optic dep'oyment
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Figure 4. Lost elements on an antenna can
degrade its performance, not only in gain,
but in frequency response as well. Note the
missing element on the top antenna.

late to 100 percent like AM broadcasters is that
TV sets use the visual carrier as areference for
both picture and sound. If you modulated to
100 percent (or higher), the carrier could go to
zero at peaks. Loss of carrier will cause abuzz
in the audio in intercarrier TV sets.

Improving off air reception
Another area \A here many headends that are
in otherwise excellent condition fail to perform
as well as they could is receiving off-air signals.
You can take several steps to improve off-air

reception. At the top of the list, which is usually
somewhere near the top of the tower, is the
antenna system. There has been alot of dialogue on the Internet cable TV list relating to
degraded performance because of antenna damage. One operator could not get the visual-toaural carrier ratio correct from abroadcast station. A check with the broadcaster indicated he
was operating properly. Further investigation,
standing on the ground and looking up at the
antenna, revealed that anumber of elements
had been lost in astorm. Lost elements (Figure
4) degrade the performance of an antenna not
only in gain, but in frequency response as well.
Be certain your off-air arrays are both properly oriented and working properly. This includes
making sure phasing harnesses are correctly
installed on multiple antennas such as diamond
arrays. One operator was never able to achieve
near the projected signal level from astation that
was important to his system—a station that carried
the popular sports team. The signal, even with a
preamp, was poor. Investigation revealed the harness on the array was not properly installed when
the antenna was erected. Once changed, the signal level was as predicted.
When making calculations, it is always a
good idea to be certain the signal level at the
connector at the processor or demodulator is
what you expect, taking into consideration line
loss. About once ayear, check that the level
has remained constant. If you have atower that
gets climbed frequently, be sure no damage has
been done to the feedline from the antenna.
This type of damage happens all too often.
Antenna orientation is important. Don't just
point for maximum signal. Use aTV set to
view the picture and awaveform monitor to
look for the best chroma-luma delay if aVITS
signal is available. Monitor the 12.5T modulat-

Figure 5: An improperly oriented or damaged antenna, or apoor feed line can cause
distortions in the 12.5T pulse.
Delay errors only

Gain errors only
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ed pulse in the FCC composite test signal. Try
to achieve anearly flat base on the pulse to
minimize both gain and delay problems. Make
sure the top of the 12.5T pulse is the same
level as the white bar. Figure 5shows the effect
afaulty antenna can have on the 12.5T pulse.
Most processors and demodulators will
have an optimum operating range, as specified
by the manufacturer, which is usually -20
dBmV to +30 dBmV. It is important to be
within this range. Too much signal can be as
bad as too little. 0to +10 dBmV will usually
provide optimum performance. Don't be afraid
to pad the input if the level is on the high side.
If you are importing asignal from adistant
market, you may need to use achannel filter
or preselector if there are strong local signals
on adjacent channels. This is especially important if you are using any preamplification.
Low band VHF suffers from impulse noise
and seasonal co-channel interference in many
locations. Endless battles with power companies usually result in only temporary fixes.
Co-channel interference is aweather phenomenon we can't control. Some equipment manufactured today can significantly reduce the
problems, but may add artifacts to the picture.
Following the manufacturer's recommended
practices will minimize the artifacts. Most subscribers don't see the artifacts, but they are
very quick to call about the impulse noise or
interference. As subscribers become more
sophisticated, especially as they become accustomed to the quality of digital services, complaints about artifacts will probably increase.
One last item. Every headend should have a
"search" antenna, agood quality UHF/VHF
antenna located on the tower or separated mast
with arotator. This can be alife saver if there is
damage to amain receiving antenna. The
"search" antenna can verify that the station is
on-the-air if you aren't sure if you have a
processor problem. If the TV receiver attached
to the search antenna has audio and video output, it could be used in an emergency to feed a
modulator, keeping asignal on the system in
the event of aprocessor/demodulator failure.
A number of the good practice issues we
have talked about for off-air also apply to
satellite. A bit of fine tuning here can result in
better pictures and sound. Be certain feeds
have not deteriorated, and the coax and connectors are in good condition. I've found more
than one filled with water! Also, it's agood
idea to use redundant power for your LNBs.
These are afew suggestions to make your
video as good as the competition's. There are
many effective procedures that can be used.
We'll talk about quality audio in the next
installment. CIED
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delivers telephone service on coaxial television
cable. We are ready for whoever wins the fight."
While amusing (and true), this shows that the
battle lines are now being drawn between cable
and telephone providers, who are laying the
groundwork to raid each other's territory. The
ultimate result will be an industry shake-down,
the likes of which has not been seen for years.
This article is geared toward enlightening the
reader as to the trends which will bring these
changes about, and how to position acable services provider to garner the maximum advantage
from this once-in-a-decade opportunity.
The Telecommunications Reform Act of
1996 is the catalyst that started it all. This
piece of legislation will be remembered for
bringing about the most far-reaching changes
in telecommunications in the 12 years since the
AT&T breakup. Volumes can be written about
this legislation alone. For purposes of this article, however, these are the most germane portions of what the legislation will change.
a/The telephone companies (telcos) will be
allowed to raid each other's territory. It will be
possible, for example, to get GTE service in
Southwestern Bell territory, or Ameritech service in BellSouth territory, etc.
%/Long distance carriers are being allowed back
into local telephone services. Already, people are
signing up for AT&T and MCI local telephone
service. Conversely, GTE has already signed up
more than amillion long distance customers.
More important to you, cable companies are
entering the telephone business. One market
already being exploited in many areas is the
"multi-tenant sharing" arena, where apartment
buildings and high rises are being wired for not
only cable TV, but telephone service as well.
Likewise, however, the telcos are being allowed
to provide cable TV service. Already, AT&T and
others are marketing "DirecTV" mini-dishes,
and cable companies are marketing ultra-high
bandwidth Internet connections and data transmission services. Dozens of cable companies are
filing for telephone certification in all 50 states,
and the battle for customer control is underway.
These items only begin to scratch the surface of everything that is in the new legislation; however, they stir interest among technol1997

ogists, particularly in the areas of new, cheaper
and faster services which competition will
bring. It will be quite aride. Ten years from
now, there may only be three phone companies,
and it might be quite asurprise to see who the
survivors are. Imagine if the big three turn out
to be AT&T, British Telephone and Disney, for
example. Sounds crazy, but it's possible.
Cable television providers will be well-situated to tap much of the market, primarily because
they already have high bandwidth into alarge
percentage of households. Even so, there are formidable obstacles, including immature network
diagnostic tools, and adistribution network
which is often one-way only. Cable is under
increasing competitive pressure at atime when it
must make major capital investments. It's difficult to think about capitalizing expensive telephone switching equipment, for example, when
competition from direct broadcast satellite dishes lures away premium customers. Nonetheless,
money is exactly what will be required, but
combined with customer-oriented packaging and
marketing savvy which produces quality, high
bandwidth services customers will buy.
Don't expect the telcos to sit by idly while
this happens. Already, the telcos are exploring
competitive offerings to meet the cable challenge head-on. Know your adversary. The telcos are planning abroad range of widely-available services which are designed to compete
head-to-head with cable for the hearts, minds
and wallets of customers. These include:

ISBN

vice) are two of its biggest selling points.
Using ISDN, true collaboration can take
place between remotely situated users. The user
can point to items on ascreen using aprogram
package like Intel Proshare, while conversing
with the other user at the same time (over the
second Bchannel). This is possible with
modem technology as well, but it can be clumsy and slow at modem speeds. Additionally,
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Integrated services digital network is a15year-old standard for carrying two 64 Kb "bearer" channels, which can be used for data or
voice, along with asingle 16 Kb "delta" channel for signaling and other data. That's why you
often hear of it referred to as "2 B+D."
Because ISDN requires only the same old
copper wire that's already out there, but carries
adigital signal, ISDN will be the vehicle (for
the telcos at least) which brings digital technology to the masses. ISDN installations are skyrocketing, primarily because of the Internet. The
Internet has been the principal "killer application" that has finally brought ISDN to life. In
many parts of the country today, the local telcos
are doing aland office business in this technology. And why not? Having an aggregate of
about 128 Kbps is at least five times faster than
the swiftest modems on the market today.
In addition, auser can also talk over one B
channel, and send data at 64 Kbps over the other.
Indeed, the ability to switch ISDN service almost
anywhere via the public telephone network, and
the fact that it can be areplacement for regular
telephone service (as opposed to an add-on ser-

anyone using H.320 compliant video equipment can send moving images at speeds as low
as 64 Kbps. At that speed, they are not really
high quality, but are passable, especially when
reduced to asmall matchbook-sized window on
the user's screen. At 128 Kbps, with today's
compression technology, the picture is not network broadcast-quality, but does not look bad
at all for desktop conferencing applications.
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TELECOM REFORM

Needless to say, traditional Internet and BBS
(bulletin board system) file transfers are a
breeze in comparison to modems.

Figure 1: Emerging services
ADSL

ADSL
what better service to acopper-rich local tele-

phone company than one which utilizes copper?
ADSL is the most direct response the telcos have
to acost-effective network solution which rivals
the bandwidth of coaxial cable. Indeed, one of
the major advantages to this technology is the
fact that it can use the same old copper wire
which delivers local telephone service for highspeed data. ADSL, or asymmetric digital subscriber line, gives telephone companies ashot at
the high bandwidth market previously thought to
be the exclusive domain of cable companies.
Because ADSL uses the same telephone facilities as traditional telephone service, it allows
use of existing analog modems, fax machines
and telephones while maintaining ahigh-speed
data connection at the same time. ADSL does
this by carrying three separate frequencies over
the same line. The first set of frequencies carries
the subscriber's telephone service, while another
carries a16 to 640 Kbps data signal (depending

Upstream speed
1.544 Mbps

Downstream speed
64 Kbps

-› Standards still emerging
.1

Limited availability

▪ 50 times faster than 28.8 modem
-› 10 times faster than ISDN
-› Cheap-$60 -$100 (US West)

on the product utilized) for upstream information from the home to the connection point, such
as the Internet. The third signal is ahigh-speed,
downstream connection, which runs anywhere
from 1.544 Mbps up to about 9Mbps.
ADSL is asymmetrical; that is, it is ahigher
speed connection in one direction than the
other. That makes ADSL potentially the telcos'

"poster child" for Internet access because users
typically download much more information
from the Internet than they transmit to it. Using
ADSL, a64-Kb channel is used to "request" a
download, which can be made at speeds of
1.544 Mbps or higher. ADSL could in fact be
the Websurfer's dream, providing the equivalent
of aT-1 or better into the home or small office.
Therefore, think of ADSL as asmall pipe for
delivering requests, combined with an ultra large
pipe used for receiving the requested information. It can be cheap, too. US West is reportedly
pricing ADSL at between $60 and $100 per
month, including POTS service. It's also easy
for the teko to deploy because it works on regular telephone wire-pair cable. Expect this service
to drop significantly in price to alevel approximating aphone line, because that's about all it
ultimately costs atelco to deploy it.
To use ADSL, auser must purchase an
"ADSL modem." A typical unit has three connectors. The first, of course, would go to the
telephone company interface. The second is a
standard RJ-11 telephone jack used to plug in
the phone. The third is an RJ-45 Ethernet connector, which connects the service to the per-
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sonal computer or local area network. In other
words, users can simultaneously access their
traditional telephone service and ahigh-speed
Internet connection.
These modems are expensive today ($1,200)
but are expected to drop in price as they proliferate. A number of field trials are underway at this
time. For example, GTE in Dallas has launched
one of the most aggressive trials of ADSL service, locally in public libraries, bookstores and
with some GTE employees. The equipment currently being tested will transmit at speeds from
64 to 500 Kbps and receive at speeds of 1.5 to 4
Mbps. Higher speeds are possible, however,
with speeds of up to 9Mbps available soon.

Cable modems are not
exactly new: In 1985,
the author ran T-1 traffic
over local cable TV
facilities

Emerging services
VVDSL. For the truly bandwidth hungry, another similar technology referred to as VDSL (very
high data rate subscriber line) promises even
higher speeds. VDSL can operate at rates of
between 13 and 55 Mbps, but distance limitations are more of afactor than with ADSL. In
the case of VDSL, asubscriber loop can only be
approximately half the distance as with ADSL.
Present technology limits the distance of ADSL
to about 12,000 feet from atelephone company
central office. This distance is greater than the
maximum distance T-1 lines allow (6,000 feet),
but less than that for ISDN (18,000 feet).
Expect initial deployments of both VDSL and
ADSL to be bundled with equipment packages
by the telephone companies. That's another thing
they are allowed to do under the liberalization of
the regulatory picture. For example, many of us
envision a"video jukebox" service whereby a
customer can deliver up to four television signals, simultaneously, on aDSL link. The link
would always have access to up to 200 channels
of programming, but would cut the bandwidth
required by only carrying, for example, the last
four channels the subscriber watched. The slower
upstream data channel would signal the equipment at the telco to send down another channel
on demand. Sports events could take on new
dimensions by allowing the user to view the football field, the view from the blimp, the announcer and the cheerleaders all at the same time, on
demand, on asingle VDSL link.

Cable's response

With the entrance of cable companies into the
telecommunications business, one of the first
offerings will be ultra high-speed data connections available on abroad basis. This is not to say
the market is there for the taking, or that things
are rosy for the cable companies. Competition to
these companies from the satellite dish dealer is
acute, and it cuts right into the cable companies'
core business. For this reason, cable can be

expected to embrace non-traditional technologies
such as data services and telecommuting, which
will encourage users to utilize their service. Like
the telcos, high-speed Internet access may be one
killer app they are looking for.
Cable modems are an area of promise for the
teleconunuter and small office as well, because
many homes and small offices have access to
cable television facilities. The cable modem
concept is not exactly new: the author personally undertook aproject in 1985 to run T-1 traffic
over local cable television facilities. At that
time, Scientific-Atlanta broadband cable multiplexers were used to take a750 kHz segment of
cable bandwidth and insert aT-1 circuit on it.
This is, of course, the equivalent of stone knives
and bear claws in comparison to what is available for equipment or under development today.
Over the years, other commercial users have
attempted the same, but the ability for ahomebound user to order adata circuit was virtually
impossible. You had to be alarge user, and even
then, it was difficult. And even for large users,
results varied, and horror stories abounded.
In the example described above, the T-Is
carried by the cable television franchise had a
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very good service record for the three years
they were utilized. Other subscribers who made
similar efforts had more dismal results primarily because the quality of cable systems (and
attendant support and troubleshooting systems)
vary greatly by company and by franchise area.
For example, sometimes acable company isn't
staffed to provide 24-hour support. That kind
of service is optional for aTV watcher, but
absolutely necessary for adata service user.
Other times, the cable systems are only set
up for one-way transmission. Two-way amplifiers are an expensive upgrade. Support systems
and troubleshooting tools also lag. These are all
still issues. What is changing, however, is that
the cable companies are hitting these concerns
head-on with massive spending to upgrade their
networks, add data capabilities, add telephone
switches and bag the lucrative data service customer. They are also filing "COAs," or
Certificates of Operating Authority, in most all
states to compete head-to-head with the local
telephone companies. In many, they are already
approved. This is occurring while their revenues
decrease because of satellite competition.
Sophisticated cable modems are making a

Because of congestion,
cable companies hope
that they will be
successful, but not too
successful
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comeback today, in part because of regulatory
changes which allow cable television companies
to get into the telephone business. The concept
behind the cable modem is still essentially the
same as it was years ago, in that it takes aspecific frequency range in the cable spectrum and
runs data over it. However, cable facilities have
amuch higher bandwidth than copper facilities,
so speeds of multiple megabits per second are
possible. This is cable's biggest advantage, and
one which must be fully exploited.
One popular cable modem today, Motorola's
CyberSURFR modem, transmits at 768 Kbps
but receives at full Ethernet speeds of 10 Mbps
per second. One of the best uses of cable today
is for receiving large files from the Internet. At
least, that's where the manufacturers of cable
modem equipment are putting their money.
Cable modems are being deployed with an
Ethernet card on one side that connects to a
local area network or personal computer. As far
as the computer is concerned, it is hooked
directly to the Internet via an Ethernet cable. In
fact, it's not even necessary to dial atelephone
number. The user enjoys speeds varying from
500 Kbps to 30 Mbps, which far surpasses anything else available, at least at the time of this
printing. The same facilities, presumably, will
be used to deliver television programming,
interactive games and telephone service. Quite a
tough package to beat, if deployed correctly.

Direct satellite service
Cable is not alone in the high bandwidth
business. Direct broadcast satellites are one-way
devices, just like cable. However, scenarios are
already being devised for alow-speed data
channel to an Internet service provider where an
ISDN or standard telephone can act as the
"upstream" channel and trigger data downloads
of multiple megabits per second using ahighcapacity satellite link as the downstream channel. The pricing dynamics of this scenario would
be awfully tough to be beat, because there is no
investment for outside plant. The only investment, again, would be in the small satellite dish
to go on the roof of the user. These are up, running, and available at the time of this printing.

Cable engineering pitfalls
Typical cable systems serve between 500 and
2,500 homes per fiber node. A typical TV channel, used strictly for data, will deliver gigabytes
of data to hundreds of individuals with Ethernet
quality throughput. However, as users begin to
proliferate, bandwidth and congestion problems
can be expected. This has already been experienced in some universities where dormitory
buildings are wired for high-speed access, and
the resulting congestion problems cause
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throughput to the user which is not awhole lot
better than a28.8 kilobit modem.
This puts the cable companies in the position
of hoping that they will be successful, but not too
successful. Think about it. The telephone companies have had 120 years to learn how to trafficengineer their networks, yet they still get caught
with their pants down when anomalies cause network congestion. There will be alearning curve
for cable in this regard as well.
Cable modems, being fairly new technology,
differ significantly in their data transmission
specifications. Modems from different manufacturers are most often incompatible. This is a
concern if auser moves to another city, for
example. It would probably be necessary to
lease another cable modem from that local cable
company. Standards are on the way, however.
Think about it—one day you might be tuning
into the "Internet Channel" on your television
set. Some problems do stand in the way, however, in deployment of cable modem technology,
including financing. Some cable companies are
experiencing severe cash crunches today, yet are
being forced to be make major capital investments to provide data and telephone services, all
while revenues from their mainline operations
are falling. All the more reason to work smarter,
and tailor services to cash-rich high profile users.
With regard to cable-based data connectivity,
afew hurdles exist before high-speed connections are commonly available from cable television companies. One hurdle is centered around
training. Just as the phone companies are struggling with providing ISDN and advanced data
services, cable operators also must come up the
learning curve regarding sophisticated data services. Lastly, there are technical support hurdles.
While it will be at least months and perhaps
years before cable modems are available in your
local retail store, access to the 'Net will become
amajor catalyst in driving the success of exciting
high bandwidth solutions such as these.
ADSL and VDSL face similar start-up problems, combined with anatural trepidation on the
part of the local telephone companies to embrace
an expensive technology which may be easily
made obsolete by competing technologies. ISDN
is asafe bet for now, because it is relatively inexpensive for the local carriers to deploy. ADSL
and VDSL can be easily eclipsed by cable
modems and other media. Look for aslow, cautious, but steady rollout of these services.
Remember, ADSL and VDSL are copper-based
and also relatively inexpensive to deploy.
Direct broadcast satellite systems are yet
another wild card. It is quite feasible to use a
landline to an ISP (Internet service provider) to
initiate requests for downloads beamed in by
satellite at speeds eclipsing even the fastest

cable modems. It is simple technology; so simple, in fact, that systems are already on display
in afew retail organizations and satellite TV
shops. But these systems will not easily provide
telephone service, and in fact, require an outboard dialtone line to work. Nonetheless, they
can't be ruled out as effective market entrants.
So what's the correct course of action? How
can cable companies exploit their inherent
advantages in crafting customer solutions for a

high-profit corporate user? Find out next month,
when part 2of this series shows the different
market segments which are ripe for exploitation,
and how cable can position itself to do so. COD
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By Craig Kuhl

T
he use of drug and alcohol tests for pre-

employment screening and post-accident
cases, along with the availability of employee
rehabilitation programs through acompany's
employee assistance program, has in the past
five years become astaple policy for agrowing number of cable systems.
Yet, with cable's continued growth and its
on-going convergence with other industries,
developing acomprehensive, well-defined and
consistent policy, while at the same time,
maintaining an employee's right to privacy,
remains achallenge for cable operators.
Inherent to the business of cable are millions of vehicle miles per year and the relatively high risks for installers and technicians in the field, and with the era of convergence still in play, establishing aconsistent
drug and alcohol policy has become an
important part of acompany's culture,
because one company's policy may be just
another company's fledgling idea.
A case in point is Dave Brenkamp, a17year former installer at Jones Intercable who
was terminated after failing his drug test at

84

TCI following asystem swap between the
two companies. "In the midst of trading systems, we were told we would be absorbed
into TCI. At the time, Jones had apolicy
where if you had an accident, you had a
choice of going to re-hab. TCI had the same
policy, but only if you worked for TCI. So all
Ican figure is that we were tested as new
hires, and if you
didn't pass the drug
test, you were
fired," explains
Brenkamp.
Brenkamp had a
good record during
his 17 years at
Jones, and is an
example of how
drug and alcohol
Tricia Runzel
policies differ from
company to company, and how an employee
can get caught in a"catch 22." "I know why
they do drug testing, and Iagree they should
probably test new hires and after accidents.
but Ithink we should have been offered
some counseling and re-hab. We felt we
were just moving to TCI," says Brenkamp.
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"Why let someone with 17 years of experience and agood record just walk away?"
Most companies include in their drug and
alcohol policies aclear-cut choice for an
employee who fails adrug test: Re-hab or
termination. According to Brenkamp, however, his case wasn't that clear. "The
impression Igot was that we would be
absorbed into TCI as current employees, not
new hires. So why didn't they ask if Iwanted counseling?"
TCI and Jones have had drug and alcohol
policies for several years, with TCI's policy
being inspired by the 1991 Drug Free
Workplace Act. "We developed our policy in
1991 in response to the Act and are now revising it," says Virginia Lindgren, manager of
corporate employee relations and policies and
practices for TCI.
TCI's policy includes five testing "occasions" which are very similar to other cable
company policies. They include testing for:
1) Pre-employment
2) Post-accident
3) Reasonable suspicion
4) Promotions
5) Random follow-up (being implemented).

DESIGN SEPTEMBER 1997

"Drug and alcohol testing are not hard once
they are put in place, but the challenges are
privacy and confidentiality. Those are the two
big issues because we need fair and reasonable
means for testing," Lindgren says.
According to Lindgren, employees, for the
most part, favor testing. "Employees really
haven't been resistant. In fact, to the contrary.
Anyone applying at TCI knows they have to
take adrug test, and employees seem supportive, especially in safety sensitive and customer sensitive positions."
TCI, Lindgren adds, has an additional challenge in complying with statutory laws in the
50 states where it does business. "More and
more states are requiring companies to develop
drug and alcohol testing policies, so we're on
top of it and bringing it (policy) up to date."
Jones, which implemented its substance
abuse program in 1995, had adifferent challenge. "What drove our current program was
that we were getting lots of applicants who
had been turned down at other cable companies because those companies had drug testing," says Bob Schultz, performance counselor for Jones International.
Jones has since developed apolicy similar
to the Department of Transportation's, considered one of the most comprehensive and fair
policies in use today. "We wanted our policy
to mirror DOT's," Schultz said.
Jones' policy includes pre-employment testing, post-accident testing, tests
for cause, and follow-up testing.
Each is astaple element to the
company's overall policy and
critical to the organization's goal
of asafer, healthier work environment, and according to
Schultz, it's working. "The numbers I've seen show that the rates
have been coming down since
1992, and we track favorably vs.
other companies since we began
our program. If people know
they'll get tested, they'll be more
careful. In business today, you
just can't afford to not have these
programs, and not have re-hab."
Ralph Haimowitz, director of
training at SCTE, agrees. "We
highly recommend that companies have drug
and alcohol policies—not only health related,
but safety related. Different sized systems
have different policies, but they all should
have policies tailored to their individual
needs, including help and recovery programs, so they don't lose valuable, skilled
employees."
At the smaller Daniels Cablevision (approx-

imately 57,000 subs), it was an increase in the
number of employees voluntarily asking for
help that led to its current policy, now one
year-old. "Over the years, quite afew employees have come to us for help and that has
caused us to
develop our
policy," says
Tricia Runzel,
human
resources
manager for
Daniels
Cablevision.
Daniels'
policy, which
was initiated
after polling
an employee
group, the
legal department and sample policies from
other companies, includes pre-employment
and post-accident testing, promotions and
transfers, reasonable cause and random testing, along with re-hab opportunities. "If an
individual comes to us with aproblem, we
give them every opportunity to re-hab, which
includes an agreement that we will randomly
test them following their re-hab," says
Runzel. The company automatically terminates an employee who tests positive after a
vehicle accident.

and providing employees with ahealthier,
safer workplace. However, with the constantly
changing dynamics of agrowing, converging
cable industry, drug and alcohol policies must
be monitored carefully.
"With the sales and trading of systems
today, the stress level is very high, and the
number of accidents, especially vehicle accidents, increases ($1.4 billion in work-related
vehicle damage nationally last year). Drug
testing seems to have reduced vehicle accidents, but only reported accidents. However,
employees are probably more cautious today
because of the testing," says Dewey Wagner,
division manager for the National Cable
Television Institute.
TCA Cable in Tyler, Texas is convinced of
the value of drug testing, says Gail Dorough,
human resources coordinator for TCA.
"Because of our growth, we have increased
our company-wide random drug testing to 50
per month, and it's really helped. We were at
four percent positive results over afull year,
and the national average is eight percent."
TCA currently includes in its policy preemployment testing, post-accident, and random testing, along with help and recovery.
TCA, Dorough adds, is contemplating a
company-wide awareness program for
employees to update them on TCA's drug
and alcohol policies. "We'd like to start creating an awareness among employees, alerting them as to how many were
tested, how many were positive and the number of (those)
randomly tested. We want to
identify the habitual users,"
says Dorough.
Five key elements to acompany's
TCA also offers re-hab to
successful drug and alcohol program
employees through an accredited re-hab program, and accordVPre-employment drug testing
ing to Dorough, most return to
8/Post-accident drug testing
work. "I've found that most of
our employees who have tested
VTesting following apromotion or transfer
positive for drugs come back to
work," she notes.
VReasonable suspicion and cause testing
The purpose of any drug
VRandom follow-up testing of post re-hab
and alcohol policy is to create
employees
asafer, healthier workplace for
employees, and assist them
with any personal problems
Daniels uses the National Institute of Drug
they may have with drugs or alcohol. With a
Abuse laboratory for testing and certain policy
growing awareness among operators of the
matters, Runzel says. "This policy is becoming
expanded policies being implemented
more of astandard. The test costs are reasonthroughout the industry, and agrowing conable, $35, and the results are valid."
sistency from system to system, there are
The results of drug testing vary from comlikely to be fewer Dave Brenkamp cases.
pany to company, but most companies suggest
Concludes TCI's Lindgren: "We want to
that drug and alcohol policies, specifically
give every employee achance for help, and
testing and re-hab, are lowering accident rates
maybe it's what they really need." CND

'Most of our

employees who

have tested

positive for drugs
come back to
work'
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DATABANK

Building an
efficient
headend for data
Multi-tiered services,
scalability and WANs

T
his is the second part of aseries addressing the major

By Adrian Jones,
Director, Strategic Channel
Development, Terayon
Communication Systems
adjones@terayon.com

headend architectural and operational issues in deploying
data services over abroadband cable network. These articles examine ways to optimize the headend architecture
for broadband data services, the major ingredients in
designing aheadend to support such services, key considerations when deploying data services and ways of integrating data services into your existing cable TV systems.
This second part of the article series discusses:
VMulti-tiered services: considerations in setting up a

Figure 1: Examples of residential, small business and corporate service configurations.
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cant opportunity in addressing the needs of the small
office, home office (SOHO) and corporate business customers. In order to support such services, robust cable
modem systems, such as those based on S-CDMA (synchronous-code division multiple access) technology, have
adistinct advantage. S-CDMA provides high upstream
bandwidth, with the resilience to operate in high noise
environments, while providing support for operatordefined multiple service tiers—from best-effort residential
Internet access to guaranteed premium business services.
Such services may be tailored to the specific
requirements of the customer, designed to reflect
usage, value and demand. High-end premium services
for the business customer are typically less cost-sensitive and command higher revenues than residential
best-effort IP-based services [1].
Within the cable network, multiple tiers of service
allow the network provider to offer guarantees of bandwidth minimums and maximums, as well as priorities. At
the time of service provisioning, the service class is
established to define how the headend controller allocates
bandwidth to the user and to provide appropriate parameters for billing. The use of ATM transport technology
between the router and cable modem enables
flexible management of guaranteed minimum
and maximum bandwidth, traffic latency and
priority to accommodate constant bit rate
(CBR), unspecified bit rate (UBR), and unique
combinations of both services.
Cable modem systems based on advanced
transmission technology provide the transport
robustness, reliability and high bandwidth to
support high data rates and multiple tiers of
premium services simultaneously.
It's important that the quality of service
required by the end user extends beyond the
bandwidth control within the cable network and
into the IP network. This requires that the provisioning server provides information to allow the
mapping of the user's IP address to pre-defined
address ranges, such that the IP routed network
can apply class of service forwarding (such as
filtering/firewall protection, prioritization, policy
routing) in the backbone or WAN.

Large corporate LAN

headend to provide multiple classes of service, for
maximum revenue generation.
VScalability: how to architect the headend to allow
the operator to scale services efficiently from initial
small systems to large-scale services.
V' Wide-area network interface: how to interface the
headend most efficiently to awide-area network that
supports Internet, Intranet and other data services.
There is considerable interest in providing superior
Internet access services to the residential customer
through the high speeds available from cable modems.
However, little attention has been focused on the signifi-

Service configurations

Figure 1illustrates some of the configurations that may provide an expanded set of differentiating data services to different customers.
s/Home user/single PC and telecommuting. IP addresses are allocated to each user's PC using centralized
DHCP (dynamic host configuration protocol) servers
which dynamically allocate addresses from multiple IP
address "pools." The network operator may provide
different IP address pools through the provisioning
server, reflecting operator-defined tiers of service for
particular groups of customers. By mapping like groups
of customers into different IP address ranges, conventional IP routers can provide filtering, prioritization and
forwarding control. Telecommuters can use specialized
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client software, such as the point-to-point tunneling
protocol (PPTP) [2] to establish aprivate and secure IP
tunnel to their corporate backbone.
VSmall office, home office (SOHO) and remote office.
Smaller organizations require Internet access from alarge
portion of their LAN, such
that the modem provides an
Figure 2: A hierarchical and scalable fully routed network.
interface between the headend equipment and the corInternet
porate backbone across the
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backbone
cable network. Security
issues may be mitigated
through application-level
security client-server softNetwork and service
Regional headend
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ware available through
third-party providers using
standards-based cryptoRouter network
graphic specifications. Once
again, premium service tiers
provide the quality of service required by such users.
Distribution
Vlsolated school
hub
LAN/small LAN. Agroup of
PCs that requires no firewall are connected to the
Distribution
cable modem to provide
hub
access to the Internet. Two
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11-leadend controller
Headend controller
customer are asmall, isolated school classroom
LAN and abusiness that
RF combiner/splitter
operates aLAN with
Internet content servers
only. Each PC is configured with its own unique IP
address through the same
mechanism as for the home
user with asingle PC.
In the special case of the business that provides
Internet content, the bandwidth asymmetry normally
associated with typical Internet applications (e.g., Webbrowsing) is reversed. Only the unique combination of
References S-CDMA and ATM-based managed grade of service
[1] "Data Over Cable: A control allows the network operator to offer the high
segmented strategy holds the
levels of upstream bandwidth required.
key to success," by Doug
VLarge business/corporate—private virtual network.
Saqui and Fred Uno,
Any large organization may use the cable network
Montgomery & Associates.
and Internet to form avirtual private network (VPN)
[2] "Point-to-Point
between its national or regional sites. With this size
Tunneling Protocol—PPTP,"
business, the modem connects to the customers' own
Internet Draft, draft-ietfrouter, which may provide atermination point to an
pppext-pptp-00.txt,
IP tunnel established between it and the corporate
June 1996.
backbone network. IP-based applications such as virtual private networks and point-to-point connections
can be offered by the network operator to provide
specialized, connection-oriented and secure IP services. A network address translator, as part of the
firewall, may be used to translate between the public
Internet and the privately managed corporate
LAN/WAN IP address space.
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Scalability
Network operators need to ensure that the cable
modem system follows ascalable path that tracks the
level of subscriber penetration and the nature of the
services being offered. It is thus essential to consider
both network architecture and physical placement of
the data service equipment.
Figure 2shows ahierarchical cable TV network with
ahigh-speed data service overlay. As discussed in the
first part of the article, the ability to grow in acosteffective, incremental and graceful manner requires that
the architecture supports enhancements in capacity and
capability, such that all deployed equipment is upgradable as system needs evolve.
RF concentration promotes the efficient use of the limited return spectrum, allowing the network operator to
move under-utilized and heavily capital intensive fixed
costs to service-driven variable costs. Data-carrying RF
channels can be added as additional capacity is required.
Robust and highly reliable transmission technology
allows the operator to spread the cost and bandwidth
capacity of the headend controllers over alarge user population (on both large tree-and-branch coaxial networks or
through HFC node aggregation). Robust S-CDMA-based
systems offer auniquely high level of node aggregation,
allowing operators to add headend equipment gradually as
it is required. Because equipment is kept to the minimum
necessary to satisfy the service requirement, operations
and capital costs, and headend space are also reduced.
As service penetration rises, the capacity and complexity of the data network also increases. It is essential that the
data network accommodate the growth in an incremental
fashion that does not force continual rearrangement and
disturbance of the network. Afully routed, hierarchical IP
network allows awell-understood and standard approach
to manage the complexity of packet routing across the
cable and backbone networks. In asimilar manner, management of the data network and service provisioning
must also scale with the increasing number of users.
Access systems based on S-CDMA allow operators to
scale systems efficiently, because the same headend controller and management equipment that supports early
subscribers can grow as subscriber penetration increases.

WAN Interlaces
The connection to the wide area network provides
connectivity between the network operator's private
domain and the Internet and other service providers.
Several standards and specification development bodies
have defined the data link and physical layer combinations used to carry IP-based data traffic to and from the
backbone and wide area networks: ATM over STS-3c
and DS-3; FDDI; 802.3 over 10BASE-T and 100BASET; Ethernet over IOBASE-T and 100BASE-T.
Operators should use astandards-based approach to
accommodate future system growth. Cable modem systems based on advanced modulation technology provide the robustness, high bandwidth and service management capabilities to address the broadest market
with the greatest efficiency. COD
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T
he prospects for adding innovative and highly

advanced types of video-enhanced content to highspeed data channels have brightened considerably in
recent months, thanks to emergence of new software
tools that not only support video distribution, but greatly alter the functionality within the data feed.
Already, cable companies are putting some of these
new APIs (applications program interfaces) to use in
conjunction with the distributed network architectures
they've implemented in their data service rollouts. And
much more is in store as cable taps into the developments taking shape within and beyond the Microsoft
and Netscape Communications multimedia alliances.
For example, sources report Time Warner, TeleCommunications Inc. and others are in the final stages
of forming aventure that will apply streaming and

other new technology to facilitate distribution of content formatted for CD-ROM and other platforms over
high-speed data networks. "You'll see Time Warner go
to offering things like (the CD-ROM video game)
Quake this fall, where people who download the highspeed on-line version can play with each other over the
cable system at much faster speeds than would be possible over dial-up lines," says an executive close to the
discussions, asking not to be named.
The key to reformatting such material for high-speed
access is anew Internet standard known as "Common
Internet File System," presently nearing completion
under the auspices of the Internet Engineering Task
Force. CIFS, like the other new standards associated
with IP applications, offers developers the opportunity
to put content together in one coherent process for multiple applications and distribution media, allowing them
to move forward on the high-speed front without hd ing to create content from scratch.
One measure of just how fast and far the functionality of video-based multimedia services might go
can be found in expectations surrounding on-line
games that will one day be provided over high-speed
data networks. Along with very high-end graphics
and fast interaction among players, such services will
support participation by hundreds or even thousands
of players in asingle game and direct voice connections among players who want to communicate with
each other, says Charles Moldow, vice president of
,
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business development for @Home Network's
@Media group.
"It's in our best interest to program very robust
game services," says Moldow. "The question is, when
is the right time to do it." Not yet, he adds, but he
believes the capabilities he describes will be part of the
picture within two years.
Such claims have been made before, most notably in
the runup to the big interactive TV bust; but this time
there are real market activities where some of these
capabilities, as well as others, are being put to use in
the narrowband domain as well as cable data domains.
Where games are concerned, on-line gaming has
already reached apoint where demand is having asignificant impact on sales of established CD games like
Quake, Doom and Diablo that have been especially
adapted for playing over connections to the Internet.
Developers report such adaptations are boosting
retail sales of popular CD games by as much as 30 percent. "Network gaming over this past year has salvaged
alot of what was adown year for the PC (game) market and kept it at acompetitive advantage against the
(video game) console market," says Steve Dauterman,
director of game production at Lucas Arts.
The new generation of games features 3-D graphics
in which the player's perspective shifts through 360
degrees in any direction as he or she maneuvers
through the changing scenes, propelling forward and
turning by pushing cursor keys on the computer keyboard. Some games require graphics accelerators with
the CD-ROM attachment, but many don't.
With these dynamics in play. the '99 timeframe is
looking very good for introducing low-latency multiplaying over high-speed data networks, Moldow says.
"We've found that the roundtrip latency over our network coast-to-coast is about 50 milliseconds," he
adds, noting that this is only twice the theoretical
latency minimum set by the speed of light. "You only
need to be at sub-100 millisecond latency to do good
'twitch' action games."
Much needs to be done to get to the level of game
playing depicted by Moldow, including most especially standardization of protocols that support interactive, multi-participant sessions linked to IP voice
connections, but the pieces are rapidly coming
together. "Games represent the biggest content category when it comes to requests from customers for
broadband-enabled content," says Doug Perkins,
director for Internet and high-speed services in
MediaOne's Florida division. "We're actively looking
for development of applicatiops from the electronic
games community."
MediaOne is working closely with video streaming and
conferencing software developer VDOnet Corp., in which
MediaOne parent US West has asignificant equity stake.
VDO, akey player in the Microsoft alliance, just introduced new software that enhances tie-ins between videoconferencing and streaming for applications such as catalog shopping and on-line gameplaying, marking afirst
step toward the integration of IP telephony and video con-

tent that is vital to cable's evolving data service picture.
Where previous iterations of VDOPhone software
were tailored to work in the low-bandwidth environment
of dial-up access, version 3.0 is scalable from low- to
broadband access levels, says Steve Chambers, vice president of marketing at VDO. This means that the transmission between any two Internet connections will automatically adjust to bandwidth capacity, making it possible for
people on high-speed data links such as cable offers to
see each other in high resolution without the herky-jerky
motion associated with low frame-rate transmissions.
While VDO is using aproprietary system that
requires that all users be equipped with its client software, the new version is designed to work within the
standards framework being established for Internet telephony by the Internet Engineering Task Force. For
example, implementations of VDOphone 3.0 in various
applications by software developers will interface with
the same applications using other videophone software
that is compliant with the H.323 Internet video telephony standard, Chambers says.
The new version of the VDOnet system also comes
with asoftware developers toollcit which will soon include
the interfaces that make it possible to link video streaming
and videophone applications in broadband-enhanced services, Chambers says. "We'll be formally announcing
these capabilities in the near future," he notes.
Chambers sees the release of VDOphone 3.0 as "a
proof of statement" that it is now possible to bring
together the multimedia and two-way communications components that can enable the types of applications Perkins, Moldow and other cable data executives are looking for. "What we're saying is that the
tools are here to develop content that really distinguishes broadband connections from other connections," he noted.
One of the first applications of the new software
will be for call centers at alarge travel concern,
where people calling in over the Internet will be able
to converse "face-to-face" with travel representatives
and then be shown video clips of hotels and destinations, depending on their interests. "This is just one
of awide range of applications you'll be seeing
involving use of call centers in conjunction with
video streaming," Chambers says.
With H.323 and related standards moving to implementation in software, the development of commercial
call center applications is moving forward on several
fronts beyond VDO's efforts. MCI, for example, is developing Internet interfaces with its call centers that will
allow people connecting to the carrier's home page to
click on an icon and be connected to an operator, notes
Harvey Kaufman, president of NetSpeak Corp., developer of the Webphone, a"smart" device that supports
Internet voice and video applications without use of aPC.
"We can do least-cost, least-latency, least-hop or
closest-geography routing," Kaufman says. "The plan
in this environment is to take the call and give the
caller the best connection or experience possible."
While the gameplaying pieces are coming together,
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(Continued on page 94)
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MSOs are moving forward on other multimedia tracks
with content enhancements making use of such emerging protocols as IP Multicasting and Real Time
Streaming Protocol. @Home, for example, plans to use
audio and video streaming software from Progressive
Networks Inc. in combination with new multicasting
capabilities built into its network to deliver awide range
of new content, such as trailers from feature films, news
and sports clips and broadcast of special events.
"Multicasting technology is asmarter networking
scheme." says Milo Medin, network VP for @Home, in a
prepared statement. "It not only provides savings in network and server resources; it enables exciting new applications not feasible with unicast technologies?'
Multicasting is anewly standardized means of distributing content mapped to the packetized format of
the Internet Protocol that allows asingle data feed from
aserver port to go out to multiple users at the same
time. This approach greatly reduces congestion at the
server and makes it easier to manage the flow of bandwidth-consuming video over the hybrid fiber/coaxial
network, where delivering video to many users contending for dedicated bandwidth at the same nine can
result in an overall slowing of access speeds for everyone within agiven coaxial serving area.
@Home's network is ideally suited for multi-casting
applications, which require that all routers in the end-toend connection be equipped to recognize and give special treatment to packets tagged with the protocol's API,
notes Jeff Huber, director of server and network products
for @Home. "This is something that can only be done at

this point over corporate and other private networks, like
@Home's?' he says.
The multicast can begin from any point with adirect
connection to one of @Home's 13 regional data centers
in the U.S. and Canada, Huber says. Once the packet
flow reaches the RDC, it can be multicast throughout the
@Home customer base via distribution across @Home's
backbone to other RDCs and then into the local networks
or it can be distributed for local storage and later multicasting, in aprocess known as "distributed multicast."
"We're deploying our server software supporting
multicast and distributed multicast in anumber of
enterprise networking applications," says Philip
Rosedale, general manager of the applications group at
PN1. "It's avery efficient way to make use of available
bandwidth, especially if you're delivering video at, or
near. 30 frames per second."
While, as noted last month (p. 82), there is growing
synergy between the cable industry's digital TV and
on-line agendas as high-speed data moves to embrace
video content, there are major differences in bow the
tools will be applied by the groups within the DTV and
on-line arenas. "This isn't video-on-demand, like
watching Terminator 2." Huber says.
Instead, multicasting supports two types of delivery
paradigms where everyone shares the same data
stream in applications that are more like broadcast
television. In one case, aspecific event is distributed
at apre-set time, with users tuning in at the beginning
or while it's in progress, much as they would aTV
broadcast program. The other approach involves eon-
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tinuous repetition of content loops, such as the fourto five-minute movie trailers, with updates of the
material as the supplier sees fit.
@Home is working with content partners to create a
number of applications in both categories. Huber notes.
Where special, time-specific events are concerned, the
company is looking at local and national sports and
concerts, among other things. Some of these events
might be accessible exclusively through @Home, while
others might be more broadly mailable through TV or
other venues, with @Home offering special features
unique to its version, he says.
"Our near-term focus will be on national events, such
as rock concerts," Huber adds. "We can deliver content
suited to special interests within our subscriber base and
provide access to chat sessions specific to the events."
@Home is taking advantage of the latest advance in
PNI's RealVideo software, which supports delivery of
high-quality video at up to 30 frames per second, with
audio close to CD quality at data rates of 100 to 400 kbps.
"This is very close to broadcast quality video, with fullscreen display, but with bit rates low enough to minimize
bandwidth consumption," Rosedale notes.
The ability to deliver this level of video quality at
low bit rates rests on use of proprietary compression
algorithms. PNI makes use of its own as well as compression systems from other suppliers, rather than
using the more bandwidth-hungry MPEG-2 that is
employed in digital TV.
@Home will also use another approach to delivering
video in the future as it continues to expand its content
capabilities, relying on high-speed connections to deliver
bursts of video data files to users, rather than streaming
the content. While multicasting is ideal for live events or
repeating loops of material such as sports and finance
information or movie clips, the rapid file downloads
made possible by high-speed access over cable links are
ideal for interactive applications such as game playing.
The company will also use multicasting for some
types of games, such as multiplayer games where hundreds of users join at the start in anetwork-wide event.
"People playing Quake, for example, would have a
very different experience from what they have today,
where the latency (in reaction times among players) is
very low because everyone is sharing the same data
flow as it is multicasted over the network," Huber says.
lime Warner, along with working on applications
suited for multicasting such as Quake and live events
that are likely to be introduced this fall, has taken another first step toward expanding appeal of high-speed data
content with use of anew software tool in conjunction
with launch of its Road Runner service in the Capital
District region of New York. The "photobubble technology" supplied by Interactive Pictures Corp. allows users
to view graphic displays in three dimensions, as if they
were turning around within the "bubble" of agraphic
that offers views of all the walls, ceiling and floor of a
room on command from the PC mouse.
The first application involves aWeb site developed by
the Albany Institute of History, where cybervisitors can go

to rooms and click on any point from within the bubble to
get acloser look at the displays. "With this site, we've
demonstrated a2megabyte file containing graphics and
audio can be downloaded in three to five seconds, offering
users acompletely new on-line experience?' says Jeff
King, president of Time Warner's Albany division. "Now
our challenge is to work with other local content providers
to help them make use of this capability?'
IPC, employing technology originally developed at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee for remote
robotics applications in defense and space exploration,
offers ameans of navigating in cyberspace that applies
not only to still graphics, but to action sequences as well,
including live video, says former Motorola Corp. executive James Phillips, who is CEO, president and chairman
of IPC, which previously operated as Omniview Inc.
"There's alot of talk about teleportation in cable data
applications, and that's what we're about," Phillips says.
The cable involvement will go well beyond the type
of implementation initiated by Road Runner in Albany,
Phillips notes, though he declines to identify participants or specific projects. But he describes future plans
for his firm's technology that make clear what the
potential cable applications might be.
IPC has developed virtual reality headsets that allow
the user to be "in" the three-dimensional bubble rather
than viewing the graphic on aPC screen, Phillips says.
In addition, the company's software will eventually
support three-dimensional navigation through real-time
or stored video graphics, where the viewer can change
the camera angle to zero in on any point in the picture.
For example, the IPIX software, working in conjunction with new high definition TV cameras that use wideangle lenses to capture ascene across an angle of 180
degrees, will be able to reconfigure the data at any point
in the picture to fit the dimensions of adirectly focused
picture in real time, Phillips says. "Millions of people
will be able to change the camera angle to focus on whatever point of action they choose, independently of each
other?' he adds, noting that IPC is working with @Home
Network and Cox Communications as well as lime
Warner in fashioning applications for cable data services.
Such developments are clear signals that the software community is finally beginning to realize cable's
high-speed data connection represents an outlet for new
content that can't be overlooked. Cable can only do so
much to seed such content, given the immense costs
associated with upgrading networks and implementing
high-speed data services, so general recognition of the
opportunity among developers is vital to rapid exploitation of the new tools now at hand.
"The cable modem could enable delivery of product
that is not available today?' says Brian Apgar, COO of
Mpath Interactive, aleading supplier of multiplayer gaming services over the Internet. "The biggest implication in
this is that developers should start thinking of selling large
binary files to customers, rather than being constrained by
the distribution and capacity limitations of CD-ROM.
Getting that bandwidth to the home is going to have aprofound impact on the on-line game market:' CED
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Apgar: 'The cable
modem could
enable delivery
of product that is
not available
today'
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THE PQWER OF
CABLE
The cable industry's most comprehensive database of
cable systems and ownership companies will be the key
to your sales, marketing or research plan.
Cablefile has all the information you need, all in

it, you won't know what you did without it.

one place—and better yet, it's information you can

• Do you market a service to a specific group

really use. Because the data is stored electronical-

of decision makers at cable systems—Chief En-

ly, you can import it into most data management

gineers for example?

and spreadsheet software programs. Then

•Do you sell aproduct to the cable tele-

you are limited only by your creativi-

vision industry?

ty. Select any number of criteria to

•Are you conducting research on

find a group of potential buyers

cable TV?

for your product or service—sub-

If you can answer "yes" to any of

scriber count, location and build-

these questions, then Cablefile

out plans, for example. The next

can be the key to your next sales,

day, a week later, a month later,

marketing

six months later, select adifferent
group based on another set of criteria

research

plan.

easier, more thorough and more tar-

such as channel capacity, billing system
vendor or number of coaxial and fiber optic

or

Cablefile will make your efforts
geted by providing you with key personnel, complete contact information and dozens

cable miles. There are over 60 fields of data that

of fields of information about the nation's cable

you can use to select just the right group! Cable-

systems and ownership companies. Call us today to

file is such aflexible tool that once you begin using

find out how Cablefile can work for you.

Cablefile—Your key to sales, marketing and research in the cable industry.
Call today for all the details! 303-393-7449
Or visit us on the Web at http://www.cablefile.com to download sample files
and view complete information about Cablefile!

600 South Cherry Street, Suite 400 •Denver CO 80222

CABLE file

I
N T HE N EWS
Philips supplies TW rebuilds in NY
MANLIUS, N.Y.—Philips Broadband
Networks will provide more than 500 miles
of fiber optic and RF transport equipment
and systems for two Time Warner rebuilds in
Central New York. The systems, based in
Oswego and Oneida, N.Y., will incorporate
Philips RF amplifiers, as well as new fiber
optic equipment, including the Diamond
Marquise four-port optical node amplifier
and the Diamond Transport system with
advanced transmitters and receivers.
The Diamond Marquise optical node amplifier features four active outputs with full analog capabilities, allowing the operator to
reduce overall active count and improve system reliability.

Time Warner using IPIX technology
STAMFORD, Conn.—Time Warner has officially launched its high-speed, on-line service,
Road Runner, in New York State's capital
region of Albany, Troy and Saratoga.
The recent service debut featured a3D,
interactive Web site for the Albany Institute of
History which utilizes IPIX technology by
Interactive Pictures Corp. IPIX creates a
spherical image that offers users acomplete
field of view, from earth to sky, floor to ceiling, horizon to horizon. The user is able to
travel within the image sphere and click on
selected points of it to examine objects in
greater detail.
The Road Runner service will be available
to more than 200,000 homes in Albany,
Rensselaer and Saratoga Counties.
By the end of the year, Time Warner anticipates that Road Runner will be up and running
in 17 Time Warner cities, passing more than
2.4 million homes.

Alpha expands operations in U.K.
BELLINGHAM, Wash.—Alpha Technologies
has expanded its operations in the United
Kingdom. This latest expansion more than doubles the operation's manufacturing and service
capability and includes "significantly expanded" local technical and engineering resources.
Alpha has been active in the U.K. market
for most of the company's 20-year history,
including the powering of the industry's first
combined cable TV/telephony delivery network in the early 1990s.
Local staff includes atechnical salesforce as
well as engineering, customer service, production and administrative support personnel.

TV/Corn awarded ISO 9001
SAN DIEGO—TV/Corn International Inc.,
asubsidiary of Hyundai Electronics, has

received certification to ISO 9001 Quality
System requirements. Intertek Services, a
third-party registrar, performed the company's registration by assessing its compliance
to the quality system requirements.
The Geneva-based International
Organization for Standardization (ISO), a
worldwide federation of national standards
bodies with members from more than 100
countries, was founded to promote the development of international standards.

cally dispersed locations for playback in
various regions.
"By leveraging the SeaChange SPOT system with our satellite network, we will distribute MPEG-2 video content across
Canada to our customers, which will provide
us with significant advantages in marketing
new programs and services," says Jim Shaw
Jr., president and COO, Shaw
Communications

S-A, Punwire build relationship in India

RANCHO CORDOVA, Calif.—CableData
Inc. and InterMedia have announced amultiyear contract that will consolidate all of
InterMedia's cable TV customers onto the
vendor's DDP/SQL customer management
and billing system.
Under the agreement, InterMedia will utilize the system to support business operations such as order processing, collections,
charging and billing, transaction management, financial reporting and certain marketing support tasks.
InterMedia serves more than 840,000 customers located primarily throughout the
Southeastern U.S., including Tennessee,
Georgia, North and South Carolina, Kentucky
and Maryland. Currently, 550,000 of the
operator's subscribers are managed by
CableData's DDP/SQL product. Under this
agreement, the remaining customers will be
converted from their existing provider to the
CableData system by the end of the first
quarter of 1998.

ATLANTA—Scientific-Atlanta Inc. and
Punjab Wireless Systems Ltd. (Punwire) have
announced an agreement for sales, service
and manufacturing of S-A's broadband network products in India by Punwire.
The agreement between the two companies
leverages Punwire's experience in the Indian
market and S-A's products and technology,
according to information released by

PUI1WIRE
Scientific-Atlanta. Punwire, based in Mohali,
Punjab, is apublic limited company and a
key player in the India telecommunications
industry. The company manufactures, sells
and services avariety of telecommunications
equipment, including VHF/UHF wireless
products, radio trunking systems, microwave
network equipment, pagers and telephones.
As aresult of S-A appointing Punwire as
its distributor in India, the manufacturer's
customers will gain access to Punwire's
country-wide sales and service operations.
Products covered by the distribution and service arrangement include S-A's headend,
distribution and optoelectronic equipment,
taps and passives, and analog video systems.
In addition to the sales and service functions, Punwire will manufacture selected
Scientific-Atlanta products at its plant in
Mohali.

Shaw picks SeaChange SPOT system
MAYNARD, Mass.—Shaw
Communications has selected SeaChange
International Inc.'s SPOT System, in atransaction worth $1 million (U.S.). Shaw will use
the SeaChange system, in conjunction with
its satellite network, to digitize, store, manage and distribute promotional material and
other content to its cable TV headends
throughout Canada.
At the operator's Calgary master control
center, the analog video material will be digitally encoded and transmitted to geographi-

InterMedia taps Cabletlata

Superior to monitor nets for Bell Canada
SARASOTA, Fla.—Bell Canada recently
selected Superior Electronics Group Inc. as
the supplier of network monitoring equipment
for Bell's hybrid fiber/coaxial plant in its residential broadband services trials in the
provinces of Quebec and Ontario.
With Superior's Cheetah monitoring software and hardware, Bell Canada will monitor
its broadcast services HFC plant—including
power supplies, fiber nodes, amplifiers and
signal quality. Superior will supply its
CheetahNet software, CMA transponders and
Cheetah performance monitoring products.
The Cheetah System will provide Bell
Canada with comprehensive status and performance monitoring. Bell system operations
personnel will be able to use the Cheetah
System to isolate faults anywhere in the HFC
domain, monitor signal quality and characterize and test plant performance.
Bell Canada is amember of Stentor, an
alliance of Canada's major telecommunications companies. CED
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CI Distribution Equipment

Advanced Networking

Alpha Technologies Inc.

Specializes in the manufacturing, materials management and distribution of products for hybrid/fiber
coax (HFC) broadband networks.
p. 90-91, Chart

World leading manufacturer of power conversion
products, widely used in cable television, telecommunications, and data networks around the world. Offer a
complete line of AC and DC UPS systems. p. 19

The Coming Optical Fiber Information Center gives
you FREE access to the most extensive fiber-optic library in the industry. p. 49, 69

C-COR Electronics, Inc.

Exide Electronics, Emerging
Technologies Group

FOTEC, Inc. offers test equipment for fiber optic networks, including low cost "FOtest'R" for troubleshooting. Also "Fiber U" fiber optic training. p. 38

Circle #23

NextLevel Systems, Inc/Broadband
Networks Group
Circle #18
GI/NextLevel Broadband Networks Group is aworldwide market leader in digital and analog set top systems
for wired and wireless cable television networks. p. 35

NextLevel Systems, Inc. (Corp. HQ)
Circle #36

Complete line of fiber optic and network cabling solutions, including PAN-NET TM Network Cabling Systems, PAN-WAY
Surface Raceway Systems and
PAN-CODE TM Network Identification Products. p. 47
"

M Construction Equipment
Circle #37

Develops design and management software solutions
for Fiber, RF & Telephony. Our new CX-P21 "LightSpeed Design System" includes an integrated ODBC
database and full featured CAD functionality. p. 63

Circle #6

CommScope: ISO 9001 registered manufacturer of a
comprehensive line of coaxial and fiber optic cables
for all telecommunications applications. p. 10-11

Telecrafter Products

Circle #4,
45

Supplies drop installation products for CATV, DBS, and
wireless operators, single and dual cable fastening products, identification tags, residential enclosures. p. 8,77

1111 Datacom Equipment
Bay Networks, Inc.

Circle #9p.

Hayes Microcomputer
Products, Inc.Circle #55

98

Circle #15, 57

Our revolutionary new technology creates 1GHz
communication amplifiers, passives, taps, and subscriber materials to solve system problems before they
become subscriber problems. p. 32 ,92

Aglobal supplier of broadband RF and fiber optic
transport equipment, is also aleading provider of advanced systems used to access broadband telephony
and data services. p. 52, 53

Trilogy Communications, Inc.
Circle #22
ISO-9001 manufacturer of low loss coaxial cable.
Full line including air dielectric trunk and feeder. UL
listed and corrosion protected drop, radiating and 50
ohm for wireless/RF. p. 39

ASKA Communication Corp.
Circle #20 p37

CommScope, Inc.

Our Lectro brand is the industry's first true uninterruptible power supply, provides innovative decentralized
and centralized power solutions for CATV and high
speed data networks. p. 26-27

Lindsay Electronics

17

Circle #61

Marketing and distribution company for installation
tools, construction supplies, marking identification,
and security products for cable plant. Exclusive distributor of taplocks, the industry leader for marking
drops. p. 93

ITOCHU Cable Services

Circle #8

iCS, Inc. is aleading full service stocking distributor,
operating ten sales offices and nine warehouses conveniently located in North and South America. p. 15

Sprint North Supply
Materials Management Services include Engineer,
Furnish & Install, Vehicle Provisioning, CPE Fulfillment, Project Management, and Model Programs.
Reduce your cost to compete. p. 90-91, Chart

TeleWire Supply Company
87

Circle #29, 40

Circle #21

Pirelli Cable Corp.

Circle #34

Leading manufacturer of fiber optic cables and supplier of connectivity systems including connectorized cable assemblies, drop cable, distribution panels,
adapters, and optical fiber access tools. p. 57

Siecor Corporation

Circle #26

Celebrating its 20th anniversary, Siecor Corporation is
aleader in telecommunications technology for voice,
data and video applications. Siecor -At Your Service.
p. 44-45. 90-91. Chart

Synchronous Group, Inc.

Circle #16

The Actair and Antares 1550nm external modulation
transmitters offer outstanding performance and the
best specifications in the industry. Perfect for super
trunks and direct distribution. p. 33

Headend Equipment
ADC Telecommunications, Inc.
Circle #1
Leading global supplier of transmission and networking systems. Holds apreeminent market position in
physical connectivity products for fiber optic, twisted
pair, coaxial and wireless networks worldwide. p. 2-3

Distributors
Budco Inc.

Corning Incorporated

Fotec, Inc.

Philips Broadband Networks
Circle #31 ,
32

Panduit Network Systems Group
Circle #27

Cadix International Inc.

Circle #10

Fiber Optic Equipment

Antecifietworti Technologies

C-COR's RF amplifiers, AM headend equipment, digital fiber optics, and customized service and maintenance provide global solutions for your network. p. 41
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FREE INFORMATION

FREE INFORMATION

Circle #11, 50

Tele Wire Supply is aleading nationwide distributor of
products needed to build and service abroadband
communications network. p. 21, 83

Barco, Inc.

Circle #38

BARCO's Gemini Upconverter is an ideal alternative to
conventional modulators for hub site headends, accepts
digital or analog IF inputs and saves cost and space. p. 65

Blonder Tongue Laboratories, Inc.

Circle #14, 41

Quality manufacturer of headend equipment (including pre-fabricated headends), reception, distribution,
MDU interdiction products and test equipment. p. 29

Dawn Satellite

Circle #25

Technical information and competitive prices on products such as: satellite "dish" antennas, satellite receivers,
digital ready LNBs, modulators, processors and awide
variety of related products. p. 43

Harmonic Lightwaves, Inc.

Circle #7

A worldwide supplier of highly integrated fiber optic
transmission, digital headend and element management systems for the delivery of interactive services
over broadband networks. p. 13
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ADC Telecommunications, Inc... 1

Microwave Filler Co., Inc.

Circle cl 58

Passive electronic filters, traps and filter networks for
interference elimination and signal processing at the
TVRO, headend and distribution equipment. p. 93

Monroe Electronics, Inc.

Circle cl 50

We supply rack mounted or cased cue tone
encoders/decoders. Also, timers, A/V and RF/IF
switches and other control products. p. 93

Scientilic-Atlanta

Circle cl 42

SkyConnect meets the demands of the growing cable advertising industry by offering the most complete digital
advertising solutions available. p. 71

Standard Communications

Circle cl 3

The industry's leading manufacturer of rebroadcast
quality satellite reception and RF broadband products.
Delivering programs to thousands of CATV and
SMATV systems. p. 7

TFT, Inc.

Manufactures and markets advanced SONET transport
and access equipment which mazimizes network operational capacity and services. Add/drop multiplexer and
supporting hardware and software. p. 58-59

Circle #33

Argus Technologies manufactures DC power systems,
switchmode rectifiers, DC-DC converters (12, 24, 48,
130r) and various DC power components for telecommunications applications. p. 55

Test Equipment
AM Communications, Inc.

Circle #90

Cable Leakage Technologies

I!s

Circle cl 19

With the FCC imposing stiff fines for leakage, CLT
presents operators with the only sure, comprehensive
method of locating and documenting the nearest street
address of system faults/signal leakage. p. 36

Circle cl 17

CRI manufactures "original tools for cable operations".
Tools include converter container lock boxes, foam
shelves, converter bags and return test equipment. p. 34

Trompeter Electronics Inc.

GN Nettest, Laser Precision Div.

The leading manufacturer of RF interconnects for
broadcast and telecom applications. p. 81

Spectrum

Circle cl 24

The Sub-Alert utilizes the advanced features of the
Sage Endec for total automation and will interface with
your headend by IF, baseband video or comb generator.
p. 42-43

gl Services
National Cable Television Institute INCTI)
Circle cl 39
National Cable Television Institute (NCFI) is the
world's largest independent provider of broadband industry training; both technical and non-technical. p. 68

Stark &Associates, Inc.

Circle #56

Broadband cable systems training, design & engineering, and marketing consultants. p. 92

TCS Communications

Circle cl 47

p. 80

Pace MicroTechnology

Circle #92

Hewlett-Packard Company

p. 89

p. 90-91, Chart

Circle cl 5,
30, 43

Hewlett-Packard otters acomprehensive range of test
equipment to keep your entire broadband system at
peak performance -from headend to subscriber drop.
p. 9,50-51.73

Noyes Fiber Systems

Circle #49

Manufacturer of fiber optic test equipment including
mini-OTDRs, light sources, power meters, visual fault
identifiers, network simulators, microscopics, optical
fiber indentifiers, talksets and test kits. p. 82

Sadelco, Inc.

Circle #46

Sadelco, Inc. manufactures SLMs for CATV. Minimax
meters can now provide accurate reading of the average
power of all digital channels. p. 79

Sencore

Circle #12

Sencore designs and manufactures afull line of CATV,
Wireless CATV, QAM and MPEG-2 test instruments.
Each instrument is designed to meet your system analyzing and troubleshooting needs. p. 23

Trilithic, Inc.

21
—
Subscriber Equipment

19

AM Communications

90

115
Chart

Argus Technologies
ASKA Communication Corp.
Barco, Inc
Bay Networks, Inc

Circle #13

Manufactures test equipment for the cxry and LAN
industries and components for aerospace and satellite
communications. Key products are SLMs, leakage detectors, and return test equipment. p. 25

Wavetek Corporation

33

55

.20

37

38

65

9

17

Blonder Tongue Laboratories .14,41

29

C-COR Electronics, Inc

23

41

Cable Leakage Technologies .. 19

36

Cable Resources, Inc

17

34

Cadix International Inc.

37

63

CormnScope, Inc.
Corning Incorporated

6
29,40

10-11
49,69

25

43

Technologies Group
Fotec, Inc.
21
Fujitsu Network Communications 35

26-27
38
58-59

GN Nettest, Laser Precision Div
Harmonic Lightwaves, Inc.

Chart
13

Exide Electronics, Emerging

Manufactures and markets through CATV OEM's & system integrators (EAS) Emergency Alert Systems. p. 67

Circle cl 48, 94

10

Dawn Satellite

Cable Resources, Inc.

Circle #44

Circle #35

1_3

Alpha Technologies Inc
Antec/Network Technologies

Fujitsu Network Communications

Argus Technologies

Circle cl 91

Scientific-Atlanta's new Continuumn' Headend System
for analog and digital applications. Features avertical
packaging design which allows for up to forty frontloaded modules to fit into astandard 70" rack. p. 116

SkyConnect

Vg Telecom Equipment

Page tt

Circle #2

Manufactures equipment for CATV, teleconununications, wireless, and general purpose test. CATV equipment includes signal level, analysis, and leakage meters, sweep and monitoring equipment. p. 5

Hayes Microcomputer
Products, Inc
Hewlett-Packard Co
ITOCHU Cable Services
Lindsay Electronics

7
55

87

5,30,43 .. 9, 50-51,73
8
15,

15
32

National Cable
Television Institute (NCTI) .39

68

NextLevel Systems, Inc./
Broadband Networks Group. 18
NextLevel Systems, Inc.

35

(Corp. HQ)
Noyes Fiber Systems

36
49

61
82

Pace MicroTechnology

92

89

Panduit Network
27

47

Philips Broadband Networks .
31, 32
Pirelli Cable Corp.
34
Sadelco, Inc.
46

Systems Group

52,53
57
79

Scientific-Atlanta

91

Sencore
Siecor Corporation

12
23
26 .
44-45, Chart

SkyConnect

42

71

Spectrum

24

42-43

Sprint North Supply
Standard Communications

116
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Synchronous Group Inc.

16

TCS Communications

7
33

47

80

Telecrafter Products
4 45
Tele Wire Supply Company .. 11,50

8,77
21,83

44

67

Trilithic, Inc.
13
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The following companies are cited in articles and features in the current issue. Page numbers refer to where the
initial mention takes place in aparticular story. Listings do not include some departments.
16

ACTV Inc
ADC Broadband Communications Digital Video Business Unit
ADC Telecommunications Inc.
Alpha Technologies
AM Communications
Analog Devices
Antec
@Home Network -@Media Group
AT&T
AT&T Canada
Aurora Instruments Inc
Barco
Bell Atlantic
Bell Canada
Broadcom
C&P Telephone
C-Cor Electronics
CableData Inc.
CableLabs
CellularVision USA
Cogeco Cable Inc
Comcast Corp.
Cox Communications Inc
Daniels Cablevision
DirecPC
DirecTV
E-TEK Dynamics Inc
Echostar
Fujitsu Network Communications
GE Americom
GTE
Harmonic Lightwaves
Hughes Network Systems
Interactive Pictures Corp.
InterMedia Partners Inc.
Jones Intercable
JVC
Libit Signal Processing
Loral
Lucas Arts
Marcus Cable Associates
MCI
Mediacom LLC
Media0ne

36
30, 54
97
113
14
22
91
78
34
112
14
18
97
14
18
14
97
12, 26
16
34
18
30
85
14
14, 78
112
114
40
24
78
12
14
90, 97
31, 97
84
14
12
24
91
14
78, 91
38
4, 12, 62, 91

Microsoft
Motorola Inc. -Iridium
Mpath Interactive
MSQ Fundy Communications -Fundy Telecom

100

90
16, 24
95
34

Netscape Communications
NetSpeak Corp
News Corp
NextLevel Systems Inc. (General Instrument)
NextLevel Systems Broadband Networks Group
Ortel Corp.
Panasonic
Performance Power Technologies
Philips Broadband Networks
PNI
Premiere Network Services Inc.
Punjab Wireless Systems Ltd.
River Oaks Communications
Rogers Communications Inc. Rogers Cablesystems
Scientific-Atlanta Inc. Terrestrial Network Systems
Scientific-Atlanta Inc.
SCTE
SeaChange International Inc
Shaw Communications
Siecor Corp.
Sony
Southwestern Bell
Sprint
Stanford Telecom
Superior Electronics Group
TCA Cable
Tektronix Inc. TV/Communications Test Business Unit
Tektronix Inc.
Tele-Communications Inc
Telecommunications & Technology Policy
Teledesic
Terayon Communication Systems
The Weather Channel
3M -Telecom Systems Division
Time Warner
Toshiba
TU Electric
TV/Corn International Inc.
Tyton Hellerman Corp.
VDOnet Corp.
Videotron
Wave Optics Inc
Wink Communications
WorldGate Communications
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ADC Telecommunications, Inc.
http://www.adc.com

http://www.commscope.com

Alpha Technologies Inc.

Corning Incorporated

http://www.alpha.com

http://www.comingfiber.com

AM Communications, Inc.
http://www.amcomm.com

Exide Electronics, Emerging
Technologies Group
htte/www.exide.com

Antec/Network Technologies
http://wwwanec.com
Argus Technologies
http://www.mus.com
ASKA Communication Corp.
http://www.askacom.com
Barco, Inc.
http://wwv..barco-usa.com
Bay Networks, Inc.
http://www.baynetworks.com/cable
Blonder Tongue Laboratories. Inc.
http://wwxv.hometeam.com/blonder

CommScope, Inc.

National Cable Television Institute
(NCTI)
http://www.ncti.com
NextLevel Systems, Inc./Broadband
Networks Group
http://www.nlvi.com
NextLevel Systems, Inc. (Corp. HQ)
http://www.nlvi.com

Fotec. Inc.

Noyes Fiber Systems

http://www.fotec.com
Fujitsu Network Communications

http://www.noyes fiber.com
Pace MicroTechnology

hnp://www.fujitsu.comfinc
GN Nettest, Laser Precision Div.

http://www.pace.co.uk
Panduit Network Systems Group

http://www.gnIp.com

http://www.panduit.com

Harmonic Lightwaves, Inc.
hup://www.harmonic-lightwaves.com

Philips Broadband Networks
http://www.be.philips.com/pbn

Hayes Microcomputer Products,
Inc.

Sadelco, Inc.

http://www.hayes.com

http://www.sadelco.com

Budco Inc.
hup://www.budcocable.com

Hewlett-Packard Company

Scientific-Atlanta

http://www.hp.com/go/catv

http://www.SciAtl.com

C-COR Electronics, Inc.

Microwave Filter Co., Inc.
http://www.ras.com/mwfilterf

Siecor Corporation
http://www.siecorcam

http://www.c-concom

mwfilter.htm

Cadix International Inc.

Monroe Electronics, Inc.

http://www.cadix.cam

SkyConnect
http://www.skyconnect.com

hup://www.monroe-electronies.com

Spectrum
http://www.spectrummhz.com
Sprint North Supply
hup://www.sprintnorthsupply.com
Stark & Associates, Inc.
Email: 7I
573.2700@compuserve.com
Standard Communications
http://v,ww.standardcomm.com
Synchronous Group, Inc.
http://www.syngroup.com
TCS Communications
httpl/www.tcscomm.com
TeleWire Supply Company
http://telewiresupply.com
TFT, Inc.
http://www.TFTInc.com
Trilithic, Inc.
http://www.trilithic.com
Trilogy Communications, Inc.
http://www.trilogycoax.com
Trompeter Electronics Inc.
hup://www.trompeterelectronicx.
industry.net
Wavetek Corporation
http://www.wavetek.com

CFD magazine is not responsible for any omissions or any inaccuracies. Changes to existing information should be directed to Michelle Pazar: (303) 393-7449; FAX (303)393-6654.
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W HAT'S AHEAD

Trade shows

Pearson Technologies Inc.
Location: Morristown, N.J. Call
Eric Pearson (800) 589-2549.

6-10

September
10-12 PCS '97 (Personal
Communications Showcase).
Location: Dallas, Texas. Call
PCIA at (703) 739-0300 for
more information.

24 Southern California

7-9

21-25 NFOEC '97.
Location: San Diego, Calif.
Call (619) 467-9670.

SEPTEMBER/
NATOA Conference
(National Association of
Telecommunications Officers
and Advisors). Location:
Tucson, Ariz. Call (202) 4295101.
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HFC '97, High Integrity
Hybrid Fiber/Coax Networks,
Second Annual Technical
Workshop, jointly sponsored by
the SCTE and the IEEE
Communications Society.
Location: The Wigwam Resort,
Litchfield Park, Phoenix, Ariz.
Call Anna Riker (610) 363-6888.

8-9

CDMA System
Engineering & Optimizations
Workshop, produced by WIT.
Location: Dallas. Call (510)
490-6459.

11-12

Bellcore's
Competitive Local Access
Seminar. Location: Richardson,
Texas. Call (800) 832-2463.

11-12 Operating RF-IPPV

stems, produced by ScientificAtlanta Institute. Location:
Atlanta. Call (800) 722-2009,
press "3."

15-19 Broadband
Communications Network
Design, produced by NextLevel
Systems. Location: San
Francisco. Call (215) 674-4800.
16

Network Reliability &
Interoperability Council
ComForum, presented by the
International Engineering
Consortium. Location: Hyatt
Regency, Reston, Va. Call (312)
559-4600.

28-30 Atlantic Cable Show.
Location: Baltimore, Md.
Call (609) 848-1000.
October
8-10 Private & Wireless
Show, produced by National
Satellite Publishing Inc.
(NSP). Location: Wyndham
Anatole Hotel, Dallas, Texas.
Call (713) 975-0030, ext. 28;
or (800) 555-0224.
20-22 Eastern Cable Show.
Location: Atlanta, Ga. Call
the Southern Cable TV
Association (404) 255-1608
for more information.
21-23 1997 National
Communications
Forum/InfoVision97.
Location: Chicago. Call (312)
559-4600.
December
10-12 The Western Cable
Show. Location: Anaheim,
Calif. Call the CCTA at (510)
428-2225.
January
28-30 SCTE Emerging
Technologies Conference.
Call SCTE (610) 363-6888.

16-18

Exposition, sponsored by
Gartner Group. Location:
Moscone Convention Center,
San Francisco. Call (203) 2564700.

23-25

24-26

Digital Network
Engineering Training, produced by NextLevel Systems.
Location: San Francisco, Calif.
Call (215) 674-4800.
i+e intranet +
extranet Conference &
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Fiber Optic Network
Installation, produced by

SCTE Chapter, Technical
Seminar and Testing Session.
Topic: Transportation Systems.
BCT/E certification exams to be
administered. Location: Lincoln
Properties, Alhambra, Calif.
Call Charles Harper (714) 8160570.

24-26 SCTE Regional
Training Seminar. Topic:
Introduction to Fiber Optics.
Location: Manchester, N.H.
Call SCTE headquarters (610)
363-6888.
26

Wheat State SCTE
Chapter, Testing Session.
BCT/E Certification exams to
be administered. Location:
Great Bend, Kan. Call Vicki
Marts (316) 262-4270.

Ocro
6-8 Technology Forecasting
for the Telecom Industry, produced by Technology Futures
Inc. Location: The Renaissance
Hotel, Austin, Texas. Call
Diane Sanso (800) 835-3887; or
(512) 258-8898.
20-24

Fiber Optic Splicing
and Testing, produced by
Nynex. Location: Nynex
Learning Center, Marlboro,
Mass. Call (800) 239-3300.

22 Analog Headend Design,

Cable TEC Symposium.
Location: Holiday Inn, Ft.
Collins, Colo. Call Hugh Long
(303) 603-5236.

27-11/7 Outside Plant
Engineering—Basic (OPE-BX),
Bellcore TEC Training from
Nynex. Location: Marlboro,
Mass. Call (800) 832-2463 or
(708) 960-6300.
28-30

Digital Network
Engineering, produced by
NextLevel Systems. Location:
Hatboro, Pa. Call (215) 6744800.

NovEm.
7-8

Operating RF-IPPV
Systems, produced by
Scientific-Atlanta Institute.
Location: Atlanta. Call (800)
722-2009, press "3" when
prompted.

17-21 Hands-On Fiber
Optic Installation for Local
Area Networks (Multimode
and Singlemode), produced by
Siecor Corp. Location: Hickory,
N.C. Call (800) 743-2671, ext.
5539 or 5560.
18-20

Cable Television
technology, produced by
C-COR Electronics Inc.
Location: Fremont, Calif. Call
C-COR Technical Customer
Services (800) 233-2267, ext.
4422.

DECE M.
8-11

23-24

Hands-On Fiber Optic
Installation for Outside Plant
Applications, produced by
Siecor Corp. Location: Hickory,
N.C. Call (800) 743-2671, ext.
5539 or 5560.

27-29 Rocky Mountain
SCTE Chapter 2nd Annual

15-18 Hands-On Fiber
Optic Installation,
Maintenance and Restoration
for CATV Applications, produced by Siecor Corp. Location:
Hickory, N.C. Call (800) 7432671, ext. 5539 or 5560.

produced by Scientific-Atlanta
Institute. Location: Atlanta. Call
(800) 722-2009, press "3" when
prompted.
Operating Analog
Headend Systems, produced
by Scientific-Atlanta Institute.
Location: Atlanta. Call (800)
722-2009, press "3" when
prompted.
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RETURN PATH
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• The issue: Set-top boxes
,

The digital era. It's finally here, but set-top manufacturers report strong sales of advanced analog set-tops as the
industry retools its infrastructure and waits to see if digi-

tal's economics make sense. What plans does your system
have when it comes to set-top deployment?

The questions:
1. Does your system presently use addressable set-top
descramblers?

6. How soon do you expect to begin deploying new
digital set-tops to subscribers on your system?

Yes

Next 6months

No

Don't know

2. How old are the set-tops you presently use in your
system, on average?

Less than 1year

Next year

1-3 years

7+ years

3. Is your system more inclined to use the new
"advanced analog" set-tops (such as GI's CFT2200 or
S-A's 8600x) or the new digital boxes?)

Analog

1999 or later

7. Several companies are working to allow Internet
access via set-tops instead of personal computers. Are
you interested in providing such aservice?

Yes
4-7 years

Digital

No

Don't know

8. Are you at all concerned that competitors like DBS,
the telcos and MMDS operators will have digital equipment in the field before the cable TV industry does?

Yes

No

Don't know

Don't know

4. What new set-top features do you think are most
important to consumers?

•

Your comments:

Fax us at
303-393-6654
Make acopy of this page
and fax it back to us at the
number above, or mail it to
CED, 600 South Cherry
Street, Suite 400, Denver,
Colo. 80222.
*Every month, we'll pick
one response from those we
receive and award $50. See
official rules below.
Names won't be published if you request your
name to be withheld, but fill
out the name and job information to ensure that only
one response per person is
tabulated.

Your name and title

LI

Program guides

On-screen messaging

Virtual channels

More channels

System name:
Other

Location:

5. Do you think digital set-tops should be standardized
so that consumers can buy them at retail outlets?

LI

Yes

No

Your hISO:

Don't know

Your job function:

Daytime phone #:
Official rules: No survey response necessary.

Enter by returning the completed survey via fax
or mail to the locations indicated above, or print the words ED Return Path" on a3"x5" card and mail it along
with your name, address, daytime phone number and signature. To be eligible for the drawing, entry forms must
be received by 5p.m. on October 31, 1997. CE!) is not responsible for lost or misdirected mail. One entry per
person. Forms mutilated, illegible or not in compliance with these rules shall be considered ineligible in the sole
discretion of the judges. Odds of winning depend on the number of entries received. Arandom drawing from eligible entries will be held on or about November 1, 1997. Winner will be required to provide his/her social security number and proof of identification and is solely responsible for all federal, state and local taxes incurred. Prize
is not transferable to any other person. Sweepstakes participants agree to waive any and all claims of liability

against CED magazine, Capital Cities Media Inc., Capital Cities/ABC Inc. and its affiliated and independent contractors for any injury or loss which may occur from participation in this sweepstakes or receipt of the prize.
Winner consents to publication of his/her name for publicity purposes without further compensation. Participants
must be 18 years of age or older. Employees of CED magazine, Capital Cities Media Inc., Capital Cities/ABC
Inc. and its affiliated and subsidiary companies, and their respective employees, agents and independent contractors, and their immediate families are not eligible to participate. Void wherever prohibited, license required,
restricted or taxed by law. Sweepstakes sponsors reserve the right to change or modify the sweepstakes rules
while the sweepstakes is in progress. Participation in the sweepstakes constitutes acceptance of all sweepstakes rules.
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A small return sample
probably skewed the results
of this survey, but one conclusion does stand out: a
large majority of cable systems are either planning for
or presently undergoing an
upgrade/rebuild as they
retool to offer interactive
programming to blunt competition from other network
providers.
In fact, large percentages
of respondents said they'll be
adding high-speed data
and/or telephony services
over their networks.
Bucking conventional
wisdom, however, the number who said they're switching to 90-volt power was
miniscule, while at least half
said their systems are already
using standby power in large
numbers.
When it comes to centralized vs. distributed powering
architectures, the industry is
decidedly split on the issue.
Other findings: half feel
they'll need eight hours of
battery back-up in the future;
the key requirements of
those shopping for power are
quality, modularity and reliability (not price!): and most
are aware of new research
that's underway in the powering industry.
Congratulations to Gene
Neary ofAdelphia Cable in
Plymouth, Mass., who won
$50 for his response. To
make yourself eligible for a
future drawing, fill out the
form on the previous page
and send it in!
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The issue: Powering
As cable operators begin to load up their systems
with ever-more services (high-speed data and telephony
are two leading candidates), network powering issues
are becoming more important. It's critical that cable

operators have aclear powering plan devised when it
comes to future rebuilds and upgrades. This survey
asked respondents for their plans.

The results:
1. Is your system currently involved in, or planning
for, an upgrade or rebuild?

7. Would you favor using acentralized power
approach in your newbuilds?

Yes

No

Don't know

88%

0%

No

Don't know

12%

Yes

50%

25%

25%

2. How likely is it that telephony services will be
added to your system in the near future?

8. When it comes to reserve power, how much do you
think will be adequate in the future?

Very

Somewhat

Not at all

25%

38%

38%

2hours

4hours

8hours

Other

0%

38%

50%

12%

3. How likely is that high-speed data and Internet
access services will be added to your system in the
near future?

9. When it comes to power supply companies and technologies, what are the key requirements you look for?
Price

Very

Somewhat

Not at all

62%

0%

38%

4. What power voltage will your company's newbuilds
and rebuilds utilize?
60V

75V

90V

88%

0%

12%

5. What is the optimum size (in number of homes) of
fiber nodes in your system?
500 homes or less

1,000 homes

75%

12%

>1,000 homes

>2,000 homes

0%

0%

6. How much of your system presently uses standby
power?
Less than 10%

10-24%

25-50%

25%

12%

12%

51-75%

Over 75%

0%

50%

Reliability

Quality

25%

100%

62%

Modularity

Switchover time

Other

38%

12%

0%

10. Are you familiar with alternative powering options
such as flywheels, natural gas generators and others?
Yes

No

Don't know

75%

25%

0%

11. Are you interested in testing or hearing about new
forms of powering?
Yes

No

Don't know

88%

12%

0%

Y
our comments:
"I'm sold on the technology and application of central
powering at anode. The hard part is selling the idea to
acommunity to place abig, green monolith in aresidential neighborhood."
—Barry Egan, Falcon Cable TV, Atascadero, Calif.
"Come on, people. We all need 100 percent standby
power. (Telcos are!) Makes good customer sense."
—James Hughes Sr., Charter Communications,
Kingsville, Texas
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C LASSIFIEDS
PRODUCTS, SERVICES Etc EQ UIPMENT D IRECTORY

1

3

FIBER OP

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.

COMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION

• Coaxial and Fiber
• Mapping and Design
• Make Ready
• Splicing and Activation
• Fusion Splicing
• Material Supply
• Aerial, Underground &
Fiber Construction

1-800-338-9299

• Emergency Fiber
Restoration
• System Sweep
• Proof of Performance
• Turnkey Headend
• Complete Turnkey
Project Management

quality service performed on atimely basis
http: //www.cableconstructors.com

'Design

'Installation

IIVHS •Educational Networks

SERVICES INCLUDE: System

370660 550PH
344000 550PP
370664 450PH
376141 45OPT
499939 45OFF

372393
372391
372392
503148
232700

550PH
550PP
450PH
750PH
Housing

System Amp II 550 & 750 mhz
More than 2500 in Stock

800-331-5997

1605 E. Iola
Broken Arrow, Ok 74012

11111111111

Taps lghz
Taps 750 mhz
Taps 600 mhz
Splitters
DC's
Two Ways
Three Ways
P/S Inserters

White 2a-ndi

ie4 rgaele-éd
Fiber Optic Services

1-800-Jumpers

CUSTOM MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING
F to F, N to N. BNC, RCA, F-81
GILBERT AHS
LRC
OFF SHORE
PPC

RG-56
RG-59
RG-11
RG-213
RG-214

"For

all your fiber needs"

Specializing in Fiber splicing, construction,
consulting, engineering and design.

Call: 1-800-651-7960
REFURBISHED

Illifihl III

BELDEN
TIMES
COMM/SCOPE
INTERCOMP

We will make any cable assembly. Quick delivery on all colors and lengths.

Fax: (602) 582-2915. Ph (602) 581-0331
335 W. Melinda Drive, Phoenix, Az 85027

Planes 1057

Engineering & (1405) Buenos Aires
a582-1372
Design •Outside Plant Construction •Project Repu5b8l2ic-a2A1r1ge ntina
Management •Aerial &Underground Cable
,
Installation •Systems Integration •Premises
Wiring •Splicing •Termination •Testing •
Activation •Training •Emergency Service

SCIENTIFI
ers CAT.VsINTA
Passives
Thmks
55OFF
55OFF
45OPP
45OFF
45OFF
45OFF
Housing
AGC

'Full Turn Key Services

PO. Box 571
'APPLICATIONS: Telephone •Cable TV,
Danielson. CT 06239-0571
802 Networks •Process Control •Security • Tel: 860-774-4102: Fax: 860-774-4783

NEW and REFURBISHED

373920
347099
234420
372398
372397
372376
373166
343890

'Testing

REFURBISHED

SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA
9640 $295
(MIN CITY 10)

STANDARD
32CK $275

9630

$199

4001 $325

(
9 5959
6650

$295
$225

JERROLD
C41?
$295

1605 E. Iola
Broken Arrow, Ok 74012

(MIN 0T 5

TU LSAT 800-331-5997

EAS "SUB—ALERT"

Emergency Alert System

FCC & LOCAL FRANCHISE COMPLIANT
1st COMPLETE AUDIO & VIDEO E.A.S.
"Solutions" Not Just Products...

800-628-0088
(Audio Only Also Available)

/fie ,r7.
1727)

To Place AClassified Ad In CED Magazine OR On The Internet...
Call Tim Reeder at 800-866-0206 or 610-964-4982 (e-mail: treeder@chilton.net) by the first of the month preceding the month of the
desired issue. II Fax insertion order and any advertisement copy to 610-964-4663. U Mail any ad materials or Box #replies to:
CED Classifieds, 1Chilton Way (4th Floor), Radnor, PA 19089, Attn. Tim Reeder.

C LASSIFIEDS
PRODUCTS, SERVICES SEEQUIPMENT DIRECTORY

SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA
SYSTEM II

FEED FORWARD
POWER DOUBLING

Triples
Duals

Scientific itlanta
C-Cor
agna%
Jerrold

Singles
Quads

Mapping and -U.rigineering Solutions

"Mapping the 21st Century's
Information Super Highway"

TULSAT 800-331-5997

1605 E. Iola

Broken Arrow, Ok 74012

Cable TV •Power •Gas •Telephone •Water/Waste Water
Services Include:

For More Classifieds
See Us On The Internet
http://www.trans-action

Consulting • Data Conversion

• GIS/Facility Mapping

Data Base Design • Field Walkout • Fiber/Coaxial Design
Focus TM • LodeTM

DESIGN
EXTENDER

_Ali

Tt 1E M APPING I
NNOVATORS

Strand Mapping
As Built Mapping
Rebuild Mapping
Fiber Optic Routing
MDU Surveys
Map Digitizing
System Design

FTF-FTSA Design

CADDSTAlen

Est. 1982

GIS, Broadband Design Software

Fiber Optic Design
Lode Data -AutoCad
Lynx, Focus, CableView
Microstation (DGN) Experts
File Conversions DWG -DGN -DXF
CAD System Sales & Training
17995 Chesterfield Airport Rd. •Suite 100 •Che5terfield, MO 63005

Pone: 314-579-4627 or 800-875-8786

For more information contact:
• P.O. Box 20 II2 • Tampa, FL

405 N Reo Street

33622 0112

Telephone: (813) 289-4119 • Facsimile: (813) 287-3674

Far :314-579-4628

Email: ckramer@glai.com

Satellite Antennas

IliJpgrecl@e
SAVE $50 LIMITED OFFER

• One piece spun aluminum

• C & KU high gain

• Easy installations

• Delivery Worldwide

VCRS
$279 WEDGE

Az‘el, Polar, Horizon & motorized Dual Axis Mounts

Exchange for working White Label

CALL OR FAX FOR BROCHURE AND PRICING

$429

DH Satellite
600 N. Marquette Rd.
Prairie du Chien, WI USA 53821
Phone (608) 326-8406 or Fax (608) 326-4233

1605 E. Iola
Broken Arrosa, Ok 7i012

QUALITY REPAIR
COMPETITIVE PRICES

EsT. 1988

TiCHNOLOGY
SERVICES.

INC.

CATV •Rh" •Al.IDIO •VWEO REPAIR SERVICES
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•Converters
•Line Equipment
•Test Equipment
•Satellite Receivers
•Headend Equipment
•Standby Power Supplies

TULSAT 800-331-5997

800-852-6276
10

YEARS OF NATIONWIDE SERVICE
RO. BOX 96, Argos, IN 46501

Rte. 45, Gateway Ctr. •Westville, NJ
(609) 742-0830 •Fax (609) 742-1780
COMMUNICATIONS

VCRS
PLUS
VCII
MD'S

MIDWEST CABLE SERVICES

1-800-681-TECH
(1-800-681-8324)

CED:

MOST REPAIRS $93

WE BUY SCRAP
CATV CABLE

A Full Service Telecommunications
Repair Center

PRECISION

IRD CARD

Exchange for working White Label

VCOO n@pekre

ENGINEERING &

DESIGN

SEPTEMBER

1997

PRODUCTS, SERVICES

I

EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY

CALL US

we.em

Mee âMishrblgeg

MUMMA

MAGNAVOX
TRUNKS

TRUNK9

BRIDGERO

BRIDGEREI

156 155 186
177 163 154
152 153 505C

51550 67550 81550
51450 61450 81450
51440 51330 81330

277 215 214
213 211 233
245 231 235

58550 68550
58440 513450
58330 58300

P/S EQ's Pads DC's

EQ's 7MC Pads 8HE's
1605 E. Iola
Broken Arrow, Ok 74012

tà

TULSAT 800-331-5997

FI

list todby.ouruC
nl
e
au
vv
rtm
Ca
o3
b
dl
e
e0ls!%

,ie., oP
Re
nrmiocs
se:pso p

If You Have Any Of This...
We Have A Check For You!

MATEJKA CABLE RECOVERY, INC'
Coast to Coast Service

MICROWAVE FILTER COMPANY, INC.

1-800-831-2925 Fax: 507-345-8840
http://www.matejka.com

6743 KINNE STREET •EAST SYRACUSE, NY 13057
800-448-166603,1 '
5-437-3953 •Fax; 315-463-1467
http://www.ras.tom/mwfilter/nawfilter.htm
E-MAIL: mfc @ ras.com

Mae

Over A Half Million

TRAps
New & Used Traps
Pos, Neg & Tiering

1

NEW
IN STOCK1
New & Refurbished
CONNECTORS

Taps

at

Traps

Large Inventory
Popular &
Hord to Rnd Sizes

WE SWEEP MI. TRAPS AND TAPS BEFORE SHIPPING

1605 E. Iola
Broken Arrow, Ok 74012

TU LSAT

800-331-5997
00-331-5997

EMERGENCY
ALERT SYSTEMS
By

f

Idea/onies
TO MEET THE FCC MANDATE
or For local franchise requirements
Complete Audio and Video
or Audio only systems available
Compatible with all headends
Affordable
Idea/onies
The pioneers in Emergency Alert Systems
(701) 786-3904
FAX (701) 786-4294

BOLIGHT/SOLD/SERVICED

1

450

MAO Station
GI Station
SA Station
C-COR Station

450

MAO LE
GI LE
SA LE
C-COR LE

MHz

MHz

CLASSIFIEDS
PRODUCTS, SERVICES & EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY

Quality Cable 8i Electronics Inc.
1950 NW 44th Street • Pompano Beach, FL 33064
Tel: (954) 978-8845 Fax: (954) 978-8831
Internet: http://mw».QualityCable.com
Scientific Atlanta
Belden

Jerrold

Pico Maco

Times Fiber

Comm/Sco

Power Tronics

Holland

Magnavox

Eagle

MoPed
Cable Matic/Ripley

Cable-ing the world ....
Headend /Line Equipment /Drop Material /Converters

(800) 978-8845

rà Door to Door
Sales
iri System Audits
irà Converter
Placement

RCH CABLE
RCH personnel install several
hundred SA-8600X and Jerrold 2200
converters everyday.
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Serving the industry
since 1977

609-786-1701
Fax 609-786-0121
301 Route 130 South
Cinnaminson, NJ 08077
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PRODUCTS, SERVICES & EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY
SELL

REPAIR

WE BUY & SELL
SURPLUS NEW & USED

RMF

Free Pickup & Delivery Service Available
Supporting Broadband Networks
VAG
c1

CONNECTORS, TAPS, HEADEND, LINEGEAR, MISC.

864-574-0155
Fax 864-574-0383
sales@dbtronics.com
http://www.dbtronics.com

• PPV Set-tops

•Custom Manufacturing

TM BROKERS

5402 HIGHWAY 95 -COCOLALLA, ID 83813
TEL' 208-683-2797 OR Fax: 208-683-2374
EMAIL moorst@comtch.iea.com
HOME PAGE: http://www.iea.com/-moorst/
We Now Accept M/C And VISA
See Inventory On Home Page

•S-A & C-COR 750MHZ EQ's
• Mag 550MHZ Upgrades, Reverse Ready
Scientific
Atlanta

Accepting
Mastercard
and VISA

•Addressable Control Replacement for SM4/5
•Integration Services for Advanced Technology

Industry
Service

since

ROCKY M OUNTAIN
JUMPER CABLES

1966

ILO. BOX 9707 .HELENA MT 59604

PYRAMID
Is Quality Construction
Pyramid Industries offers Quality
Smoothwall, Ribbed, Corrugated or
Figure 8Innerduct at competitive
prices and immediate delivery,
cone your local distributor or call
us at: 814-455-7587.

Custom Made Jum p
er Assemblies
All Brands Fittings/Cable

•FMale

•RG -56
„Ft

•RG -59
•BNC
• Other

•FFemale

•RG -11

Our jumpers never leave our plant during construction, insuring inspection of each phase of construction. Our

L quality control insures you the lowest RF leakage possible. Call for pricing and free sample. (
406) 458-6563

LOOK No need to shop around.
TO US Call us first!
Quality Merchandise is found at D&P Manufacturing, Inc.
Headend, Line Gear, Converters, Test Equipment & much more.
Our expertise of workmanship guaranteed for Six Months.
Serving the Industry Since 1985
(800) 997-1224 • fax: (215) 348-9399
e-mail: dpman@worldnetattriet

PYRAMID N111.1571LIES, ffC

14

Irwin Dr, Ene, PA 16505 •814/ 455-7587 Fax 814/454-8756
vAvw.pyramidind.com

Mire Career Opportunities On Pages 110 & 111

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

CDI.

CDI Telecommunications, Inc
is hiring experienced people

Attention C-Band Shoppers!

for the following positions:

Galaxy VII Fully Protected Transponder

DESIGN ENGINEERS

Available for Immediate Full-Time Use

Design Fiber & Coax
Broadband Routes.

Uplink from N.Y. with DigiCipher II MCPC
Below Market Rate! Commit now for Huge Discount!
Only Two Channels Left! First Come, First Serve!
Call Today (714) 263-9900 x217

TECHNICIANS

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Installation, Cut-over,
Testing, Upgrades

Call: (800) 669-1890

PAiJLEY
CONSTRUCTION

Ext. 4119

e
"PEOPLE MAKING A DIFFERENCE"

Fax: 800-875-1904

CATV DESIGNER -Phoenix, AZ

Attn. CED97

I r•ge utility construction company seeks CATV Designed Engineer.
QUALIFICATIONS:
Ci Must have aminimum of 4years CATV design experience, including truck/feeder & fiber to feeder.
Cl Must have minimum 2years experience with Lode Data software & general CATV theory
including powering BOM, working with utility maps.
AutoCad experience a Plus.
Excellent benefits and good pay!
Fax resumes: (602) 581-2400 •Attention: Rochelle Wilson
THE

PREMIER

MAGAZINE

OF

BROADBAND

COMMUNICATIONS

Mail resume to:
P.O. Box 4056, Dept. CED97
Scottsdale, Arizona 85261-4056

SEPTEMBER

1997
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C LASSIFIEDS
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

LLu

Irsuirmak.WilüLpixm

MS() seeks 2 LINE TECHNICIANS for large U.S. Military Base cable system in
Okinawa. At least 2yrs experience in trunk/feeder, trouble shooting, splicing, activation
and system maintenance. High $/Benefits, fiber and chief tech training.
Fax resume to CCH @ (305) 252-9097

p

SCTE Sustaining Member

eter

F

roehlich &Co.

executive search

Design Project Specialist

Pursue acreative vision
that can lead almost anywhere.
You can't do this anywhere else.
When you ask yourself "what if...?" the answers create new technologies that
astonish us and propel us to go farther. This is the excitement our teams of
professionals (10,000 worldwide) experience every day. And this is what makes
GI Communications, a$1.7 billion division of General Instrument Corporation a
leader in broadband transmission technology.

PO. Box 339 Weatherford, TX 76086
(800) 742-4947 FAX (817) 594-1337
EMAIL: pfsearch@flash.net
Web: http://www.flash.net/-pfsearch

All levels of Technical
Positions -Corporate to
Hourly. Operators and
Manufacturers
Call or Write. Fees Paid.

WHAT'S NEW ON
TELEVISION?
AMERITECH.

We pioneered digital compression, partnered in the introduction of
direct-to-home digital satellite systems, and introduced cable phone
telecommunications products. No small wonder that today we are the world's
number one provider of addressable systems and subscriber terminals for cable TV
-leading the world in developing technology, systems and product solutions for
the interactive delivery of video, voice and data.

This isn't just anew cable company. It's

aground breaking opportunity for you to use
your experience to help create the future of
television. Ameritech's cable TV company,
Ameritech New Media, is changing your
TV from something you watch to something
you use.

This is an extraordinary time for communications and agreat time to join us.
You will interact with our Customers and Engineering, Marketing, and Sales
personnel to assist proposal administrators with developing GI Systems sales
proposals. Specific duties include developing design specification files, reviewing
systems maps, designing coaxial and fiber optic CAN systems, and creating
graphical spreadsheets to illustrate system design scenario results.

LEAD ENGINEER
Working at our facility in northwest
suburban Chicago, this position has responsibility for the development and dissemination
of RF design criteria for RF transmission
equipment and components of the cable TV
network which will meet quality and performance standards. You will lead field testing
initiatives, component specification development and create supporting documentation.
We require 3+ years RF design and cable
network testing or implementation experience combined with a bachelors degree in
electrical engineering, computer science or
related field. Proven technical analysis skills
and the ability to conceptualize and evaluate
various technical alternatives necessary.

For consideration, you will need at least three years' CAN system design
experience with thorough knowledge of communications systems/ architectures
and Lode Data System Design software. Working knowledge of word processing,
spreadsheet, and graphics software packages is required. Knowledge of telephone
technology is desirable. Associate's degree in Electronics or equivalent experience necessary.

Here's how to apply.
In the suburbs of Philadelphia, GI offers highly competitive salaries,
comprehensive benefits, and adesirable lifestyle. Learn more about us on the
World Wide Web at: www.gi.com

We offer excellent compensation and benefits, and a tuition reimbursement plan.
To apply, please fax a resume to: Dept.
KH-LE 312/526-8555. EDE.

For consideration, please send your resume to: General Instrument Corporation,
GI Communications Division, Employee Resources Department/TNS093-CS, P.O.
Box 697, Hatboro, PA 19040-0697. Email: job-ops@gic.gi.com
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

eritech
NEW MEDIA

eGeneral Instrument
jf--It With
Call
Color Classified Rates.
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

TRAINING

*** LINE TECHNICIANS ***

TRAINING

ARIZONA • INDIANA • BROOKLYN, NY
MSO seeks LINE TECHNICIANS for cable systems. At least 2 yrs
experience in trunk/feeder, trouble shooting, splicing, activation and
system maintenance. Benefits. EOE.

Learn to splice,
test, connect and
troubleshoot a
fiber optic network.

Fax resume to CCH @ (305) 252-9097

u
.

'Ji gituiU
CABLE

(970) 663-6445
FIBERLIGHT
INTERNATIONAL

TELEVISION

2100 W. Drake, #269

ENGINEERS

Ft. Collins, CO 80526

TVN Entertainment is seeking engineers with all levels of skills with broad backgrounds in cable
and RF to deploy its exciting new Digital Cable Television service. Work with cutting edge technology. Experience in digital transmissions is desirable. Duties include installation of digital video
receivers and transcoding equipment at cable headends and effective liaison with cable operators
required. Some travel may be required. Send resume w/salary history to Human Resources, P.O.
Box 2819, Toluca Lake, CA 91610

Fax: (970) 635-1985

ONSITE
TECHNICAL TRAINING
Deliverable anywhere, US or overseas, Telecom
Training Systems, Inc. provides hands-on technical
training day and night to groups needing retraining
or advanced technical skills.

Member

Established
1980

E-mail: fli@frii.com

SCTE

Our training is industry specific without the sales
pitch. Technical trainers have solid industry backgrounds. they've done what they teach.

Ervin Cable Construction, Inc.
Communication Construction Specialist

Complete customization is our guarantee without
any additional fees. Can train up to twelve people,
making training cost effective (many companies will
even cost-share fees.)

Help Wanted in the Southeast and Midwest Region

Call -1- 800 -232 -7155

AREAS of EXPERTISE

260 N. Lincoln Blvd. East •Shawneetown, IL 62984

•CATV/Broadband Networks

•Upgrades
•New Builds
•Coaxial Splicing

•Fiber Splicing
•Design and Mapping
•Directional Boring

•Fiber Optics Splicing &Testing
•Telecommunication/Digital Systems
Eliminate the hassles of employee travel and all
associated expenses. Our training is extremely cost
effective for groups of 6and more.
Call Jeannie Carlisle
Corporate Training &Development for aprice
quote on your training needs.

REGIONAL ENGINEER

As the first line of quality control, you will ensure that standards for the technical plant are met and
ensure compliance with company technical standards and federal regulations. Additionally, you will
maintain records, oversee system maintenance, and recommend remedial actions. Will supervise staff
of technicians.
Degree in electronics or equivalent is required including college level math skills. Must have at least
5years' supervisory experience; abackground as acable technician with aworking knowledge of
TVRO, headend, design, and fiber is essential. The candidate should be familiar with underground
and pole line construction, FCC Testing and reporting and requirements, fiber optics, CableData,
cable programming, ad insertion, customer care standards, FCC testing and reporting requirements.

Call (218) 631-2746 or Email: ttsi@means.net
TELECOM TRAINING SYSTEMS, INC.
1517 1st Street Southwest
Wadena, Minnesota 56482

We offer excellent salaries and benefits package, including 401(k), life insurance, and comprehensive
health plan. For consideration, please send your resume to: Northeast Human Resources Manager,
Adelphia Cable Communications, Code CED7573, 106 Kimball Avenue, South Burlington, VT 05403.
Successful applicants will be required to pass a physical examination and criminal record check.
Adelphia is an equal opportunity employer.

Adelphia
Your link. For everything.
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N EW PRODUCTS

Dense WDM
solutions
SAN JOSE, Calif.—E-TEK Dynamics Inc. has
introduced anew Dense Wavelength Division
Multiplexer (DWDM), an eight- or 16-channel
module for increasing fiber capacity in a
WDM network.
The DWDM's ITU channel wavelengths are
narrowly spaced at 200 GHz apart, with alow
typical insertion loss ≤4.5 dB, and high typical

ETEK's DWDM

adjacent channel isolation ≥30 dB. A low
polarization dependent loss less than 0.1 dB is
guaranteed, and the device's optical path is
always epoxy-free, says E-TEK.
The module uses thin-film interference filters
combined with proprietary packaging methods
to separate or multiplex optical transmission
signals. The filters are very stable, with only
0.003 nm/degree Cthermal wavelength drift,
and 0.005 dB/degree Cthermal stability. The
product is suited for dense WDM systems, optical fiber amplifiers and cable TV applications.
Also new from E-TEK is aDense
Wavelength Division Multiplexer Filter
(DWFI) which can achieve 200 GHz narrow
linewidth filtering at ITU wavelengths with
low insertion loss and high channel isolation.
Circle Reader Service number 66

Time domain reflectometer
BEAVERTON, Ore.—Tektronix Inc. has
announced the availability of anew product for coaxial testing applications in
hybrid fiber/coaxial networks. The
CableScout TV220 is ahigh-performance

INaveguide couplers

MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif.—Wave Optics Inc.
has announced anew line of 1
xN pigtailed
planar waveguide couplers. Planar waveguides are integrated optical devices with an
optical pattern generated within the material
via aphotolithographic process. Pigtailed
--4-11111L.,

Cleaning system

MILWAUKEE, Wis.—Tyton Hellermann
Corp. has unveiled its new handheld fiber
optic connector cleaning system. The
Fiberclean system is arefillable dispenser
which contains 10 feet of "ultra-white," nonwoven, lint-free film for complete removal of
dust, dirt, oil and grease from fiber and ferrule end faces. The system's dispenser keeps
the film clean and dry and holds it in place
during the cleaning process. Three "figure-8
strokes" with the connector to the material
cleans the surface. Used material is directed
out the back of the unit, where it can be torn
off at aperforation and thrown away.
Circle Reader Service number 67
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Wave Optics' planar waveguide couplers

planar waveguide couplers are uniform,
repeatable, and offer awide operational
wavelength range. Conventional methods of
cascading fused 1x2 couplers become complicated with PM fiber because of the unpredictable stress patterns generated at each fusion
junction. The advantage of pigtailed planar
waveguide couplers is evident in 1x8 and 1x16
coupler configurations. Wave Optics manufactures these couplers with 1300 nm and 1550 nm

time domain reflec.rometer for cable television and broadband applications. The
TV220 features TestWizard automated testing that makes the unit easy to use, say
Tektronix executives.

singlemode and polarization maintaining fibers
with fast or slow axis alignment.
Circle Reader Service number 68

Fusion splicer

BLUE BELL, Pa.—Aurora Instruments Inc.
has introduced the new FW312 Automatic
Fiber Optic Fusion Splicer, which provides
low splice losses with singlemode fiber. All
features are combined inside asingle, compact, rugged, self-contained package.
The FW312 is based on the company's
FW310 automatic fusion splicer; however, it
is more rugged, according to the company. In
drop tests conducted at the factory, an
FW312 automatic fusion splicer endured
three drops of one foot each (on its bottom,
back and side), followed by three drops of
three feet each, all onto aconcrete floor.
Following the six drops, and with no adjustment or repair, the splicer immediately made
an automatic singlemode fiber alignment and
splice with aloss of 0.00 dB.
The FW312 splicer achieves an average
splice loss of 0.016 dB with matched singlemode fiber, and its loss estimates are accurate

CED:COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN SEPTEMBER 1997

Power meter/tester

Tektronix Inc. 's CableScout TV220

The unit displays ahigh signal-to-noise
ratio trace using a400 MHz high bandwidth front end. This means that the TV220
can easily locate events lost in the noise of
other cable testers. It also finds the subtle
and small faults that can prevent the cable
TV system from operating as expected.
The TV220 is able to identify components that are close together, recognizing
events that are less than two feet apart
because of its short 1ns pulse width. This
is particularly important when troubleshooting drops, because splitters and
ground blocks can be very close together.
The unit automatically adjusts and optimizes gain, averaging and pulse width to
provide atrace of the cable, with the
events clearly marked.
The TV220 also accurately marks the
location of multiple faults on the coaxial
cable, allowing the operator to spend more
time repairing faults, and less time operating the instrument.
Circle Reader Service number 65

within 0.02 dB 90 percent of the time. The
process, including automatic fiber cleaning,
alignment, gapping, fusion and loss estimation,
typically takes
35 seconds.
Other new features include
lockable case
latches and new,
more userfriendly operating software.
All accessories and parts,
including builtin heat shrink
oven, precision
Aurora's fusion splicer
cleaver, RS-232
data port, battery, charger, power cord, cleaning materials, spare electrodes, canned air,
manual and fiber strippers, are included within
the self-contained ruggedized case. The system
includes aunique pigtail port system which
allows quality testing, as well as automatic
splicing and loss estimation, of fiber cable pigtails using any standard fiber optic connector.
Circle Reader Service number 69

HICKORY, N.C.—Siecor Corp. has introduced its new OTS-300 Express Series that
includes apower meter, light sources and
testers that test and store dual wavelength
power and attenuation measurements simultaneously.
The unit has been designed to maximize testing efficiency by synchronization of the OTS300 meter and source that continually updates
the fiber data.
By pressing a
button, dual
wavelength
measurements
are stored, then
the next fiber is
measured. This
feature prevents
costly errors
from mismatched source
and meter wavelengths.
Siecor's OTS-300
Express Series
Storing up to
900 dual wavelength measurements, the OIS-300 eliminates
field paper work and makes documentation easier. In addition, stored measurements can be
viewed and edited while in the field, and professional loss test tables can be generated by
LinkLoss Windows-based software. The software simplifies the creation of bidirectional
testing results, prints data files in an easy-toread report form and allows further processing
in other spreadsheet applications.
The power meter features selectable resolution optimized for field (0.1 dB) production and lab environments (0.01 dB). The
units are calibrated at 850, 1300, 1310 and
1550 nm with astandard measurement range
of +3 to -70 dBm.
Circle Reader Service number 70

Monitoring transponder

QUAKERTOWN, Pa.—AM Communication
released its "Echo" Model 9013 End-of-Line
Monitor, which has been designed to verify
the presence of RF at end-of-line locations.
Installed much like amulti-port tap, the
Echo takes its operating power and RF
directly from the coax distribution network.
It supports downloadable firmware with
user-definable alarm limits for the forward
RF signal level, the return RF signal level
and the system AC voltage. It monitors these
parameters and sends an alarm if asignal
malfunction occurs.
Circle Reader Service number 71

Splice case

AUSTIN, Texas-3M Telecom Systems
Division has unveiled its new 2178-S Fiber
Optic Splice Case. The compact case has
been designed to protect fiber optic splices in
small spaces for underground, buried, hand
hole, pedestal, cabinet and aerial outside
plant applications.
The rigid, non-filled case is constructed
from anew chemically-resistant material that
has been tested for severe operating conditions including moisture, vibration and
impact, cable stress and flexing, as well as
temperature extremes. It is easy to install and
re-enter and accommodates lower fiber
counts in butt or in-line splice configurations.

3M's 2178-S Fiber Optic Splice Case

its unique strength member clamp assembly complies with Bellcore recommendations
for minimization of cable sheath movement
during temperature changes. The case also
features various port sizes to accommodate
all common trunk and feeder cable sizes,
thereby reducing the need for inventory. It
also has apressurization valve to allow for
convenient flash testing.
The 2178-S accommodates two fiber optic
splice trays and up to 96 single fusion splices
or 48 "Fibrlok" brand splices using 3M's
2523 large fiber splice tray.
Circle Reader Service number 72

Power supply

ROS WELL,
Ga.—Performance
Power Technologies
has introduced the
Magnum Ferro
Model MF2000, a
high-powered ferPPT's Model MF2000
roresonant power
supply. The MF2000
has three field selectable outputs of 60V @
24A, 72V @ 20A and 90V @ 16A, which
translate into 1440 volt amperes of power.
Circle Reader Service number 73
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I
N THE LOOP

B
ythe time you read this, I'm sure hoping that the big

UPS strike is over, because it's only afew days old as I
write this, and it's already playing havoc with some of
my deliverables and receivables. You
know, I'm acompany man from way
back, and generations before me were
company men. My grandfather, in fact,
anow long-retired coal miner, is the
epitome of the company man (just
think of Tennessee Ernie Ford's song
"16 Tons," and you'll get the picture).
So I've got abit of afeel about the turmoil the strikers are going through,
especially the long-timers—proud of
their association with "Big Brown" but
increasingly concerned about how that
association is changing.
Iintroduced my column this month
in this way for two reasons. First, being
agood company man, I'll be relocated
back East in the land of cheese steaks,
Liberty Bells and William Penn's heirs.
Second, in reviewing what's happening
in the industry today and in looking at
trends that will shape my market focus
on the East Coast, Isee alot of good
company people leaving their organizations or being moved out, and Iwonder
about the changing association between
the companies in our industry and their
long-timers. Is it an increasingly competitive environment, differences in
market philosophies, financial pressures, different perspectives on when to adopt new technologies, conservative vs. aggressive growth-styles, or some other reason? The answer is, probably all of the above.

Survey—said!
Focus on
purchaser
preference

By Thomas G. Robinson,
Director of Regulatory
Affairs and Technology
Development, River Oaks
Communications Corp.

Have acomment?
Contact Tom via e-mail at:
tomgrob@rivoalcscom.com
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"It's time to play the Feud..."
After surveying the landscape and spending some
time pondering (good company men ponder, you know),
Ibelieve we're in what Icall the "Family Feud" era of
telecommunications industry development. There are
myriad examples when you think about it—internal (look
at TCI), intra-industry (TCI [again] vs. seemingly the
rest of the industry regarding upgrade strategies), media
giant squabbles (News Corp. vs. Echostar, 'lime Warner,
etc.), the regulated vs. regulator (seemingly everyone vs.
the FCC, cable operators vs. franchising authorities), etc.
Well, you remember how Richard Dawson used to
solve family feuds—with asurvey, and the one who correctly determined the respondent preferences won.
Because at the heart of the moves and countermoves
being made in the industry is the desire to sell services,
information that provides agood handle on the service
purchaser's preference may be the key to moving us all
beyond the "Family Feud" era.
I've done asignificant amount of survey work on
subscriber preferences, and Ibelieve that there are several major trends that bear watching. They also point

squarely toward architectural components in both the
near and long term that can help develop the markets
indicated by these trends. Some of the major points can
be summed up as follows:
VDigital compression is not the whole answer—Yes,
subscribers want more of the same types of programming but, according to surveys, that is not nearly the
sum total of their expressed needs. They also need
options in the way programming is acquired, they need
new types of services and they need improved picture
quality. Thus, digital compression can only be apiece
of the architectural puzzle, with physical plant and
capacity upgrades, fiber optics, extensive system segmentation, etc., being equally important pieces.
VThe reports of video-on-demand's (VOD) demise
are greatly exaggerated—Some market research and trials of VOD indicate that subscribers may be just as
happy with near-video-on-demand (NVOD), especially
when it comes to pay-per-view type movies. Sifting
through the larger body of research, though, would suggest that as you offer more programming choices
through VOD (such as programs from avast menu-driven programming library), and as the decreasing cost of
VOD technology over time may make it more pocketbook friendly, then the favorability rate increases
sharply. Additionally, even the term "VOD" is still fuzzy
for most subscribers and potential subscribers. In fact, in
one series of surveys, replacing the terms "video-ondemand" or "movies-on-demand" with aphrase like
"programs you want to watch, when you want to watch
them," increased the favorability rate tenfold. Thus, the
industry should continue to place an emphasis on future
VOD offerings in the development of current architectures and current terminal equipment specifications.
VAccess to data has to be part of the equation—The
industry's institutional and business users want to provide
it, residential subscribers want to access it, and companies like Microsoft want to invest in it, so it's easy to do
the math on data-over-cable applications. As subscribers
increasingly desire electronic access to awide range of
services, as the costs of Internet access devices continue
to go down, as such devices become as easy to use as the
telephone and, correspondingly, as Internet use increases
while TV net use starts to fall, the industry must have the
architectures and services in place to take advantage of
these shifts in the marketplace.
Can astrong focus on service purchaser preferences
reduce family feuding and move the industry forward?
The number-one answer is yes. Just look at old adversaries Apple and Microsoft. They wouldn't have
recently buried the hatchet unless they thought it would
help both of them better meet service needs (and thus
drive revenues).
Well, I'm off to the City of Brotherly Love, and
when Iget there, Ihave to buy anew computer. Who
knows? Imight end up with anew MS Mac or
Microtosh or whatever they're gonna call it. And I
hope that those "Big Brown" trucks will be back on
the road to deliver it. CIED
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Provides all the network
monitoring pieces...
OF

From the broadband monitoring experts at
AM, OmniSTAT provides all the pieces for an
integrated network monitoring solution. Our
end-to-end system includes multi-vendor hardware,
easy to use software, and the level of support and
service critical to insuring the system works.

1
1

MOST EXTENSIVE PRODUCT OFFERING...

From headend, to end-of-the-line, to reverse path management, it
all plays together and is supported by major OEM's...GI, Scientific Atlanta,
Philips and ADC to name afew.
FEATURES...

Windows software, Open Systems Architecture with SNMP interfaces, cost
effective hardware and software, flexible and upgradeable.
SYSTEM SUPPORT..
Extensive training and field support. System integration and customization
services provided by our technical staff insures that the system works and
makes interfacing with other network elements areality.

Ill
.

All from AM Communications...Providing network solutions for over
adecade.

Guardrailsfor the Infirmation Superhighway
100 Commerce Drive •Quakertown, PA 18951-2237 •(215) 538-8700

j

ONLY AFEW
THINGS IN
LIFE ARE THES
RELIABLE.

As sure as the sun rises, you can count on the Continuum' Headend
System for exceptionally dependable video delivery. Advanced hardware
design features like gold plated interconnections and afully passive backplane ensure continuous service and peak performance. For proactive
headend management, Continuum's Headend Management System (HMS)
provides full remote control, status monitoring and automatic backup 24
hours aday. Make your headend one to count on—call 1-888 -HEADEND
today for acomplete information package.
http//www.sciatl.com

Scientific
Atlanta

neimer

Service
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CONTINUUM HEADEND SYSTEM
Platform for the 21" Century

